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President’s Annual Year End Recap 
By Martin Halloran
SFPOA President

I would be lying if I said 2017 was a 
banner year at the POA, or for the SFPD 
rank and file. It was not. That said, there 
were some major accomplishments made 
this past year. So, here is a recap of 2017.

2017
A new Chief of Police, inflated com-

mand staff, and 272 recommendations 
from the DOJ/COPs review gave us a lot 
to deal with. As always, the POA and its 
Board of Directors addressed each issue 
head-on and without reservation:
• In January, the POA continued its 

legal challenge of the flawed Use of 
Force Policy that was hastily imple-
mented by then Police Commission 
President Suzy Loftus. Loftus failed 
to honor meet-and-confer obligations 
by removing a less lethal force option 
called the Carotid Restraint, and by 
removing language that would have 
allowed our members to use lethal 
force against a suspect or terrorist 
who is using a vehicle to mow down 
innocent victims. Loftus has endan-
gered the public and our officers by 
her actions. Our case is now waiting 
to be heard in the California Court of 
Appeals, where we hope a fair and 
sensible ruling will be handed down.

• The lack of less lethal options may 
have also led to officers being as-
saulted, bloodied, and bruised at an 
incident in the Oceanview neighbor-
hood in January. The officers made 
use of all of their “time and distance” 
training, but when the suspect sud-
denly became combative they had 
no other option available to them 
outside of their mace and baton. They 
were then forced to go to the bullet, 
which should not have been their final 
option. Fortunately, the suspect sur-
vived. (He has since been re-arrested 

twice for assaulting neighbors, and 
violating his restraining order.)

• A new POA Executive Board was 
sworn in this past January. I am proud 
to continue to serve as your President, 
and I thank you for your confidence 
in me and my team. I am equally 
proud and feel privileged to serve 
with Vice President Tony Montoya, 
Secretary Rick Andreotti, Treasurer 
Sean Perdomo, and Sgt-At-Arms Val 
Kirwan. These veterans bring a vast 
amount of experience to the Board, 
even while they continue working in 
field assignments. They are dedicated 
and committed to the membership 
and to the POA mission. I thank them 
each for stepping up. 

• Also in January, the Mayor appointed 
William Scott as Chief of Police. Bill 
Scott comes to us from LAPD where 
he had served 28-years in various 
assignments, and promoted to the 
rank of Deputy Chief. Chief Scott 
requested and received additional 
funding from the Board of Supervi-
sors to increase the SFPD Command 
Staff to its largest size in the history 
of the department. Chief Scott and the 
POA do not agree on all issues (see 
below), but have been able to work 
through some of our differences. I 
hope to continue with this open com-
munication throughout 2018.

• The flawed Use of Force Policy and 
the lack of less lethal options may 
have led to one of our officers having 
a prolonged hand-to-hand physical 
encounter with a homeless person on 
La Playa Street in February. Thank-
fully, a bystander jumped in to help 
the officer gain control of the com-
bative suspect. Video of that incident 
shows the bystander trying to utilize 
a carotid restraint — something that 
we (SFPD) can no longer use!

• The POA filed a record number of 
grievances in 2017. Sadly, informally 
settling differences with the depart-
ment or with DHR is no longer an op-
tion. Apparently, those days are gone.

• The POA did prevail in arbitration. 
One resolved members being allowed 
to choose which time bank they can 
utilize when on family leave, com-
monly known as FMLA. This favor-
able ruling by an arbitrator now al-
lows our members to take advantage 
of the Wellness Program, if they wish, 
by expending hours in other time 
banks rather than their SP hours.

• The POA also prevailed in arbitra-
tion related to the Chief’s directive 
in August that POA representatives 
where banned from addressing line 
ups, claiming that we were “disrup-
tive.” The POA demanded expedited 
arbitration, which was granted. After 
testimony was given in arbitration, 
the City immediately asked for a set-
tlement. An agreement was reached 

that brought us back to the status quo. 
We shall not be silenced.

• The latter part of 2017 was extremely 
difficult and heartbreaking for POA 
members. The senseless, horrific kill-
ing of Stacee Etcheber in Las Vegas 
last October left us shocked beyond 
belief, broken hearted, and deeply 
depressed. We can’t imagine what Of-
ficer Vinnie Etcheber and his kids are 
going through. We will all continue 
to support him and his family during 
this most trying time.

• Another blow was struck on October 
18th when Officer Elia Lewin-Tankel 
was purposely and deliberately run 
down by a recidivist felon. It appears 
that Elia was targeted simply for 
wearing the uniform and for doing 
his job. Elia suffered a massive head 
injury, and is struggling every day in 
his recovery. This will be a long and 
difficult road for Elia and his family, 
and once again we must rally around 
them with support and prayers.

• As if this was not enough, on Hallow-
een night one of our officers was shot 
while patrolling in the Castro District 
by another recidivist felon. Thank-
fully, our member survived due to 
the heroic actions of his partner. The 
wounded officer is now recovering at 
home. This officer did have to endure 
several painful surgeries, but we are 
hoping and praying that he returns to 
his assignment in the SFPD very soon.
I remember a lesson I was taught 

while playing football at Sacred Heart 

High School. No matter how bad a 
practice session was going, Coach Cota 
(retired Lieutenant Ed Cota) always said 
“We are going to end on an up note or 
a good play. We are not ending practice 
today on a bad play.” Accordingly, I will 
end this message, at this most joyous 
time of year, on an up note.

With the trials and tribulations that 
our members were faced with this past 
year, it amazes me how our cops and 
members of the POA have stepped up, 
remained professional, caring, and 
compassionate to the community that 
we serve. Their dedication to the public, 
their profession, and to their fellow of-
ficers is admirable. The greatest asset of 
the SFPD has been and continues to be 
its members. They are a special group 
of people who have entered a noble and 
honorable profession, and I am honored 
to be associated with them.

On behalf of the San Francisco Police 
Officers Association Board of Directors 
and office staff, I wish all a Merry Christ-
mas, a Happy New Year, and lasting 
Peace in 2018.

Slainte!

All The Best, From Our Zoo To Yours — SFPOA

http://www.sfpoa.org
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Call To Order
Sergeant at Arms Val Kirwan called 

the meeting to order at 1801 hours.
Sergeant at Arms Val Kirwan led 

the board in the Pledge of Allegiance. 
Following the pledge, he asked for a mo-
ment of silence in honor of police officers 
and military personnel killed in the line 
of duty. President Halloran also asked 
for silent prayers for the speedy recovery 
of Officer Elia Lewin-Tankel and Officer 
Kai Hintzen.

Roll Call
Secretary Andreotti conducted roll 

call. Twenty-six (26) board of director 
members were present while six (6) were 
excused. 

Approval Of October 
2017 Board Minutes 

A motion to approve the October 2017 
meeting minutes was made by Board of 
Director Matt Lobre and seconded by 
Board of Director member Frank Pereira. 
The minutes were approved with a 
unanimous vote.

Presentation
San Francisco Police Sergeant Larry 

Mack made a presentation to Mr. Ja-
son Hutchinson. Mr. Hutchinson is a 
senior forensic analyst for the North-
ern California Regional Intelligence 
Center (NCRIC). Sgt. Mack praised Mr. 
Hutchinson for his work in forensic 
study of video. Mr. Hutchinson’s work 
enhancing video footage has directly 
resulted in the identification and arrest 
of violent offenders. President Halloran 
presented Mr. Hutchinson a plaque on 
behalf of the SFPOA which read “In 
recognition of your years of service 
and dedication to the citizens of San 
Francisco, your commitment to the men 
and women of the San Francisco Police 
Department is appreciated and will not 
be forgotten.”

Retired Captain Paul Chignell ad-
dressed the membership regarding 
property loss in the recent Northern 

California devastating wild fires. Ter-
essa Rossi is the daughter of retired San 
Francisco Police Officer George Cathrell. 
George Cathrell was a San Francisco 
Police Officer from 1948 to 1976. Teressa 
Rossi lost her home in the recent Santa 
Rosa fire. Inside her home was her fa-
ther’s SFPD memorability including 
pictures and his seven-point star #1025. 
The memorabilia were extremely senti-
mental to Ms. Rossi as her father passed 
away in 2006. Ms. Rossi reached out to 
the SFPOA in an attempt to replace some 
of this police memorabilia. President 
Halloran took it upon himself to order 
Ms. Rossi another SFPD star. In addition, 
new photographs of Officer Cathrell 
were obtained from the SFPD photo lab. 
These items along with a challenge coin 
from the SFPOA and SFPD were placed 
in a shadow box. President Halloran and 
retired Captain Chignell presented the 
shadow box to a life-long friend of Ms. 
Rossi as Ms. Rossi was unable to attend 
the meeting as she continues to struggle 
with the aftermath of the fire.

Ms. Erika Jones-Clary, who currently 
maintains the SFPOA website, elections, 
and e-mail made a presentation regard-
ing mobile communication. The SFPOA 
is in the research and discovery phase 
for developing a mobile app that would 
be news based. In the future, informa-
tion from the SFPOA will be accessible 
via a cell phone making accessing infor-
mation easier.

A presentation was made by two of 
the three candidates for the two open 
board of director seats at the San Fran-
cisco Police Credit Union. Candidates 
John Goldberg and Michael Hebel made 
presentations and solicited the endorse-
ment of the SFPOA. The third candidate, 
Clifford Cook was unable to make the 
meeting and will be given equal time to 
make his presentation at the December 
board of directors meeting.

Retired Lieutenant Mike Slade made 
a presentation on behalf of Operation 
Dream. Operation Dream is a 501(c)3 
non-profit organization that started in 

1994 by members of the SFPD Housing 
Task Force. Operation Dream assist low 
income San Francisco residents through 
such events as turkey give always and 
toy drives. They also provided services 
which help members of the community 
obtain employment. Retired Lieutenant 
Slade requested a financial donation 
from the SFPOA that matched last years 
donation.

Presentation By Chief Scott
Chief Scott started his presentation 

by thanking the membership for all 
their hard work. He then addressed the 
following issues:

Staffing: Chief Scott said staffing is 
an issue. He stated the department needs 
to grow as demands on the department 
continue to grow. A staffing plan is being 
developed. Final staffing numbers have 
yet to be determined.

Tasers: The Police Commission voted 
for the implementation of Tasers. A 
policy shall be submitted to the Police 
Commission by December 6th. Chief 
Scott voiced concern if the policy submit-
ted is too restrictive. At this point, it is 
unclear if there will be a pilot program 
or a full department role out. Chief Scott 
would prefer a department wide rollout.

Promotions: Chief Scott reminded 
members that he has an open door policy 
for anyone who did not get promoted. He 
stated the Rule of 10 will continue and 
that not everyone on the promotional list 
will get promoted. More promotions will 
come in the future. 

Cars: Chief Scott stated the depart-
ment’s fleet is in bad shape. The depart-
ment needs more vehicles. Currently 
the department’s budget has 4 million 
dollars set aside for vehicles. This money 
will allow the purchase of approximately 
60 vehicles. The chief said he needs 
to locate additional funds in order to 
purchase an additional 40 vehicles. 
Department vehicles are on the 2018 
budget plan.

Chief Scott opened the floor up for 
questions. The following questions were 

posed to the chief:
President Halloran asked the chief to 

explain the Rule of 10 and how he picked 
one promotional candidate over another. 
Chief Scott explained the Rule of 10. In 
summary, he can look at candidates 9 
above the number of open positions. 
Deputy Chiefs reviewed all candidates’ 
secondary criteria and determined if a 
candidate was eligible or not eligible for 
promotion. The chief then looks at the 
needs of the department. He determines 
the diversity of experience, diversity or 
race, diversity of sex and diversity of 
culture in determining who he selects. 
Minor sustained complaints resulting 
in a one-day suspension is not a career 
stopper. The next round of promotions 
will depend on the number of retire-
ments.

A board of director member asked the 
chief if a candidate gets skipped a second 
time, will they get more information as 
to why they got skipped. Chief Scott 
stated he picks from a pool of candidates 
and not rank order. Rank order is not the 
best route for the department.

A SFPOA member asked the chief if 
he was planning to eliminate the mute 
function on the body worn cameras 
(BWC). Chief Scott stated he has re-
ceived complaints from both the Public 
Defender’s office and the District Attor-
ney’s office that officers use of the mute 
functions has negatively impacted jury 
trials. Therefore, Chief Scott is planning 
on eliminating the mute function after 
meeting with the SFPOA.

A board of director member asked 
the chief if he plans on increasing the 
number of academy classes from 2 per 
year as previously planned for staffing 
maintenance. Chief Scott said he will 
increase the number of academy classes 
as the department needs to grow.

A SFPOA member asked the chief 
if he would assist the Traffic Company 
continue with the tradition of providing 
escorts during funerals on the weekend 
for retired members or family members 
of current or retired members. The chief 

http://www.sfpoa.org
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agreed to look into this issue. 
Retired Captain Paul Chignell asked 

the chief why he has not followed, on a 
number of occasions, deputy chief rec-
ommendations after a chief’s hearing. 
Chief Scott stated that facts are open to 
interpretation. He reads each case and 
interprets the facts. Findings are based 
on the preponderance of evidence. There 
are times when he disagrees with the 
interpretation of facts. 

A SFPOA member asked the chief if 
ballistic shields are going to be installed 
in all patrol vehicles. Chief Scott stated 
that ballistic shields and Kevlar lined 
doors will be in all cars. Chief Scott also 
stated that officers should be issued bal-
listic helmets.

SFPOA attorney Gregg Adam asked 
the chief his thoughts on the difference 
in policing between Los Angeles versus 
San Francisco. Chief Scott stated it is 
harder to conduct police work in San 
Francisco than Los Angeles. The court 
system and politics makes San Fran-
cisco more challenging. The chief said 
his level of respect for San Francisco 
police officers has increased because of 
the challenges that are unique to San 
Francisco.

President’s Message 
President Halloran gave an update 

on critically injured Officer Elia Lewin-
Tankel. Officer Lewin-Tankel was 
transferred from San Francisco General 
Hospital to a long term care facility on 
11/13/17. He has a long hard road ahead 
of him. There is a fundraiser scheduled 
on November 29th at Bill Graham Civic 
Auditorium where all proceeds will go 
to the Lewis-Tankel family. Officer Kai 
Hintzen, who was shot on Halloween, 

is recovering and will hopefully be 
discharged before Thanksgiving. Presi-
dent Halloran asked for prayers for both 
officers.

President Halloran introduced the 
newest SFPOA labor attorney, Matthew 
Taylor. Mr. Taylor is an attorney who 
works with labor attorney Gregg Adam 
at Messing, Adam and Jasmine LLP.

President Halloran informed the 
membership about the Police Commis-
sion’s vote 4-3 in favor of implementing 
Tasers at the SFPD. President Halloran 
said the commission failed to vote on a 
policy even though a policy had been 
drafted and prepared to vote on. The 
commission also decided that Tasers 
will not be implemented until December 
2018. These delays are unacceptable. 
President Halloran advised the member-
ship that the executive board voted to 
initiate a signature campaign to put Tas-
ers on the June 2018 ballot. Polling data 
shows that 78% of those San Francisco 
residents polled are in favor of SFPD of-
ficers being issued Tasers.

President Halloran advised on the 
recent settlement between the City and 
the SFPOA with regards to SFPOA sta-
tion visits. The settlement memorializes 
for the first time the practice of POA 
representatives addressing members 
face to face about POA related matters. 
Sworn, elected POA representatives 
will continue, subject to the approval of 
the platoon commander or the district/
unit commanding officer, to address 
members at the conclusion of line-
ups. Non-elected and non-sworn POA 
representatives will still be allowed to 
address the membership but will have 
to provide at least 24-hour notice to the 
district station/unit commanding officer 
of their intention to address line-ups and 

the subject matter. The Department may 
meet with the POA prior to any presen-
tation by non-sworn representatives. It 
was important for the POA to hold the 
line and defend the POA’s right to com-
municate with the membership.

President Halloran addressed the 
recent promotions. He stated that previ-
ous chiefs had not applied the rule of 10 
from the outset of promotions. A recent 
analysis from an expert hired by the 
POA concluded that the chief followed 
the rule of 10 with his promotions. A 
member conducted an analysis of the 
recent promotions examining promo-
tions based on race, gender and sexual 
orientation. The POA is still considering 
hiring an expert to conduct an analysis 
of Chief Scott’s promotional selection 
patterns.

President Halloran addressed the 
membership regarding Commissioner 
Petra De Jesus’ recent inflammatory 
statements made on camera with regards 
to SFPD officers being outfitted with 
Tasers. Commissioner De Jesus stated 
during an interview “the use of Tasers is 
a lazy cops way of getting someone to do 
something.” President Halloran said the 
POA takes exception to Commissioner 
De Jesus’ inflammatory ill-conceived 
statements and all the hard working men 
and women in law enforcement deserve 
better. An apology from Commissioner 
De Jesus is in order.

President Halloran addressed the 
membership regarding the body worn 
cameras and the mute function. Presi-
dent Halloran said deleting the mute 
function is a change of working condi-
tions. The department had failed to pro-
vide any specifics regarding cases that 
have been jeopardized because of the 
use of the mute function. The POA will 
meet and confer with the department if 
there is in fact a change with the use of 
the mute function.

President Halloran updated the mem-
bership on the use of force policy. Presi-
dent Halloran said a department bulletin 
could address the lack of clarity with 
deadly force exceptional circumstances. 
Attorney Gregg Adam stated the use of 
force appeal is waiting on the California 
Appellate Court. The POA is challenging 
the meet and confer obligation with the 
City over impact of working conditions 
with the new use of force policy.

President Halloran informed the 
membership that the executive board 
voted on a new policy in which the POA 
will reimburse a member up to $50.00 
for an Uber, Lyft, or taxi ride in the City 
when going to or leaving a station or unit 
holiday party. The party has to be held 
in the City to be eligible.  

Vice President’s Message
Vice President Montoya was excused 

due to a family emergency. President 
Halloran updated the membership on 
contract negotiations. Certain aspects of 
the contract could end up at impasse and 
arbitration. An arbitrator has already 
been selected. Mediation and arbitration 
dates are set if needed. May 15, 2018 is 
the deadline for the final best offer. If 
this date is not met, there will be no raise 
the first year of the new contract with no 
retroactive pay. Fortunately, the arbitra-
tor has agreed to make all rulings by the 
May 15, 2018 deadline. The negotiation 
process is a long process. If you don’t 
hear it from a member of the negotiation 
committee, it is most likely a rumor.

President Halloran requested that any 
member who responded to the Napa/
Sonoma fires mutual aid to send Vice 
President Montoya an e mail at tmon-
toya@sfpoa.org notifying him the dates 
that you responded and whether or not 
you are experiencing any respiratory 
problems. 

Treasurer’s Report 
Treasurer Perdomo said the POA is 

under budget thus far this year. The 
POA has also experienced mutual fund 
investment growth. 

New Business 
None

Old Business  
None

Financial Requests 
With regards to retired Lieutenant 

Slade’s financial request for Operation 
Dream. Board of Director member Kevin 
Lyons made a motion to match last year’s 
donation. This motion was seconded by 
Board of Director Ed Carew. The motion 
passed unanimously.

Adjournment
Board of Director member Ed Carew 

made a motion to adjourn the meeting. 
The motion passed unanimously. The 
meeting was adjourned at 2020 hours.  

Submitted by 
Rick Andreotti, Secretary

*These minutes will not be adopted by 
the Board of Directors until the next Gen-
eral Membership meeting. Corrections and 
amendments might be made prior to a vote 
to enter the minutes into the permanent 
record. All corrections and/or amendments 
will be published in the succeeding issue of 
the Journal.

President Martin Halloran, second from left, and Retired Captain Paul Chignell, right, 
present a shadow box with memorabilia of deceased retired SFPD officer George 
Cathrell to life-long friends of his daughter, Teressa Rossi. Ms. Rossi lost her home and 
all of her father’s memorabilia in the October wine country wild fires.

PHOTO BY VAL KIRWAN
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Boat Ride Repays 
Little Girl’s Big Effort
By Sergeant Keith Matthews, 
SFPD Marine Unit

The compassion, dedication and self-
lessness of our members was once again 
evident through the response by many 
to the tragedy of the North Bay fires last 
month. In the days following the initial 
fire, numerous SFPD members deployed 
to the area to help out their neighbors 
and communities first hit hard by fire 
and then continually challenged by the 
threat of looting. These officers’ long 
days and nights were made just a little 
easier with the help of one small sup-
porter and her family.

For eight year old Nicole Acosta and 
her mother Lauren, supporting the SFPD 
comes naturally. Nicole’s grandfather 
is Sergeant Darren Choy, assigned 
to AFOB. He has proudly served the 
city for more than 28 years. Nicole’s 
grandmother, Cathy, cheerfully outfits 
the Department through her position 
at Gall’s uniforms. So when Nicole and 
Lauren heard that the SFPD would be 
responding to help the fire affected ar-
eas, unsurprisingly their instinct was to 
support our members.

Lauren, also a teacher at the Jewish 
Community Center of SF, quickly dis-
tributed flyers at her work asking for help for the first responders moving into 

the fire zone. After school on October 11, 
Lauren and Nicole took their collected 
donations to Costco to purchase water 
and energy bars for our troops. They 
then delivered them to the DOC for 
distribution to the officers deploying to 
the fire ravaged areas. 

After Lauren volunteered with the 
Red Cross and Humane Society in Peta-
luma later that week, she told Nicole of 
the work the first responders were doing 
in the area. Without hesitation or direc-
tion, Nicole made it known she wanted 
personally wanted to do something to 
support of the critical work being done 
by these heroes.

On October 15th, Nicole and her 
mom once again responded to the DOC, 
this time to deliver pastries and coffee, 
refreshments for our troops that young 
Nicole had purchased using her own 
money. No fanfare or praise solicited, 
just a simple, selfless act to let her greater 
police family know she supported and 

appreciated the job they were doing. 
Once notified of amazingly generous 

act by this little girl, I notified the POA 
and Val Kirwan to help me recognize 
her efforts. Val quickly organized a POA 
Certificate of Appreciation and small 
gifts to be presented to young Nicole 
for her support of our first responders. 

On Nov 25, with the blessing of Com-
manding Officer Michelle Jean, Nicole 
and Lauren, along with proud grand-
parents Darren and Cathy, were given 
a tour of the Bay by the Marine Unit 
aboard SF Marine 10. After many smiles 
and photos, we returned to the dock 
where I was honored to present Nicole 
with the certificate and gifts, along our 
thanks and an SFPD Marine Unit T-shirt 
to commemorate her day on the Bay.

Thank you, Nicole, for your support 
of the SFPD during the early days of this 
tragedy. We join your parents and grand-
parents in expressing our pride and 
gratitude for such a thoughtful young 
member of our police family. 

Rescued Dog Makes the Grade for SFPD
Unit’s newest explosive detector is locally found and trained, should serve for years
By Val Kirwan,
SFPOA Sergeant at Arms

Officer Joe Garbayo entered the San 
Francisco Police Department 22 years 
ago as a member of the 183rd Academy 
class. Joe served at Central and Park 
stations before joining the MTA K-9 unit 
12-years ago. Joe had to go to Lackland 
Air Force base in Texas to complete a 10 
week K9 training course. 

While Joe was at Lackland, he part-
nered up with a female German Shepard 
named Tina, and they were partners 
for 11-years. Joe and Tina successfully 
passed every annual TSA re-evaluation, 

usually by scoring 100%. When Tina 
was coming close to retirement, the TSA 
informed Joe that they would have a 
replacement dog for him. Unfortunately, 
due to lack of qualified dogs, he would 
be getting an older German Short Haired 
Pointer.

Recently, Joe received a call from a 
person saying that she had a surren-
dered/rescued one-year old male Bel-
gium Malinois named Atom who could 
possibly make a good working dog. Joe 
and retired K-9 handler and trainer Tom 
Tang responded to Berkeley to assess 
Atom’s potential. 

Joe and Tom conducted a few tests 
to see how Atom would react, and if 
he would be suitable to be an explosive 
detection dog. They were impressed 
with Atom, and they believed if work 
and effort was put into training him he 
would make a good working dog. 

Joe took possession of Atom. Over the 
next few days, Joe and Tom conducted 
more follow up tests on the dog includ-
ing taking him to the Embarcadero 
underground to evaluate how he would 
react to the environment. Atom had no 
issues. On their own time over the next 
six months, Joe and Tom trained Atom 
to get him up to TSA standards. With the 
approval of DC Ali, Joe wrote a memo 
to the head of MTA, Edward D. Reiskin, 
offering to donate Atom to the MTA K-9 
unit if Atom passed a TSA evaluation. 
Joe and Atom took a TSA evaluation 
and successfully completed it with a 
100% find rate. In June of this year, the 
MTA and TSA accepted Atom into the 
MTA K-9 unit. 

Since Atom’s qualification, Joe and his 
“rookie” are officially a TSA K-9 unit and 
have been patrolling Muni Metro and 
other MTA facilities. It is unknown what 
would have happened to Atom if Joe had 
not recognized his potential and taken 
the time and effort to properly train the 

new dog. 
Joe and Tom are to be congratulated 

and thanked for taking a surrendered/
rescue dog and training him to the high-
est K-9 standards in the United States.

Welcome to the SFPD, Atom!

L-R: Keith Matthews, Darren Choy, Nicole Acosta, Cathy Choy and Lauren Acosta.

Kyle Thomas and Keith Matthews of the Marine Unit, along with Shawn Imhoff, POA 
Board representative from Taraval Station, present a certificate of appreciation to 
Nicole Acosta for her support during the October wine country wild fires.

K-9 Tina retired after an 11 year career. Joe Garbayo and Atom.
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San FranciSco Police oFFicerS • They Work To Make your Day

See Their STorieS • SFciTycoPS.coM

Paul Chignell

By Paul Chignell
Former President and
Current Legal Defense Administrator

When Officer Reynaldo (Rey) Serrano, 
a twenty-three (23) year outstanding San 
Francisco Police Officer, and a member 
of the Board of Directors of the San 
Francisco Police Officers’ Association, 
was brutally and savagely attacked on 
September 26, 2017 the last thing his 
colleagues and the community wanted 
to hear was leftist politically correct 
pronouncements. But that is exactly what 
happened.

Rey Serrano is known as the consum-
mate professional, always serving the 
public with the utmost professionalism 
and always achieving the highest num-
ber of votes by his colleagues at the San 
Francisco Police Department Airport 
Bureau when running and winning as a 
POA representative at the Airport.

On the morning of Tuesday, Septem-
ber 26, 2017, he was patrolling his beat 
in Terminal 1 at SFO when his attention 
was directed to a routine matter near the 
baggage carousel. But it turned out to be 
anything but routine.

A suspect confronted Rey with a 
sharp curved knife and exclaiming “you 
are going to die!” attacked the officer 
with wild abandon, slashing his ear and 
directing the blade at the officer’s face. 
Rey was able to partially block the slash-
ing move to his face and the fight was on.

The brutal attack was unprovoked 
and spontaneous, and Rey was fight-
ing for his life. The suspect slashed the 
knife repeatedly at Rey causing a severe 
deep wound to his thigh and serious 
injuries to other parts of his body. Rey 
was able to yell for assistance over his 
radio and various airport employees and 
SFPD officers arrived to take the suspect 
into custody. Rey was transported to a 
hospital and survived, but as of early 
December he is still off on disability.

Edged Weapon Nonsense
On October 2, 2017 the San Francisco 

Police Department issued a police re-

lease stating that Rey was attacked with 
an “edged weapon.”

The weapon was not edged. The 
“weapon” was a sharp knife that was 
contoured for deep cutting or slashing. 
It was a weapon that was used in an at-
tempt — according to the actual words 
of the suspect — to kill the officer. By the 
grace of God, he only severely injured 
the officer rather than killing him.

In the past couple of years, police 
administrators, media flacks, and po-
lice critics have used the term “edged 
weapons” as opposed to knives, swords, 
machetes and other killing weapons.

What is their motivation in using the 
benign term “edged weapon?” To por-
tray the weapon as akin to a grade school 
ruler with an edge? To diminish the 
threat of a knife or sword or machete?

The whole issue of threats to law 
enforcement by knives relates to the 
twenty-one (21) foot rule from leftist and 
self-appointed police trainers. Is their 
motivation to buttress their ill-conceived 
parlance that an officer does not have a 
threat from a suspect outside of twenty-
one (21) feet with a knife?

I will let you be the judge of the 
“edged weapon” nonsense, but I urge 
police officers and their supervisors, 

as well as their managers, not to suc-
cumb to this politically correct drivel. 
When compiling police reports stick to 
the definition of the actual weapon and 
leave the “edged” crap to the pointy 
headed professors and commentators, 
as opposed to the women and men who 
face the threats.

Semantics
Of course the disrespectful verbiage 

that Rey Serrano experienced is nothing 
new in criminal justice annals.

The criminal justice system has 
been taken hostage by the sociologists, 
criminal justice commentators, and leg-
islators who over decades of time have 
consistently warped the minds of law 
students and practitioners in the various 
crime fields.

The worst example is the term “of-
fenders.” If you torture and murder 
someone, or if you jaywalk, the gravity 
of the “offense” does not matter. You 
are characterized as an offender as if a 
violent miscreant only “offended” the 
victim. This benign nomenclature was 
placed into the lexicon decades ago to re-
inforce the idea that offending someone 
can be resolved without punishment.

In the past decade, the leftists persist 
in using the term “restorative justice.” 
Now, there is certainly a rationale for re-
storative justice in certain circumstances, 
as not all convicted criminals deserve jail 
or prison commitment. But the constant 
refrain of rehabilitation and reconcilia-
tion throughout the justice system is an 
abomination. In many circumstances, 
punitive actions need to be taken for 
punishment and deterrence.

The leftist and ethically challenged 
“news reporters” are the keynote pur-
veyors of double-speak. Chief amongst 
them locally is the less than mediocre 
crime reporter from the morning news-
paper, Vivian Ho. She recently reported 
on the description of Jose Ines Garcia 
Zarate, who allegedly killed Kate Steinle, 
as “a homeless Mexican citizen with a 
history of non-violent drug offenses and 

deportations.” In reality, Zarate is an 
illegal alien with a history of criminal 
convictions who has violated federal law 
multiple times and is a recidivist.

Incredibly, even the inhabitants of 
state prisons for violent crimes are 
hidden behind the walls of politically 
correct semantics. A state prison for 
women is called the Frontera Institute 
for Women. A state prison an hour away 
from San Francisco is called the Vacaville 
Medical Facility. Our own local juvenile 
detention center has been renamed the 
Juvenile Justice Center and was previ-
ously the Youth Guidance Center. With 
all of these institutions these semantic 
games mean they could be construed 
as educational or cultural facilities, as 
opposed to lockups.

Back to Basics
Wouldn’t it be nice to describe matters 

as they actually are instead of what folks 
hope they would be?

Rey Serrano knows.
He faced a maniac trying to kill him 

with a knife on a Tuesday morning in 
September. It certainly was not some-
thing with an edge.

Edged Weapon Nonsense, and Other Semantic Garbage

One of the wounds suffered by Officer 
Rey Serrano when confronted by a sus-
pect weilding a sharp curved knife.
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Behavioral Science Unit (BSU)
BSU: (415) 837-0875 Fax: (415) 392-6273
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By Rick Andreotti,
SFPOA Secretary

I decided to write this article after 
making yet another trip to San Francisco 
General Hospital to check on the condi-
tion of an injured officer. This latest trip 
involved a Daly City motorcycle officer 
who crashed on Highway 280 while 
pursuing two San Francisco residents 
back to San Francisco from Daly City. 
The suspects were believed to be cas-
ing cars at Serramonte Mall, which had 
experienced 30 car burglaries over a two 
day period. The conclusion of the pursuit 
resulted in the two suspects arrested, 
two guns recovered, and an officer in the 
hospital. One of the guns was a Glock 
that was altered to be fully automatic 
with a 30-round magazine. The other 
gun was a 45 caliber, 1911 pistol. Fortu-
nately, the Daly City officer was in fair 
condition, which is miraculous consider-
ing he crashed while traveling 100 MPH!

One would have to wonder why two 
suspects would be armed with a fully 
automatic pistol while casing vehicles 
to burglarize. My conclusion is because 
there seems to be little or no consequenc-
es for criminal behavior in today’s soci-
ety. One of the suspects involved in the 
aforementioned incident is an ex-felon 
active to state parole. One would think 
he might be worried about serving fur-
ther time in prison if caught with a gun, 
not to mention a fully automatic pistol, 
but clearly, he was not that concerned. 
The other suspect has no convictions as 

of yet. However, he recently turned 18 
and has two criminal cases pending: a 
burglary and a weapons charge. These 
two will learn shortly the difference 
between San Mateo County and San 
Francisco County.

San Francisco has a notorious repu-
tation for being “soft on crime.” If you 
look at statistics, it seems criminals 
from around the Bay Area come here 
to engage in criminal activity. Ask any 
officer who works in or about Market 
Street and they will tell you that a fair 
number of people involved in criminal 
activity are from the East Bay. As an 
example, the suspect who shot an SFPD 
officer on Halloween night was report-
edly from Hayward.

There are several factors that con-
tribute to San Francisco’s reputation of 
being “soft on crime.” One contributing 
factor is that San Francisco police offi-
cers are hampered by restrictive policy 
implemented by the Police Commission. 
SFPD’s pursuit policy cripples the de-
partment when addressing non-violent 
criminal behavior. Officers can only sit 
and watch when packs of dirt bike riders 
run red lights or ride wheelies up and 
down the street. They incite sheer chaos 
with their recklessness. They commit 
multiple traffic violations without fear. 
They know there is no concern of being 
pursued when an officer attempts a traf-
fic enforcement stop.

It is a well-known fact that burglars 
commit auto burglaries with an accom-
plice waiting in a car. Even when officers 

on view the break in, the suspect gets 
into the getaway vehicle and speeds off 
without any concern of a pursuit. On a 
lesser level, I recently pulled over a Nis-
san Versa for a broken headlight. The 
driver pulled to the curb. I exited my 
patrol vehicle and got about two steps 
towards the car before the driver sped 
off. All I could do was shake my head 
and go 10-8.

Another example of San Francisco’s 
“soft on crime” approach is the criminal 
justice system itself. It seems as though 
every effort is made to release arrestees 
back into society pending their court 
date. Local news recently reported an 
incident where a suspect committed a 
murder during the commission of a rob-
bery in Twin Peaks. The victim lost his 
life over a camera. It’s important to know 
that prior to that horrific crime, the same 
suspect had recently been arrested for 
a firearm violation and released on his 
own recognizance. Court cases may be 
continued for weeks, if not months, leav-
ing the suspect free to commit further 
crimes against the public. We see many 
cases plea bargained away. As an ex-
ample, not too long ago, I sat in court one 
day waiting for one of my criminal cases 
to proceed. While there, I witnessed 
a judge accept a plea bargain from a 
suspect who committed a burglary, 
while on formal probation for burglary. 
He was sentenced to an additional year 
tacked onto his current probation and 
he received credit for time served. I sat 
there and wondered why that burglar, 
who has repeatedly demonstrated his 
intent to commit crimes, did not receive 
a stiffer sentence.

Judges not only accept weak plea bar-
gains, they occasionally dismiss cases in 
court. Earlier this year, a San Francisco 
police officer was violently assaulted 
when he attempted to take a suspect 
into custody for violating a restraining 

order. I watched the body worn camera 
footage of this incident on the news. This 
officer was struck so hard in the face 
that the force of the blow caused him to 
fall down a flight of stairs. He suffered 
a broken nose and facial abrasions. A 
judge threw the case out and freed the 
suspect even though his violent actions 
were captured on video. Now, I have to 
ask, what message does that send…to 
the suspect, to the public…to the officer?

Like other cities, San Francisco is 
experiencing the effects of Proposition 
47 which was co-sponsored by District 
Attorney George Gascón. Proposition 47 
converted many felony crimes to misde-
meanors. Now when a person is arrested 
for possession of narcotics, they get a 
ticket instead of going to jail. 

It’s hard to imagine that the current 
climate in San Francisco has not con-
tributed to the recent assaults on police 
officers in the city. In the past year or 
so, the San Francisco Police Department 
has experienced multiple felony assaults 
on officers. The most extreme incidents 
involve one officer shot in the head, one 
officer run over by a felon, which caused 
that officer critical head trauma and an-
other officer shot in the abdomen. There 
have been many other incidents such 
as a sergeant being disarmed during a 
confrontation, an officer struck in the 
head with a skateboard and an officer 
choked unconscious during a struggle. 
By the grace of God, none of these inci-
dents have resulted in an officer losing 
his or her life.

It is time for the political leaders 
of San Francisco to see what is really 
happening in the courts and criminal 
justice system that they operate. Isn’t it 
time that we commit to doing more than 
offering condolences at the hospital for 
these officers? Isn’t it time the citizens 
of San Francisco feel safe and secure in 
their homes and on the city streets? The 
mayor, district attorney and members 
of the board of supervisors need to join 
the chief of police and start sending the 
right public message. I urge them to take 
a tougher stand against crime in general 
and assaults against officers. I urge them 
to think about how they would feel if 
these injured officers weere their son or 
daughter, sister, brother, cousin, or close 
friend. I urge them to send the message 
that crime cannot and will not be toler-
ated, especially against a member of 
SFPD. Their continued inaction will only 
contribute to the erosion of society in our 
city and hopefully, will not take the life 
of a beat cop just out there doing his job.

SF civic leaders foster soft-on-crime image
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Calendar of Events
Mark your calendars for the following meetings and events by the POA and its 

friends and supporters. All dates and times are subject to last minute changes, 
so always contact the event coordinator to confirm dates and times. If you have an 
event you would like posted on our calendar, contact the editor at journal@sfpoa.org

☛ Specially Scheduled Events

COLUMBIA ASSOCIATION CHRISTMAS DINNER

Where Unione Sportiva (US) Restaurant, 414 Columbus Ave., SF

Date/Time Sunday, December 10, 2017 6:00 PM

Contact See Flyer, Page 19

GOLDEN STATE WARRIORS LOCAL HEROES NIGHT

Where Oracle Arena, Oakland, CA

Date/Time Thursday, January 25, 2018, 7:30 PM

Contact See Flyer, Page 32

☛ Regularly Scheduled Meetings or Events

VETERAN POLICE OFFICERS ASSOCIATION

Where Scottish Rite Masonic Center, 2850 19th Ave, SF 

Date/Time Second Tues. of every month, 11:00 am 

Contact Larry Barsetti 415-566-5985 larry175@ix.netcom.com

WIDOWS & ORPHANS AID ASSOCIATION

Where Hall of Justice, Room 150, (Traffic Co. Assembly Room) 

Date/Time Second Tues. of every month, 1:45 pm 

Contact Mark McDonough 415-681-3660, markmac825@comcast.net

AMERICAN LEGION SF POLICE-FIRE POST

Where Park Station Community Room, 1899 Waller St., SF 

Date/Time Second Tues. of every month, 4:00 pm 

Contact Greg Corrales 415-759-1076

POA BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING

Where POA Building 
Date/Time Third Wed. of every month, Noon 

Contact POA Office 415-861-5060

RETIRED EMPLOYEES OF CCSF

Where Scottish Rite Masonic Center, 2850 19th Ave, SF 

Date/Time Second Wed. bi-monthly  

 (Feb., Apr. June, Aug. Oct. Dec.), 10:15 am 

Contact Office 415-681-5949

RETIREE RANGE RE-QUALIFICATION

Where SFPD Pistol Range 

Date/Time Contact Lake Merced Range for Dates 

Contact Range Staff 415-587-2274

November 14, 2017

Micki Callahan 
Human Resources Director 
City and County of San Francisco 
One South Van Ness Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Francisco, CA 94103-5413

Re: SFPD Mutual Aid Reponse to North Bay Wildfires

Dear Micki,

I am the Vice-President of the San Francisco Police Officers’ Association, and 
I write on behalf of our membership. More than 100 of our officers served in 
various mutual aid capacities at the North Bay wildland fires. Many are now 
contacting the POA regarding coughs, headaches, and other respiratory 
problems, which they attribute to their exposure.

The fires started in the evening of October 8, and I am aware of San Francisco 
police officers who were assigned to assist in mutual aid from 0600 hours the 
following morning. Many were sent up to the fires with sparse safety appara-
tus or smoke and chemical inhalation protections. Safety equipment, when it 
came, was belated and grossly inadequate by any standard for first respond-
ers in a hot fire zone. Most officers received only paper-based dust or surgical 
masks, if that. Many served lengthy assignments. 

I witnessed this personally. I began a mutual aid assignment in Sonoma on 
October 9, working a twelve-hour shift with only a paper dust mask for pro-
tection. 

Our officers responded at the first call of danger. We had officers respond-
ing on motorcycles from October 9, riding into the fires with no protection 
against the smoke and toxins they were inhaling. The significant structural 
damage of commercial box stores such as Walgreens and Walmart, which 
contain many known toxic substances, made this fire especially rife with 
burning chemicals.

We are concerned not only about damage to employees’ health through 
smoke and toxin inhalation but also through absorption of toxins through 
the skin and pores. Furthermore, our members are still being exposed to such 
toxins through the ventilation systems in the police cars that were dispatched 
to the fire zones. There has been no replacement of the filtration system in 
these police cars and none have been decontaminated according to stan-
dards in place at the California Division of Occupational Safety and Health. 
Members have raised concerns about driving contaminated patrol cars, 
which are covered with ash and dust, and circulate particles whenever the air 
conditioning or heating systems are activated.

Since the incident, we are aware of no efforts by City representatives to deter-
mine (1) if our members have suffered any long-term health effects from their 
exposure to smoke and toxins and (2) what protections we can use in the 
future. Future fires that will require mutual aid assignments by San Francisco 
police officers are a near certainty.

We are pleased that our brothers and sisters in San Francisco Fire Fighters, 
Local 798 are collaborating with the University of California to research any 
toxic exposure their members may have been subject to. We understand 
that researchers are already taking blood and urine samples from firefighters. 
We ask that the City engage with us immediately to determine if any of our 
officers suffered health effects as a result of their service. Researchers stress 
that it is important to test for any exposure to toxins as soon as possible after 
the fires.

We plan to reach out to both the City’s and Cal OSHA and the State’s Toxic 
Substances Control and Division of Occupational Safety and Health to deter-
mine what steps we should be taking for our members.

We must also ensure that our officers are never again sent into dangerous 
conditions with paltry protections.

Very truly yours,

Tony Montoya 
Vice President

cc: Mayor Edwin M. Lee 
 San Francisco Board of Supervisors 
 San Francisco Police Commission 
 Martin D. Halloran, President, San Francisco POA 
 San Francisco POA Executive Board

SAN FRANCISCO POLICE OFFICERS ASSOCIATION
800 Bryant Street, Second Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415.861.5060 tel
415.552.5741 fax
www.sfpoa.org

MARTIN HALLORAN 
President
TONY MONTOYA 
Vice President
RICK ANDREOTTI 
Secretary
SEAN PERDOMO 
Treasurer
VAL KIRWAN 
Sergeant At Arms

California Contractor’s License #976466

CELL 650.296.0323
rick@bruceconstruction.com
BRUCECONSTRUCTION.COM

E-mail rick@bruceconstruction.com f 
or the following free reports:

Remodeling Magazine’s 2015  
“Cost versus Value” report.

How much does it cost to remodel a 
bathroom in the San Francisco area?

How much does it cost 
to remodel a kitchen in 
the San Francisco area?

(Things to consider) 
Before you hire a contractor.

mailto:larry175@ix.netcom.com
mailto:markmac825@comcast.net
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The end of the year is near and, yes, 
the Close Encounter staff needs to empty 
their pending files cataloging all the 
outstanding police work that took place 
in the 49 square miles of The City in the 
year 2017. 

But first, we’d like to thank those who 
contributed to this effort throughout the 
year: Editor Ray Shine for his patience 
on deadlines, Georgette Petropoulos 
(Layout and Production) for her diplo-
macy in negotiating due dates, Cyndee 
Bates (office manager) and Sue at the 
POA for their helpfulness, Kevin Mar-
tin (Loyal Contributor), also Lt. Rachel 
Murphy and Sergeant Sean Frost street 
soldiers with an eye for great work, Lt. 
Mike Nevin for his substantial assis-
tance as always, and, of course, the men 
and women of this Department who put 
their lives on the line every day! 

It was a very hot 78 degree day in the 
Mission when Officer Michael Beaird 
and Officer Michael Mayo came across 
an individual pacing back and forth 
on 24th Street near Capp with a heavy 
sweatshirt on and the hood pulled up. 
As soon as he noticed the officers he 
started walking away and then the walk 
turned into a full-out sprint. The officers 
followed and watched as he discarded 
a loaded gun (.32 caliber Keltec) which 
they immediately recovered. Once the 
subject in question was cuffed the 
officers found out he was already on 
probation for robbery and was prohib-
ited from possessing any firearms, a 
condition he obviously ignored. 

Same thing happened to Officer 
Nicholas Delgado and Officer Kyle 
Roach of Southern Station. They had 
responded to an auto break-in at 4:00 
a.m. in the vicinity of 10th and Minna 
Streets where they located 2 individuals 
who matched the description of the sus-
pects given by the caller. The 2 suspects 
had no intention of sticking around for 
a police interview so they ran. The foot-
chase lasted several long blocks but both 
were eventually detained. But not before 
they discarded a laptop (which appar-
ently wasn’t theirs in the first place) as 
well as a loaded, 9mm semi-automatic 
with an extended clip loaded with over 
30 rounds. The one suspect had several 
no bail bench warrants out for his ar-
rest for burglary. But the suspect with 
the gun had an interesting background 

which included prior convictions for 
possession, manufacturing, and selling 
dangerous weapons, burglary, auto theft, 
and felony fraud. He later made a state-
ment while being processed by Officer 
Delgado that, “that gun was definitely 
not for you.” Gee, thanks. 

Sergeant Carla Hurley was patrolling 
the Bayview when an advisement was 
issued regarding a car that had just left 
the scene of an auto burglary. Sergeant 
Hurley located the vehicle in question at 
3rd and Jerrold and was soon joined by 
Officer Joseph Reavey, Officer Richard 
Hawkins, and Officer Michael Toomey 
to assist in the investigation. Turned out 
that the 3 occupants were responsible for 
not just the 1 reported theft but several 
in various police districts. And, with the 
help of Officer Natasha Valderama and 
Officer Christopher Hutchinson, Ser-
geant Hurley closed the loop on numer-
ous outstanding theft cases recovering 
over $1,000.00 worth of stolen property. 

Seems like the streets of The City 
aren’t getting any crazier, but the people 
who live on them are…This time Ser-
geant Carla Hurley along with her 
partner Sergeant Michelle Primiano 
responded to a call of a naked man 
wandering the neighborhood around 
19th and Mississippi. They located and 
attempted to detain him. The subject vio-
lently resisted their overture to the point 
where a citizen/witness who observed 
the contact stated that he appeared, 
“amazingly strong”. The sergeants 
were soon joined by Officer Budiman 
Poespowidjojo and Officer Theodore 
Polovina who assisted placing him in 
restraints and transporting him via am-
bulance to the hospital for observation. 

There’s nothing on the SFPD website 
dedicated to attracting new candidates 
to join one of the best department in the 
world that might indicate at one point 
in time you may have to respond to a 
fight involving dozens of people who 
are either armed with a gun, crowbar 
or accompanied by dangerous pit bulls 
running loose. Officer Richard Wise 
and Officer Daniel Guzman found this 
out the hard way when they responded 
to that exact call on the unit block of 
Bertha Way. The officers did manage to 
capture one of the suspects after a brief 
foot chase who, as it turned out, did have 
a loaded gun on him. 

Officer Daniel Kroos was off-duty, 
driving in to work when he recognized 
a situation that needed to be addressed 
immediately. In this case, it was backing 
up a California Highway Patrol officer 
who was working alone and was try-
ing to gain control of a person who was 
wildly running back and forth across 
all lanes of freeway traffic. The suspect 
was extremely agitated and it was obvi-
ous the CHP officer was going to need 
assistance to place this individual in 
restraints for his own protection. The 
CHP officer welcomed Officer Kroos’ 
assistance but eventually had to use his 
Taser in order to gain compliance and 
was then able to control him until medi-
cal assistance arrived. 

Two of our coveted tourists were 
robbed at gunpoint while walking on 
Stockton near Filbert Street It wasn’t long 
before Officer Pavel Khmarskly located 
the suspect’s car with 6 on board and 
called for back-up. He was soon joined 
by Officer Ashley Slomowitz, Officer 
Gabrielle Colby, Officer Matthew 
Parker, and Officer Nicholas Marks 
who conducted a felony traffic stop at 
Clay and Sansome Streets. The suspects 
were positively identified by the victims 
and a loaded gun was recovered from 
the vehicle. Sergeant Alex Takaoka 
submitted a Commendation for all of the 
officers involved citing, “Thanks to the 
officers’ investigative skills a tentative 
robbery series was stopped in its tracks. 
The citizens of San Francisco are safer 
thanks to the courageous work of all of 
the officers involved.” 

Indeed they are!!

It’s midnight and a car alarm attracted 
the attention of Officer Michelle Quema 
and Officer Jimmy Fowler in the area of 
San Bruno and Felton so they decided 
to investigate. Shortly thereafter they 
located an individual hiding from them 
(or at least trying to) nearby behind 
parked cars, one of which had a window 
knocked out. The subject was detained 
while the officers contacted the owner 
of the damaged vehicle who told them 
what he had left inside, including an 
unopened 24 oz Budweiser. The officers 
found a window punch tool on the sus-
pect, several bindles of narcotics, and, 
yes, the beer can in his jacket pocket. 
The famous rendition of commercial 
jingle “This Bud’s for you” is one that 
our suspect will always regret for hav-
ing taken it literally — at least until his 
next heist… 

The victim of the residential burglary 
told Officer Ian Mikulas and Officer 
Michael Cattaneo that whoever broke 
into her apartment took a pair of purple 
headphones, an Apple laptop with a 
purple case, her wallet and keys to the 
house. Three hours later the officers re-
sponded to the 200 block of Cole Street (1 
block from where the burglary occurred) 

on a call of a suspicious person loiter-
ing in the area and found the subject 
in question wearing a pair of purple 
headphones carrying an Apple laptop in 
a purple case… Bingo. Turns out that the 
thief was currently on felony probation 
for, yep, burglary!

The end of the holidays bring the 
hopefulness of a new year and with that 
in mind Close Encounters is proposing 
several resolutions which, if adopted, 
will hopefully lead to an improvement of 
the current criminal justice system and 
one that just might help boost Depart-
ment morale: 

 
Resolution #1: Put convicted auto bur-

glars in jail. That’s why we built them. 
 
Resolution #2: Stop giving people 

probation for crimes they committed 
when they are already on probation for 
the exact same offenses. 

 
Resolution #3: Make it easier for Com-

manding Officers to submit requests 
for Medals of Valor (a cover sheet on 
the police report should be more than 
enough) and give the process a 30-day 
turnaround. Putting your life on the line 
commands at least that much respect. 

There’s one thing you never find a 
lack of in reviewing the many cases 
submitted to Close Encounters over the 
years and that is the compassion and 
caring the officers show to those they 
serve and protect. 

 
For example, the 70-year old gentle-

man living on Burnette Avenue kept 
phoning Dispatch over the course of 
many hours, the first time requesting po-
lice units to investigate a person armed 
with a gun, then a few hours later a 
separate call on a possible homicide, and 
the calls persisted with various other 
serious situations none of which had any 
merit. Turned out that all of the alleged 
incidents were brought on by extreme 
paranoia on the senior’s part because he 
forgot to take his medications. 

 
The last call received by Dispatch 

was handled by Officer Joanne Walker. 
Officer Walker managed to establish a 
rapport with the man who lived alone 
and accompanied him around his apart-
ment to reassure him there was nothing 
wrong. She made sure he took his medi-
cation and stayed with him until he was 
calmed down. 

 
And that’s the exact standard of care 

and compassion that’s a part of what 
makes this job different and distinguish-
es each and every one of you wearing 
that star as a very special and unique 
part of a tradition that Officer Walker 
so proudly represented. 

Stay safe. 
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Will They Listen and Will They Act?
To: All Members 
From: Martin Halloran

November 2, 2017 — The horrific terrorist attack in New York City yesterday 
once again demonstrates that this form of inflicting mass casualties by using a 
vehicle as a weapon has become more commonplace. We would be naïve to think 
that it could not or would not happen here in San Francisco. The POA has brought 
this to the attention of the Police Commission and the Chief of Police several times.

In November 2016 the POA sent a letter to Police Commission President Suzy 
Loftus outlining the inadequate proposed UOF policy related to firing at suspects 
in moving vehicle. In March of this year the POA sent a similar letter (below) to 
Chief Scott. Both letters were sent immediately after terrorist utilized a moving 
vehicle to kill and maim innocent victims. Both letters were ignored or dismissed. 

The POA has sent another letter (right) to the Police Commission pleading that 
either the Commission or the Chief clarify or amend our policy to allow members 
to defend the public that we serve and to defend ourselves in the event that this 
horror comes to San Francisco. The question is, will they listen and will they act?

November 1, 2017

President Julius Turman 
San Francisco Police Commission 
1245 3rd Street, 6th floor 
San Francisco, CA 94158

President Turman:

Tragically, another act of terrorism has occurred in our country. A lone assail-
ant massacred innocent civilians in New York City using a truck to mow down 
victims indiscriminately. The POA extends our heartfelt condolences and 
prayers to all the victims of this senseless tragedy.

The San Francisco Police Officers’ Association has repeatedly addressed the 
issue of suspects using vehicles as weapons. We wrote to the Police Com-
mission in November 2016 and to the Chief of Police in March 2017, referenc-
ing vehicle attacks that had just occurred where innocent bystanders were 
murdered. Both letters appear to have been ignored by the Police Commis-
sion and the Department. We received no response. Enclosed is the March 23, 
2017 letter for your review. 

These attacks are the modus operandi of terrorists in target Western cities. 
It is only a matter of time before one occurs in San Francisco. As a police 
department, we must be fully prepared for them. The POA concerns remain 
relevant. SFPD officers need to be able to deviate from our restrictive policy 
and use maximum force in extreme or exceptional circumstances. The confu-
sion created by the current policy will lead to hesitation by members which 
could result in grave injury and possibly death to those whom we are sworn 
to protect. 

It is equally concerning that the SFPD is the only major law enforcement 
agency in the country that has withdrawn from the Joint Terrorism Task Force 
based on the Board of Supervisors failure to renew the MOU. This has further 
put our residents and visitors in harm’s way due to the elimination of vital 
information exchange. 

Again, I implore the Police Commission and the Chief of Police to clarify, 
modify, or amend the SFPD Use of Force policy to become consistent with 
reasonable policies in all major metropolitan cities (New York, Boston, Dallas, 
Oakland, San Jose, and Los Angeles to name a few). The POA awaits your 
response and actions. 

Martin Halloran 
SFPOA President

cc: Mayor Edwin Lee 
 Chief William Scott, SFPD

SAN FRANCISCO POLICE OFFICERS ASSOCIATION
800 Bryant Street, Second Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415.861.5060 tel
415.552.5741 fax
www.sfpoa.org

MARTIN HALLORAN 
President
TONY MONTOYA 
Vice President
RICK ANDREOTTI 
Secretary
SEAN PERDOMO 
Treasurer
VAL KIRWAN 
Sergeant At Arms

A sampling of Facebook comments:

“I’m always grateful for “car free” ar-
eas of SF. Thank you SFPD officers.”

— Robert Kolbe

“Policy needs to change.” 
— Shannon Lamb

“Yeah, the bike lane in NY was car free 
zone. A lot of good it did, the police 
commission needs to take action.” 

— Keith Singer

“Time rethink their stupid decision.”
— Denise Grey

March 23, 2017

Chief William Scott 
San Francisco Police Department 
1245 3rd Street, 6th Floor 
San Francisco, CA 94158

Dear Chief Scott: 

As you know, three people were tragically killed, including a police officer, 
and dozens more wounded yesterday when an individual driving an automo-
bile mowed down pedestrians in London before stabbing the police officer. 
This incident follows the recent attacks in Nice, France in Berlin, Germany and 
on the campus of Ohio State. In each case, drivers used vehicles as a weapon 
to murder and harm innocent victims. 

In light of these tragedies, I write to you to ask that you issue a clarification to 
the San Francisco Police Department’s General Order around an officer’s ca-
pacity to shoot at a moving vehicle. The guidelines are currently unclear and 
do not provide officers with the specific directions they need to protect San 
Franciscans should a similar event take place on the streets of San Francisco.   

Last month, NYPD issued a clarification to the department’s policy on shoot-
ing at a moving vehicle, stating: “A ‘vehicle ramming attack’ is the type of 
extraordinary event that this clause was intended to address. The objectively 
reasonable use of deadly physical force to terminate a mass casualty terror-
ist event would be legally justified and within department guidelines.” The 
department reinforced this directive after yesterday’s attack.

I urge you to take a similar step by issuing a Department Bulletin to clarify the 
DGO so that the men and women of our police force know what is expected 
of them under similar circumstances. We cannot wait for the next tragedy to 
strike. We must act now. 

Sincerely, 

Martin Halloran

cc: Mayor Ed Lee 
 San Francisco Police Commission

SAN FRANCISCO POLICE OFFICERS ASSOCIATION
800 Bryant Street, Second Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415.861.5060 tel
415.552.5741 fax
www.sfpoa.org

MARTIN HALLORAN 
President
TONY MONTOYA 
Vice President
RICK ANDREOTTI 
Secretary
SEAN PERDOMO 
Treasurer
VAL KIRWAN 
Sergeant At Arms

SFPD Use of Force Police Interview
November 3, 2017 — On Wednesday SFPOA President Martin Halloran gave 

an interview to ABC7 about the flawed SFPD Use of Force policy that completely 
prohibits officers, without deviation, from taking appropriate action against crazed 
individuals from inflicting mass casualties using a vehicle as a weapon.

https://tinyurl.com/y86bau8u

A sampling of Facebook comments:

“Well spoken Martin!” 
— John Nethery

“The police in this city have an impos-
sible job. If I was a terrorist I would 
come to San Francisco and run people 
down with a vehicle since the police 
are prohibited from stopping me.” 

— Sean Divarco

“Great job Martin! this policy needs to 
be changed.” — Beto Ujcic

“Change this ridiculous policy. . .” 
— Ann Aherne

 “And when something does happen 
and policy is followed, they will be ac-
cused of doing nothing to help ...” 

— Patty Sullivan Reynolds

“An absolutely ridiculous policy, hand-
cuffing police officers from protecting 
the public.”  — Jan Pedrini

 “The city of San Francisco always 
cares more about being politically cor-
rect than the safety of their citizens or 
guardians. The powers that be con-
sider the people disposable.” 

— Mickey Shea
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By William Scott

In policing, there are inevitably po-
tentially violent confrontations that re-
quire officers to use force to stabilize the 
situation. As chief of the San Francisco 
Police Department, I strongly believe our 
officers need conductive energy devices 
— commonly known as Tasers — as an 
option to reduce injuries and prevent 
further escalation of subject resistance 
in situations where force is appropriate.

Tasers are less-lethal tools that have 
the ability to bring these types of situa-
tions to a relatively safe conclusion while 
minimizing the use of additional force 
or a higher level of force.

The San Francisco Police Commission 
will discuss and possibly vote Friday on 
whether the commission should adopt 
Tasers as a potential use-of-force option 
for San Francisco officers.

Last year, the U.S. Department of 
Justice Collaborative Reform Initiative 
assessment included an analysis of the 
San Francisco Police Department’s uses 
of force. In its report, the department rec-
ommended that the City and County of 
San Francisco “strongly consider deploy-
ing” Tasers. Independent research found 
that across the country, the implemen-
tation of Tasers correlated to approxi-
mately 60 percent odds of decreased 
injuries to the person upon whom force 
was used. The research shows similarly 
significant odds of reduction of injuries 
to officers. That alone benefits our city, 
because it equates to more full-duty offi-
cers on our streets, rather than sidelined 
due to use-of-force related injuries.

Critics of Tasers have said that they 
are incompatible with de-escalation 
principles and techniques that SFPD of-
ficers practice every day. This is simply 
not the case.

De-escalation is and will always be 
our objective when officers are confront-
ed with potentially volatile and violent 
situations. The stark reality is that there 
are times when de-escalation does not 
work and officers have to use force — as 
safely as possible — to resolve a situ-
ation. Tasers will provide our officers 
with an effective, less-lethal option in the 
event that de-escalation fails and the use 
of force is appropriate. In fact, research 
has shown that simply unholstering a 
Taser has sometimes encouraged indi-
viduals to cooperate with an officer to 
successfully conclude a situation.

The San Francisco Police Department 
always has acknowledged and thought-

fully evaluated the risks associated with 
Tasers. But it is critically important those 
risks be viewed in context with other 
force option alternatives. Not having the 
option of using a Taser creates a higher 
likelihood of prolonged hands-on physi-
cal force by police officers and a higher 
probability of increased resistance by 
a suspect. Independent research has 
shown hands-on force, in turn, sig-
nificantly raises the odds of injury to the 
suspect and the officer.

We believe that the odds of risks oc-
curring with Tasers are reduced with 
comprehensive and strictly enforced 
policies, robust training, strong supervi-
sion and oversight, and accountability. 
The San Francisco Police Commission’s 
vote Friday night on whether or not to 
deploy Tasers follows voluminous input 
on this subject from community mem-
bers and key stakeholders, and months 
of hard work to craft a solid Taser policy 
that I believe will be among the best in 
the nation.

The federal Bureau of Justice Statis-
tics found the percentage of local police 
departments that adopted Tasers rose 
from 60 percent in 2007 to 81 percent 
in 2013. San Francisco and Boston are 
the last two major cities that have not 
authorized Tasers.

Our San Francisco police officers work 
hard each day to provide and maintain 
public safety with professionalism, care 
and empathy. No officer comes to work 
with a goal of using force during their 
tour of duty. However, every officer must 
be prepared to do so to protect the pub-
lic or themselves from bodily harm, or 
when it is appropriate and necessary to 
overcome aggressive resistance to legal 
detentions or arrests.

It is critical that our officers be provid-
ed with every available force option in 
accordance with national best practices 
so they can do their jobs as safely and 
effectively as possible.

In closing, I would like to extend best 
wishes, from my family and me, for a 
peaceful and joyous holiday season. I en-
courage all of you to take time to reflect 
on the blessings and the relationships 
we cherish most!

Be safe always, and please take care 
of each other!

Oro en Paz, Fierro en Guerra!
William Scott
Chief Of Police

San Francisco Police Department

Let The People Decide
To: All Members 
From: Martin Halloran

November 27, 2017 — The SFPOA commends the San Francisco Police Com-
mission for voting on the idea of equipping SFPD officers with Tasers. This less 
lethal option is vital for our department and it will undoubtedly reduce injuries 
and save lives. 

The POA had hoped that the Police Commission would have actually voted on 
the draft policy that was put forward by the Commission this past May. That draft 
has already been vetted through all the stakeholders and was presented to the 
general public at two separate open meetings in the City. Unfortunately an actual 
approved Taser policy now might be a year or more away.

The time for Tasers for the SFPD is long overdue. This issue has been debated 
through at least four different Chiefs over eight years and there have been mul-
tiple draft policies presented to the Police Commission. The residents of our City 
overwhelmingly want our officers equipped with a viable less lethal option and 
so does the POA. 

Therefore the POA has filed papers at the San Francisco Department of Elections 
to take this issue to the people of our City. There will be a measure on the June 2018 
ballot to have the community weigh in on this and settle this debate once and for 
all. On Friday November 24th I gave an interview to ABC 7 news to explain and 
clarify the position of the POA. 

http://abc7news.com/exclusive-sf-police-union-
files-for-referendum-on-tasers/2692391/

Police Commission Votes 
to Approve Tasers

By Martin Halloran
November 5, 2017 – The POA applauds the Police Commission for their vote 

on Friday that the implementation of CED’s, commonly known as Tasers, should 
occur within the SFPD. Unfortunately this affirmative vote was for the idea or the 
concept of Tasers. There was no vote on a policy even though a working draft has 
been vetted through the the working group going back to February of this year 
and the Police Commission has this draft in their possession. 

With fewer less lethal options available to SFPD officers than most law enforce-
ment agencies in the country, the POA is prepared to take this important issue to 
the voters. The debate over Tasers has been going on for over seven years, four 
Chief’s, and multiple draft policies. It is imperative that this issue moves along for 
adoption of a workable policy in order to reduce injuries and save lives.

On Saturday November 4th I gave an interview to ABC7 expressing concerns 
of the POA.

http://abc7news.com/tasers-approved-for-sfpd--
activists-cry-foul/2604642/

A sampling of comments:
“It’s about time.” — Charles Gall-
man

“A shame SF is always behind the 
times with equipment.” 

— Bruce Huddler

“Took the idiots long enough!” 
— Chris Tallerico

“Now don’t hesitate to use them to 
protect yourselves...Tase first!” 

— Alan Miller

Dear Mr. Halloran —
Because, Unfortunately, the anti-cop 

SF police commission hasn’t given the 
SFPD the ok for Tasers (as a non-lethal 
weapon), what makes anyone think 
the backward thinking SF police 
commission members will use com-
mon sense, in this regard, and change 
their ridiculous policy, of not firing at 

suspects in a moving vehicle, when 
said suspects are using the vehicle, 
as deadly weapons, against innocent 
victims? What’s it going to take for this 
commission to realize they are hand-
cuffing their own police department, 
another NYC massacre? 

Get your head out from where the 
sun don’t shine police commission, 
and let this Department have the tools, 
policies and procedures needed to 
“Serve and Protect”!!

Sincerely,
J. Pedrini

The proud mother of two of SF’s Finest
PS — I neglected to mention that I 

was married to one of SF’s finest also. My 
husband retired, as an Inspector, after 
32+years with the department. Sadly, he 
passed away last December, but I know 
he would be appalled by the SF police 
commission’s idiotic policies.

Chief’s 
Corner

In my last article for this year, I 
wanted to extend my sincerest thanks 
to each and every one of you for the 
outstanding manner in which you took 
care of business, in keeping our city and 
each other safe in 2017. Over the last few 
months, there were many challenges we 
endured together. This, I believe will 
make us even stronger and unified as 
we conquer the many challenges in 2018. 

I wanted to share with you, a letter 
I wrote recently, which was published 
in the Chronicle on November 2d. This 
clearly provides some insight into my 
commitment to getting you the tools 
needed, to fight crime and defend our 
great city against lawlessness. Please 
take a moment to read:

It’s Time For San Francisco to  
Equip Its Police Officers With Tasers
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A sampling of Facebook comments:

“Her comments are at minimum ir-
responsible.”  — J. Joseph Lewis

“Back seat driver. If she had to deal 
with the crap cops do on a daily basis 
she wouldn’t last a shift!” 

— Barry Kurpinsky

“Police officers risk their lives every 
day to keep the public safe. I would 
hope that Commissioner DeJesus 
would also consider the safety of our 
police officers before making reckless 
comments.”  — Maura McCarthy

“Excellent letter & I agree that she 
should be given the opportunity to 
try a use of force simulator to see the 
error of her ways & irresponsible com-
ments.”

— Stephanie Brandin Ibarra-Rivera

“Apology?....she needs to resign....” 
— Bobby Mac

“Having this cop-hater on the Police 
Commission is a disgrace.” 

— Steve Evers

“This was a disgusting statement. I 
agree that she should be removed. 
They should be there to support the 
police officers who put their lives 
on the line every day, not to ridicule 
them.”  — Yvonne Shea Daubin

“What an idiot.”  — Jim Lawrence

“Facts don’t matter to people who only 
run on feels.”  — Ork Sean

“Someone who makes that type of 
comment really doesn’t know what 
they are taking about.....and yet is 
allowed to be on the Police Commis-
sion to make decisions she has NO 
KNOWLEDGE OR EXPERIENCE!! 
Very sad!”  — Dwayne Sue

November 15, 2017

Commissioner Petra DeJesus  
San Francisco PoliceCommission  
1245 3rd Street 
San Francisco, CA 94158 

Commissioner DeJesus:

As you know, on Friday, November 3, 2017, the San Francisco Police Com-
mission voted, 4 to 3, to approve equipping San Francisco police officers 
with Electronic Control Devices (ECO) commonly known as Tasers. The 
SFPOA realizes that you have long been an opponent of less lethal options, 
such as Tasers, for the SFPD. Whether voting to remove the Carotid Re-
straint from our use of force continuum, or previously denying less lethal 
options, you have consistently and dogmatically voted to deny officers 
on the street sensible force options to protect themselves and the public. 
Your policy decisions have forced officers to use lethal force because you 
have failed to provide them with alternatives.

That same day, you were interviewed by KTVU 2. Your anti-law enforce-
ment biases were on full display. You stated, using Tasers is the “lazy cops’ 
way of getting someone to do something. Oh, if you don’t move quickly 
enough, I’ll tase you. If you don’t get out of the car, I’ll tase you. It’s a hands 
on job. They can use other things.”

You have an important position in our community to make such ill-in-
formed and juvenile remarks. You embarrassed not only your colleagues 
on the Commission but all of the hard-working officers on our streets who 
are trying to make a difference in people’s lives. You seem to think law 
enforcement is a game. It’s not. Go to a midnight watch line-up at Bayview 
Station or any other station for that matter and explain to them why you 
think using ECD’s is a lazy option.

You are one of the longest-serving San Francisco Police Commissioners. 
You know the true facts about use of force by SFPD officers. We do not 
abuse our authority. We fall far below the national average on use o fforce, 
based on an agency our size and the number of calls for service we handle.

You should either apologize to the men and women of SFPD or have the 
courage to tell them to their face that you believe they are lazy. You had 
plenty of time to make your calculated remarks. In contrast, the cops are 
often forced into impossible situations with nothing more than a split 
second to make a use of force decisions.

Plainly, the cops will never have your support. But if you are going to re-
main as a Commissioner, you should at least try to gain an understanding 
of what they do.

Martin Halloran 
SFPOA President

SAN FRANCISCO POLICE OFFICERS ASSOCIATION
800 Bryant Street, Second Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415.861.5060 tel
415.552.5741 fax
www.sfpoa.org
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It will never come…
Kevin Martin
Assistant Legal Defense Administrator

Don’t hold your breath, It won’t hap-
pen. Don’t count the days, it’s just not 
in the cards. I am of course referring 
to an apology owed to each and every 
San Francisco Police Officer by the 
often troubled and common decency 
beleaguered San Francisco Police Com-
missioner Petra De Jesus.

In a recent television interview, our 
esteemed but unbalanced Commis-
sioner actually stated, “Using Tasers is 
the lazy cop’s way of getting someone 
to do something. Oh, if you don’t move 
quickly enough, I’ll tase you. It’s a hands 
on job. They can use other things.”

Now I clearly don’t agree with these 
insidious statements but to be fair, I’d 
like to give this courageous city official 
the benefit of the doubt. 

I trust given those brilliant state-
ments, Ms. De Jesus can back up those 
comments by explaining just what tac-
tics she has employed while taking on a 
drug infused violent individual who for 
some odd reason will not respond to “de-
escalation” efforts or lawful commands 
given by police officers. What resources 
has she been able to successfully rely 
on when she has attempted to handcuff 
a violent resister who has made it very 
clear that he is not going to jail without 
a fight.

Please tell us Commissioner, just how 
you would handle a situation where a 
drug fueled, career criminal with a his-
tory of violence and prison who has just 
stabbed an individual, is still armed and 
walking towards an area where young 
children and others are waiting for a bus 
to take them home?

Would you use a baton? Maybe not a 
good idea against a crazed man with a 
knife? “It’s a hands on job”? How about 
the Carotid Restraint? That might be 
an…oh yeah, it’s no longer an option for 
San Francisco Police Officers as decreed 
by individuals who most likely have 
never had to put their hands on anyone 
in a confrontational incident. Extended 
Range Impact Weapons? Possibly but 
no guarantee as experienced by many 
officers who have deployed the ERIW’s 
have not enjoyed success with them.

Would you rely on your service 
weapon as a last resort given all other 
avenues and efforts have failed?

How about the option of a Taser to 
quell a situation? Wouldn’t it be nice to 
have at least another resource at your 
disposal so that you wouldn’t have to 
rely on the specter of deadly force? 

Why in the world would you ever con-
sider an officer to be lazy if said officer 
utilized a Taser instead of deadly force?

Your comments are at best incredibly 

irresponsible, demeaning and without 
base or foundation. They are slanderous 
and give the impression of your underly-
ing disrespect and overt disregard for 
police officers. 

The definition of “lazy”, Commis-
sioner, is a supposedly responsible body 
of individuals charged with overseeing 
the Police Department, enacting its 
Policies, Procedures and Guidelines and 
concerning itself with the welfare of the 
members who make up the Department 
taking seven plus years just to decide 
whether or not to even equip the Depart-
ment with Tasers…SEVEN YEARS…
AND NO GUIDING POLICY WITH 
THE TASERS! That my dear Commis-
sioner is the epitome of laziness.

How many incidents occurred within 
those seven years where officers were 
forced to rely on deadly force because 
there were no other options available at 
the time or because of the circumstances 
involved?

How many lives could have been 
saved if Tasers were a timely, viable 
option.

In its own skewered way, the Police 
Commission through its ineptness and 
political grandstanding has literally 
forced members of this Department into 
a corner where deadly force has had to 
be exercised because no other option 
was available.

One could make the argument that in 
the past seven years, the Police Commis-
sion has had blood on its own collective 
hands for incidents ending in deadly 
force where if Taser’s had been deployed, 
lives might have been saved.

I trust Commissioner you do not for 
one second consider the long term affects 
upon an officer who has had to exercise 
deadly force or the effects on his or her 
family.

You owe the members of this Depart-
ment a heartfelt apology Commissioner 
but it will never come…your lack of 
character and skewered political beliefs 
won’t allow for a modicum of decency.

Commissioner DeJesus Should Apologize
November 16, 2017 — The pro and con debate over arming San Francisco police 

officers with the less lethal option of Electronic Control Devices (ECD), commonly 
known as Tasers, has been going on for far too many years. During this exhaus-
tive debate, which has lasted 8 plus years, lives could have been saved and serious 
injuries could have been prevented.

The SFPOA has always supported the use of less lethal options. Many studies 
have concluded that the use of this tool has saved lives. The last thing our members 
want is to be forced into a lethal option incident. 

The POA also realizes that there are differing opinions but we were beyond 
surprised when we heard the unsubstantiated comments from one of our own 
Police Commissioners. Petra DeJesus gave an on camera interview to the media 
and made inflammatory statements such as “the use of Tasers is a lazy cops way 
of getting someone to do something.” It is frankly appalling that a long serving 
Police Commission would make such a comment knowing that there is no data or 
facts to support this.

The POA takes exception to Commissioner DeJesus’ inflammatory ill-conceived 
statements and all the hard working men and women in law enforcement deserve 
better than this. The POA has responded to Commissioner DeJesus and an apology 
from her is in order.

Kevin Martin
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War Veteran SFPD Officer Saves 
Woman’s Life, Donates Kidney

Updated: Nov 15 2017 07:25PM PST — 
SAN FRANCISCO (KTVU) - Every day 
in the United States 20 people die wait-
ing for an organ transplant, according to 
the United Network for Organ Sharing.

This week a San Francisco police offi-
cer and Afghan war veteran is saving the 
life of a complete stranger by donating 
her own kidney.

The donor recipient, a Walnut Creek 
woman with kidney disease, was told 
she only had years to live. But that all 
changed Tuesday when the pair under-
went a successful kidney transplant at 
USCF.

10 months ago, Officer Anna Cuthbert-
son and Joan Grealis were total strangers. 
Grealis, a mother of two, found out five 
years ago that she has been suffering 
from a deadly kidney disease.

Doctors told her she needed a trans-
plant, but no one in her family was able 
to donate. For years she waited for a 
deceased donor, but with no luck.

“I found out about this website, 
Matching Donors and went on,” said 
Grealis.

At the same exact time, SFPD Offi-
cer Cuthbertson was on the non-profit 
website, too. It’s a database where pa-
tients are introduced to people willing 
to donate.

“It’s like Craiglist for body parts so 
who wouldn’t want to check that out?” 
said Cuthbertson sheepishly. (Donors 
are actually not paid any money for their 
organs, which is illegal in the U.S.)

Out of thousands of profiles, Cuthb-
ertson zeroed in on Grealis.

“I saw Joan’s profile and something 
about it spoke to me,” said Cuthbertson. 
“I was jumping up! I couldn’t believe 
that an hour after I posted that someone 
answered me!” yelled Grealis.

After months of intensive testing, 
Grealis was wheeled into transplant sur-
gery at UCSF Medical Center Parnassus 
Campus Tuesday evening.

“You’re a rock star, mom!” said her 
son Aslan as she waved goodbye from 
the gurney. Cuthbertson had her kidney 
removed earlier in the day.

“There are about 100 thousand people 
waiting for kidneys in this country and 
by far and away the best option is to 
have a living donor,” said Dr. Deborah 
Adey, UCSF’s Medical Director for Kid-
ney Transplant Service. “The wait time 
is for deceased donor kidneys is up to 
ten years.”

That means only one in six people on 
UCSF’s waitlist make it to a transplant.

The morning after the surgery, Cuth-
bertson knocked on Grealis’s door, just 
a few rooms down from her own at the 
hospital.

“We did it, dear!” cried Grealis in her 
hospital gown as she opened her arms 
to Cuthbertson. 

“We did do it!” replied Cuthbertson.

“I can’t believe you did this for me!” 
said Grealis.

The two are part of a kidney “chain,” 
even though Cuthberston’s kidney was 
not a match for Joan, it was a match for 
someone else, which in turn set off a 
chain reaction with the hospital ensur-
ing kidneys for nine people.

“I asked her why she wanted to do 
this and...she said her mother had died 
early earlier and uh she wished she 
could have lived longer so I somehow 
reminded her of that ,” said Grealis.

“I would have done anything to save 
my mom,” said Cuthbertson. “She had 
something unrelated but I just thought I 
lost my mom — maybe I can help them 
keep their mom.” 

“There are these saints that walk 
among us who decide I’ve got two good 
kidneys, I get to help someone, I can save 
someone I mean, it it’s — I’m humbled, 
I’m in awe,” said Gary Grealis, Joan’s 
husband. “Anna’s not just saving my 
wife, she’s saving me, too.”

Now, the two women share a lifelong 
bond.

“The benefit? It’s worth it! It’s not that 
big of a deal for me — it’s a big deal for 
someone to have to live on dialysis,” 
said Cuthbertson, who shrugs off any 
attention.

“She’s just an amazing person!” 
said Grealis. “All of the things that she 
has done to selflessly give to others is 
amazing!”

Gary Grealis says Anna is now part 
of the family.

So far Matching Donors.com has 
saved close to 600 lives. 

Again, it is illegal to buy or sell or-
gans in the United States, so here’s how 
it works.

Donors are not paid any money for 
their organs, but the recipients pay a 
one-time $600 fee to be on the website 
which goes toward maintaining the 
website and organization.

http://www.ktvu.com/
news/war-veteran-sfpd-
officer-saves-womans-life-
donates-kidney

A sampling of Facebook comments:

“God bless and protect you! Thank you 
for your service!” 

— Rebecca Chachi Paniagua Gendron

“Thank you for the risks that you take 
every day to keep the public safe. You 
are appreciated.” 

— Siobhan Howard Haskell

“We are grieving with you. Thank you 
so much for your service and for all 
you do to keep our beautiful city safe!”

— Jillian Bales

“God bless Law Enforcement Officers 
and their families. thank you for being 
there. I can’t imagine how horrible it 
would be without you with the way 
the world is today...” 

— Peggy Dial-Emerson

“Prayers for all of you and your 
families. There’s more for you all than 
against you. Many who pray and many 
who care deeply about you all and 
your families.”  — Kim Pacquing

The Perils of Our Profession
November 6, 2017 – This past month has been particularly difficult for our mem-

bers. The tragic loss of Officer Vinnie Etcheber’s wife, Stacee Etcheber at the mas-
sacre in Las Vegas hit us all very hard. Couple that with the intentional attempted 
murder of Officer Elia Lewin-Tankel on October 18th and the shooting of another 
one of our members on Halloween has left us all reeling. We pray for all of these 
officers and their families.

These horrific incidents demonstrate the perils of our profession. Our members 
have rallied around all of these families and we are grateful that our community 
has rallied around them as well. This month’s paid Public Service Announcement 
on KCBS radio touches on these tragedies and offers thanks to our supporters.

https://tinyurl.com/yaaskyw2

A sampling of Facebook comments:

“Very admirable Anna, God bless you. 
I’m appreciative for your service.”

 — David Archibeque

“Thank you HERO!” 
— Chryse Grecousis Hawes

“Thank you you’re a true hero thank 
you for you service!”  — Rico Reyes

“Such a big heart, Anna!”  — Amy Cole

“This officer is awesome!” 
— Theodore Mark Cruise

“Hero.”  — Ginger Huey

“Omg bless her!”  — Granny Moore

“Excellent work officer! Thank you for 
your service.”  — Mike Ahern

“You are fantastic, Anna ... God bless 
you.”  — Chris Breen
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California Supreme Court Lets Stand New Case on 
Officers’ Rights to Discovery Prior to Second Interrogation 
Reprinted from www.calpublicagency 
laboremploymentblog.com
By Lisa S. Charbonneau  
on November 7, 2017 Posted in Appeals, 
Privacy, Public Safety Issues
Forwarded to the Journal by Paul Chignell

On October 18, 2017, the California 
Supreme Court denied review of Santa 
Ana Police Officers Association, et al. v. City 
of Santa Ana et al., a decision from the 
Fourth District Court of Appeal involv-
ing information (sometimes referred to 
as “discovery”) that must be provided to 
a law enforcement officer in connection 
with a disciplinary interrogation under 
the Public Safety Officers Procedural Bill 
of Rights Act (POBRA). Whereas most 
agencies understand that officers have 
a right to recordings, notes, reports and 
complaints after an interrogation takes 
place (see Pasadena Police Officers Associa-
tion v. City of Pasadena), under the new 
Santa Ana decision, officers also have a 
right to recordings, notes, reports and 
complaints prior to a second interrogation.

In Santa Ana, two police officers were 
being investigated for alleged miscon-
duct while executing a search warrant 
at a marijuana dispensary. After the 
officers were interrogated as part of the 
investigation, the City obtained new 
video recordings of the officers’ conduct 
during the execution of the search war-
rant. The recordings were from hidden 
video cameras at the marijuana dispen-
sary that officers failed to disable while 
executing the search warrant. After re-
ceiving the new footage, the City sought 
to interrogate the officers a second time.

Prior to the second interrogation, 
counsel for the officers requested that 
the City provide the officers with mate-
rials pursuant to section 3303(g) of the 

POBRA, which states (in relevant part): 
“If a tape recording is made of the inter-
rogation, the public safety officer shall 
have access to the tape if any further 
proceedings are contemplated or prior 
to any further interrogation at a subse-
quent time. The public safety officer shall 
be entitled to a transcribed copy of any 
notes made by a stenographer or to any 
reports or complaints made by inves-
tigators or other persons, except those 
which are deemed by the investigating 
agency to be confidential.” The City did 
not provide materials in response to the 
officers’ request and proceeded with 
second interrogations.

In response, the Santa Ana Police Of-
ficers Association (POA) et al. sued the 
City under two theories: (1) that use of 
the hidden video recordings violated 
the officers’ privacy rights under the 
California Invasion of Privacy Act and 
(2) that the City’s failure to turn over 
the hidden video records prior to the 
officers’ second interrogations violated 
the Section 3303(g) of the POBRA. The 
trial court dismissed both claims. The 
Court of Appeal affirmed dismissal of 
the privacy claim, but found that the 
POA stated a claim for relief under the 
POBRA. Specifically, the Court agreed 
with the POA’s argument that section 
3303(g) of the POBRA required the City 
to produce the recording of the first 
interrogation and “any reports of com-
plaints made by investigators or other 
persons” prior to the second interroga-
tion, which included the secret video 
footage obtained by the City after the 
first round of interrogations.

Prior to Santa Ana, most agencies 
looked to a 1990 California Supreme 
Court case Pasadena Police Officers As-
sociation v. City of Pasadena for guidance 

as to the information an officer must be 
provided prior to interrogation. Under 
Pasadena, officers are entitled to record-
ings, notes, reports and complaints after 
an interrogation takes place. However, 
under Santa Ana, agencies must exercise 
caution in the event a second interroga-
tion is necessary. Under the law an-
nounced in Santa Ana, unless all record-
ings, notes, reports and complaints are 
provided prior to the second interrogation, 
the interrogation may violate the officers’ 
POBRA rights.

Importantly, the Court in Santa Ana 
did not find that the City in fact violated 
the officers’ POBRA rights. Rather, the 
Court found that the officers stated a vi-
able claim under the POBRA and could 
therefore proceed with their lawsuit.

The case is Santa Ana Police Officers 
Association et al., v. City of Santa Ana et 
al. (2017) 13 Cal. App. 5th 317.

Lisa S. Charbonneau represents and ad-
vises Liebert Cassidy Whitmore clients in all 
matters pertaining to labor and employment 
law. She represents LCW clients in employ-
ment litigation throughout the state and 
advises clients on issues ranging from state 
and federal wage and hour law compliance 
to the interactive process to the mandates of 
the Meyers-Milias-Brown Act.

Liebert Cassidy Whitmore (LCW) is a full 
service employment and labor relations law 
firm providing expert consultation, represen-
tation, litigation, negotiation and investiga-
tion services to public agency management.

Part III of a Series

The Tears of Victims
By Gary Delagnes
Victim Rights Advocate

Every day we read about wrongfully 
accused murderers whose innocence 
was discovered years after their incar-
ceration due to newly discovered DNA 
evidence. Through a liberal media, we 
are inundated with such stories, making 
it appear as though this is an everyday 
occurrence. We hear the ramblings by 
local media that the death penalty is 
“cruel and unusual” punishment. Death 
penalty opponents, with the help of the 
likes of Bob Egelko and John Diaz from 
our local rag, along with Jeff Adachi, 
our laughable Public Defender, assail 
the police as the problem. Suspects are 
never guilty. They have been wrongly ac-
cused, set up by the cops, and convicted 
by racist judges and juries.

What you never read in the Chronicle, 
or hear from bottom feeders like Adachi, 
are the stories of those families and 
friends left behind as a result of these 
gruesome crimes. We at the POA, like all 
police officers, deal on a daily basis with 
the aftermath of the carnage perpetrated 
on the innocent victims.

We have been involved for many 
years with the heroic exploits of the 
Salarno family who have been tireless 
advocates for the forgotten victims of 
crime and those that are left behind.

It is truly unfortunate that we spend 

so much time on the rights of the con-
victed rather than the rights of those that 
must live the rest of their lives dealing 
with the senseless murders of friends 
and loved ones.

As a tribute to them I have been writ-
ing articles for the past three months 
memorializing the crimes of some our 
finest Death Row inmates. So for those 
of you who are still offended by the cruel 
and unusual punishment perpetrated 
upon these poor souls who reside at 
San Quentin awaiting their fate here is 
article #3.

Joseph Edward Duncan III
We certainly would not want to inflict 

anymore unnecessary punishment on 
Mr. Duncan.

Before the crimes that landed him on 
Death Row, Duncan had already raped 
and murdered at least 4 children in 
California and Washington. He claims 
to have raped at least 13 boys by his 16th 
birthday, most at gunpoint.

His final crimes were the brutal blud-
geoning murders of the Groene family 
in Coeur D’Alene, Idaho in May, 2005.

He broke into the home of Brenda 
Groen and Mark McKenzie, clubbed 
them and Brenda’s teenage son, Slade, to 
death with a hammer, then kidnapped 
her other children, Shasta, 8, and Dylan, 
9, taking them into the Montana and 
Idaho wilderness.

For the next 7 weeks, he filmed him-
self torturing Dylan by hanging him by 
his wrists to trees, stripping him naked, 
punching and kicking him all over, 
especially his genitals, burning him 
with cigarettes while shouting, “God is 
nowhere Dylan, I am the devil!”

He finally shot Dylan dead after rap-
ing him several times over the 7-week 
period, during which time he raped 
and tortured Shasta as well. He was 

finally apprehended in Coeur D’Alene 
and was given 3 death sentences and 9 
life sentences.

During his trial he laughed and 
smirked when his crimes were read in 
court.

He confided to his lawyer that “he 
only regretted being caught and would 
try to escape from prison and kill as 
many people as he could before going 
back to prison.”

He is currently housed in Colorado in 
one of the most secure maximum secu-
rity prison in the United States.

The remaining members of the Groen 
family have continued to suffer every 
day as Duncan — too big of a coward 
to accept his own fate — continues his 
appeals now 12 years later.

While defense attorneys appeal his 
conviction based on nonsense, and drag 
on the proceedings year after year, the 
Groen family, including Shasta who 
is now 20, lives on with the gruesome 
events of 2005.

Maybe we will be treated soon to an-
other scintillating article from Mr. Egel-
ko and the other enlightened journalists 
at the Chronicle decrying the “cruel and 
unusual” aspects of the death penalty.

I know these stories are gruesome, but 
they are necessary to show the absurdity 
of death penalty opponents who will de-
fend Mr. Duncan’s right to live because 
the punishment is “cruel and unusual.”

When you read that next such article, 
think of Joseph Edward Duncan and the 
carnage he left behind.

To read parts one (October) and two 
(November) of this series, refer to the on-line 
archive of the POA Journal at www.sfpoa.org
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A Candid Interview with DPA Director Paul Henderson, Part II 
By Kevin Martin
POA Assistant Legal Defense Coordinator

Interim DPA Director Paul Henderson 
is no stranger to the city or its law enforce-
ment entities. A San Francisco native, Paul 
Henderson gives a unique insight into his 
background, his professional career and 
the future of the Department of Police Ac-
countability (formerly known as the Office 
of Citizen Complaints). The first part of this 
illuminating interview appeared in the Oc-
tober 2017 issue of the POA Journal.

KM: One thing that I think may draw 
a lot of people to police work is being able 
to affect positive change, but through 
the people themselves. From that direct 
contact. Walking a beat is probably one 
of the greatest educations you can have.

PH: I agree, and you made a really 
good point. Because even as a prosecu-
tor when I did a ride along, even that, 
after having practiced and working in 
the profession changed my perspective 
about how I read police reports and in-
teracted with law enforcement. Things 
that I saw as a seasoned and experienced 
professional, I was like, I’m sure it didn’t 
happen like this. I saw first-hand, I can’t 
believe that people are doing that. And I 
grew up here and I know these streets, 
but I wasn’t looking in that alley. I’ve 
never gone into this SRO. I’ve never seen 
this shelter where this gets done in the 
back alley or in this back room. Wow! It 
was a growth experience. 

KM: I’ve told that to young officers 
that they want a good reputation as a 
working cop because reputation is ev-
erything.

PH: Exactly. It doesn’t mean that you 
won’t make mistakes, because you will. 
Even as a prosecutor, you know, the big-
gest checks and balances for me were the 
cops, because they were right there. They 
saw you, they were in the courtroom 
listening. They would say, you can’t do 
that, you can’t make that offer. I put in so 
much work on this case, you can’t give 
them a misdemeanor. I want to make 
sure this is a felony because look at this 
record. Here you misread this sheet 
here on this guy. He needs more than 
this because we need to do an interven-
tion. It’s a public safety issue. That was 
probably as informative as learning how 
to put on a case and how to introduce 
evidence, and of course now, all of those 
cops, whom I appreciated, would go out 
of their way to inform me of how to do 
my job better, how to read a rap sheet, 
you know what I mean. Because you do 
get a lot of discretion.

KM: How to build a case?

PH: How to build a case, how to put 
on evidence, understanding the back 
story beyond what’s just in a police 
report, to understand what questions to 
ask, who to ask them to, who to put on 
the stand, you know. They’re all things 
that helped shape my career in a way 
that was positive that I’m grateful that I 
was open to receive that input. 

KM: What do you see as the role and 
the direction of the DPA at the present 
time?

PH: I think we’re at a crossroads right 
now. There are a lot of opportunities, I 
think for this agency to play a pivotal 
role in defining the progress taking place 
in the city associated with the justice re-
forms and how we define justice reforms. 
I think public safety is defined as a part-

nership. You don’t get public safety just 
from the police department. It has to be a 
collaborative, and that collaborative has 
to include the community at the table. 
We have to do a better job of making 
sure that people know and understand 
what the process is, how it works. I 
believe very strongly in our criminal 
justice system. I believe very strongly 
in our political system, but I believe in 
it, which doesn’t mean that there aren’t 
improvements to make. But that’s active 
participation from everyone to get there, 
and so I think DPA has a very important 
role to play in those things. 

KM: Many people assume that there’s 
an adversarial role between the Depart-
ment of Police Accountability and the 
police department. A lot of police officers 
might feel that there’s tremendous layers 
of oversight in the police department…

PH: I agree.

KM: from the field training program 
to field supervisors and…

PH: Early intervention system, plus 
IAB, plus IA, plus DPA…

KM: Plus, the newspapers, plus the 
political climate.

PH: I don’t disagree with that criti-
cism. Maybe we don’t need all of those 
layers, but I’m less concerned with 
eliminating some of the layers and more 
concerned with how is my layer going to 
be as effective as it can be. 

KM: We’re looking for more cohesive-
ness and a better understanding when it 
comes to what a police officer does at the 
scene, and how an officer may interpret 
a general order as a policy, and then we 
fall into the gambit of policy failures…

PH: I agree with you in a lot of what 
you’re saying. I’m trying to bring some-
thing to the table in my role here that 
changes that dynamic. There should not 
be a knee jerk criticism presuming what 
DPA is or how we’re going to run. There’s 
not an axe to grind against the depart-
ment. I just want to be fair to everyone. 
Now that doesn’t mean you’re going to 
agree with everything that we do, and 
doesn’t necessarily mean you’re going 
to agree with how we do it. But it does 
mean that you’ll have an understanding 
of what the role is for this office and why 
we’re doing what we’re doing in order to 
try to improve the situation. My job is to 
make sure that there is accountability 
in how these DGOs are interpreted. 
[That] there is accountability in how a 
General Order is brought about, or how 
new rules or laws or new technology are 
introduced. My agency plays a role in 
interpreting at the back end or the low-
est common denominator in uses and 
abuses. There are two audiences on each 
side. So, while I explain that to an officer 
that you’re not getting censored, but my 
investigation has revealed something 
and we need to do something about it, 
I’m also having to explain to a broader 
audience in the community that officer 
didn’t get censored because there was 
some ambiguity, but because of your 
complaint, we have changed things 
and we have revealed things so the city 
is better, the department is better, that 
officer’s career is better because of the 
complaint that you made. 

KM: What is your perception of the 
San Francisco Police Department?

PH: Hard working, understaffed… 

I mean that’s a hard question to ask. I 
know so much about the department 
both on the street and the inner working 
and the POA and the politics and the 
management it’s like talk to me about 
America.

KM: Do you look at it in a favorable 
light?

PH: I do

KM: Tasers?

PH: (Laughs) I think the option of 
Tasers is something that the city is grap-
pling with right now, and it’s not clear 
how those policies and that information 
is going to roll out. I remain eager to con-
tinue to add my insight, expertise and 
input about how Tasers are evaluated 
and, if they are adopted, what those rules 
and regulations should look like to serve 
the greatest good, and that includes of-
ficer safety and public safety and you 
can’t have one without the other. 

KM: Because everyone is going to be 
affected?

PH: Everyone is affected, no matter 
what. You know, we need our officers 
to be safe in terms of what they have at 
their disposal just as much as we need 
the public to be safe in terms of what 
they’re exposed to because of behavior, 
or you know, choices being made. 

KM: The mediation program?

PH: I think is one of our highest 
rated programs in the DPA, and so more 
needs to be done. We should expand the 
mediation role in the process of what 
we’re doing independently, sometimes, 
of our investigations and discipline 
processes. I don’t believe that they have 
to be mutually exclusive. I want us to 
get to a place, when cases are closed 
out -- however they’re closed out -- that 
there are elements of restorative justice 
in that process. I have a big vision for the 
mediation stuff and I want to expand it 
in a broader direction that’s not just for 
the public, but for the officers as well.

KM: the POA has been a long stand-
ing strong proponent for the mediation 
program.

PH: And I’ll be drawing on them.

KM: That’s great. I believe it’s good 
for the officer because he or she is going 
to be given the opportunity to explain 
what they did, why they did it and some-
times the general orders or the policies 
that dictate what they do even though it 
may come across as a little heavy handed 
or hard.

PH: That’s the role of mediation. 
There are those subjective and intransi-
gent decisions that get made that can go 
either way, like what was your behavior. 
Are we more judgmental about your 
behavior in the public, or are we more 
judgmental about the reaction from 
officers? I think there are a lot times 
when there’s a gray area in there and 
that’s perfect for mediation. There isn’t 
a rule for that. There isn’t a law for that, 
and yet, two folks, or three folks, or ten 
folks, walked away from the experience 
unhappy and there’s no agency suited 
to hold those hands, bring them to the 
table or to move that incident forward in 
a way that resolves it, even if just emo-
tionally to either of the parties. That’s 
the role of mediation. That’s the role of 
DPA and that’s why I think we have an 
opportunity to do more if we have the 
right focus. And again, I would be remiss 
if I didn’t articulate and say that I’m not 
throwing the baby out with the bath 
water. I’ve got a lot of really good people 
here at the DPA that have been working 
very hard under very limited resources 
that just want to do their job. That really 
want to make a difference, both for the 
public and for the department. 

KM: I trust it’s not an easy job to be 
an investigator in any sense.

PH: It’s not. And I just want to make 
sure I talked about it in a way specifi-
cally, clearly that didn’t come across as 
DPA is totally different now under Paul 
Henderson. We have a history, and it’s 
changed and it’s evolved. I’m conscious 
of the fact of that I’m standing on the 
backs and necks of all the people here 
working with me and for me to execute 
a lot of this vision and direction as well. 

KM: Thank you very much. I ap-
preciate your time and your insight. I 
hope this has the first of a number of 
interviews where you will have the 
opportunity to talk about the different 
issues that affect your office, the com-
munity and the police department.

PH: I’m not some radical that wants 
to destroy the police department, or that 
has an agenda against law enforcement. 
I think a lot of people know my history 
and my background from growing up in 
the city that have not always been great 
experiences even with law enforcement. 
I’ve been arrested, I don’t know, six, 
seven, eight times throughout my life. 
Not convicted of anything, just so we’re 
clear. I know how those situations came 
up and I have a better understanding of 
how they came up now, but I also am 
empowered now with knowledge and 
experience about what I could have done 
in those circumstances to have not have 
walked away from those experiences 
angry and or frustrated and or disap-
pointed. I like you for your job and I 
like you as a person, but this decision 
that you made at this time was wrong 
under these circumstances and in this 
condition and there’s a real victim out 
there. There’s a real person that is com-
plaining, there’s a real community that 
doesn’t like that. That’s important. And 
my role is to walk that fine line of trying 
to be fair to both of those sides. My job is 
to make sure that at the very least, both 
sides understand the lens of the other 
side of the street that ends up moving the 
ball forward so that we all get along a lot 
better, and in a way that is more safe for 
everyone or redefines public safety that 
is collaborative and inclusive. 

Paul Henderson
STEVEN UNDERHILL PHOTOGRAPHY
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Perseverance Pays Off!
By Kevin Martin
Assistant Legal Defense Administrator
San Francisco Police Officers’ Association

The correct way to start this article 
off is by thanking Department of Police 
Accountability Interim Director Paul 
Henderson and DPA Chief of Staff Ms. 
Sarah Hawkins for their valuable assis-
tance and willingness to open lines of 
communication, which led to some very 
good news for members of the POA. It 
was not all that long ago when under a 
much different DPA leadership, a story 
like this would end in frustration and 
exasperation. Fortunately, this is a new 
day, with competent and more transpar-
ent DPA leadership. Paul Chignell, Ad-
ministrator of POA Legal Defense, and 
I have had more effective and positive 
communications in the past few months 
than we ever did in past years with the 
previous OCC/DPA department heads.

It is refreshing to have the opportu-
nity to work with Mr. Paul Henderson 
and his team as we forge ahead with 
the day to day practices and future en-
deavors. I am also looking very forward 
to working with them to expand the 
DPA Mediation Program, and discuss 
future considerations as to the findings 
of “Policy Failure.”

I am grateful to Mr. Henderson and 
Ms. Hawkins for their willingness to 
go the extra mile in this particular case. 
Their review, reflections and consider-
ations in the case recapped below went 
a long way to assist POA members both 
individually and collectively.

On April 9, 2016, four San Francisco 
Police Officers responded to the area of 
17th and Bryant Streets on the report of 
“a man in an altered state beating up 
cars.”

The officers immediately responded 
to the area and in doing so parked their 
marked police vehicles in a designated 
bicycle lane. The officers handled the 
call for service and then without delay 
returned to their vehicles and drove 
away from the area.

A member of the San Francisco Bi-
cycle Coalition filed a complaint with 
the Department of Police Accountability 
citing the officers parked their vehicles 
in a marked bicycle lane.

The DPA dutifully conducted an in-
vestigation on our officers and in doing 
so determined that “The allegation of 
Unwarranted Action for driving improp-
erly is a Policy Failure.”

I had some genuine concerns re-
lated to the preliminary finding. First, 
I couldn’t understand why this case 
was not recommended for mediation. I 
believe this would have been a perfect 
opportunity for the police and a commu-
nity member to come together to discuss 
the incident and to address the concerns 
of the complainant and for the police to 
explain the nature of the call for service 
and the need to temporarily park in the 
bicycle lane.

The second concern was that of the 
finding insofar as the language used 
identifying the unwarranted action 
was “for driving improperly…” The 
complaint was not about driving per 
se as much as it was for parking in a 
bicycle lane. 

The POA was also very concerned 
that the preliminary finding was de-
termined to be a “Policy Failure.” The 
immediate question raised was, “How 
can there be a policy failure when no 
such policy exists?”

With these raised concerns in mind, 
I advised one of the involved officers to 
formally request an Investigative Hear-
ing to try and understand how and why 
the DPA came to this finding. I wrote an 

additional request on the part of the in-
volved officers outlining the specifics of 
this case. I noted in part, that California 
Vehicle Code section 23127 allows for au-
thorized emergency vehicles to park in 
a bicycle lane. I also noted “The SFPOA 
strongly believes the officers performed 
their duties within the ‘course and scope’ 
of their employment and in doing so 
did not in any way violate any existing 
laws, policies, procedures or guidelines 
as determined by the State of California 
and/or the San Francisco Police Depart-
ment. Although the finding of “Policy 
Failure” may not have an adverse impact 
on officers involved, there is no existing 
statute or Department Policy prohibiting 
officers from parking in a bicycle lane 
while in the performance of their du-
ties, which the officers absolutely were. 
That the DPA determines the case to be 
a Policy Failure when no such policy 
exists is at the very least concerning. I 
also believe it to be a bit presumptuous 
on the part of the DPA to believe that 
just because a policy does not exist, there 
should in fact be one.

Nonetheless, the request for an In-
vestigative Hearing was denied. In his 
response to the officer, Interim Director 
Paul Henderson stated, “While I do 
understand your concern that the alle-
gation refers to ‘improper driving’ and 
not to ‘improper parking’ which was 
the initial issue in the case, the alleged 
improper parking was directly related 
to the vehicle being driven to the place 
where it was parked, and to the reason 
the vehicle was left at the location (bi-
cycle lane). Furthermore, whether the 
allegation be one of improper parking or 
improper driving, our review revealed 
the case was properly investigated as a 
Neglect of Duty and that the finding of 
Policy Failure should not change.”

The reaction to the denial on the 
part of the officers and POA leadership 
was at the very least disappointing and 
frustrating. 

At that point, the easy thing to do 
would have been to let it go and advise 
the officers that the Policy Failure find-
ing would not result in any form of 
discipline against them.

Instead, I had a conversation with 
both Mr. Henderson and Ms. Hawkins 
and asked them to please take a second 
look at incident, the investigation, and 
subsequent preliminary findings.

The result of their willingness to do so 
led to a change in the preliminary find-
ing for the involved officers from Policy 
Failure to Proper Conduct!

For their part, the DPA has offered: 
“The DPA has advised that given the 
recent discussions related to this case, 
it has revised its findings as to the four 
officers involved, from Policy Failure 
to Proper Conduct. While it’s arguable 
that neither the law nor the Department 
policy regarding the specific parking 
issue was clear at the time, it is evident 
that the officers firmly believed that they 
were acting within proper parameters in 
emergency situations. Having said that, 
the DPA does plan to further discuss the 
need for clarification in situations raised 
by this case with the Chief of Police, as 
well as to consider revisions to some of 
its findings including the Policy Failure 
finding, that have been suggested by 
the POA.”

I am very pleased for the officers 
involved in this case as well for the 
membership as a whole as this decision 
bodes very well for future cases. I thank 
the involved officers for their persever-
ance and patience and once again to Mr. 
Paul Henderson, and Ms. Hawkins of 
the DPA for their valued assistance and 
leadership. 

November 6, 2017

TO: All Members #2017-39
FROM: Kevin Martin, Assistant Legal Defense Administrator

New DPA Policy
Effective Monday, November 6, 2017, DPA is implementing a new 

policy and a new form that will be used prior to interviewing a mem-
ber. The DPA Investigator will read from a script which will compel the 
named member to answer all questions posed to them honestly and without 
obstruction.

Immediately afterwards, your POA Defense Representative will read 
from a prepared script establishing your rights in an Administrative 
Hearing. These are your rights to representation and the protection of 
Lybarger. By establishing your protected rights, any statement made by 
the interviewed officer cannot be used against said officer in a criminal 
or civil action.

Once the DPA Investigator and the POA Representative have read from 
the script, the named member will be asked to sign a form affirming that 
the officer has been advised of their responsibilities and protected rights. 
Currently the affirmation of officer’s rights has been presented verbally. The 
significant change is that now the officer will be asked to sign the written 
document. The DPA has decided that in certain investigative cases where 
a member may have legal exposure, the DPA Investigator may choose to 
advise the officer of his/her Miranda Rights. Once that is done, the DPA 
Investigator will immediately advise the officer of his/her Lybarger Ad-
monition. The Lybarger Admonition affords the officer protections in both 
criminal and civil actions in cases when they are compelled to answer 
questions by an investigator. Once that is completed, the interview will 
begin. There will also be a change in the DPA member Response Forms 
(MERF). The new forms will include an additional cover page advising the 
member of their established POBAR Rights up to and including Lybarger. 
Again the member will be asked to sign the form acknowledging their 
rights have been read and afforded to him/her.

With these changes, it has never been more important for our members 
to immediately contact the POA once you receive a Notice To Appear or 
to respond to a Member Response Form. It will be your responsibility 
to contact the POA in a very timely manner to secure a POA Defense 
Representative to handle your case. As is the current practice, please 
forward all DPA paperwork to the POA in the names of Kevin Lyons and 
John Van Koll. Once reviewed, your case will be assigned to a trained, ex-
perienced POA Defense Representative. Your assigned Representative will 
then contact you and arrange to meet and prepare you for your interview 
or review of your written response form.

If you are contacted to appear as a witness in an investigation, please 
follow the above instructions to obtain a POA Defense Representative to 
assist and prepare you for your witness interview. It is very important to 
note that as a witness member, you are NOT entitled to have a Defense 
Representative present with you during your interview. As is the current 
practice, whenever deemed necessary and upon approval, a POA Panel 
Attorney will be assigned to represent you in your case. The POA remains 
steadfastly committed to protecting all of your POBAR and representative 
rights under the Government Code.

San Francisco Police Officers Association
800 Bryant St., 2nd Floor

(415) 861-5060
Office Hours M/F 9AM – 4PM
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If you have any questions or concerns related to this matter, please contact 

POA Defense Committee Chairmen Kevin Lyons (Co. J -345-7300)
John Van Koll (Co. A – 315-2400) or 

POA Legal Administrators Paul Chignell
or Kevin Martin (POA Headquarters -861-5060).

Special wholesale prices to friends & family of
Police • CHP • Sheriffs • All Public Safety/City Personnel

MÔNACO Watch & Jewelry
Your ROLEX watch specialist

Over 30 years serving jewelers nationwide

Cartier ✦ Omega ✦ Breitling
and the finest Swiss name brands

Repair Center • Diamond Dials & Bezels
Custom Design your Police Style Jewelry 

Engagement Ring & More
San Francisco Jewelry Center ✦ FREE PARKING

101 Utah St., #202, San Francisco, CA 94103

(415) 863-1337 Toll Free: (800) 98-ROLEX
Monaco Watch & Jewelry is not directly nor indirectly associated with Rolex USA or other Swiss brands.

Support our advertisers.
Tell them you saw their ad in the POA Journal.
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Police-
Fire Post 

456 News
By Greg Corrales, Retired 

On 9 November Police-Fire Post 456 
held their annual dinner honoring two 
firefighters and two police officers. Chief 
of Police William Scott and numerous 
members of his command staff at-
tended the dinner, as did Deputy Chief 
Shane Francisco, representing Fire Chief 
Joanne Hayes-White. Kevin Downs was 
honored for Ranchin’ Vets, the veterans 
assistance program he founded and 
operates with his wife Corey. Paul Barry 
was recognized for his many years of 
preserving the history of the San Fran-
cisco Fire Department and his recent 
years working with the Guardians of the 
City. For valor, Riley Bandy was honored 
for his actions while off-duty and un-
armed, when he interrupted an armed 
robbery and chased down the robber. Lt. 
Brice Peoples was honored for saving a 
woman from a burning building.

Demonstrating true leadership, Cap-
tain Una Bailey, Officer Bandy’s com-
manding officer, and Captain Robert 
Yick, Officer Downs’ commanding offi-
cer, both attended the event. Particularly 
enhancing the event was the attendance 
of numerous prior honorees; John Payne, 
Dan Hampton, Rene LaPrevotte, Jesus 
Pena, Jim O’Malley, Tim Paine, Bob 
Guinan, Joe Salazar, Russ Gordon, Jim 
Cunningham, Adam Wood, Edie Lewis 
and Jared Harris. Retired Chief Greg 
Suhr, remaining busy, was able to stop 
by to congratulate the honorees, before 

leaving for another function. Retired 
Chief Tony Ribera, a member of Post 
456, attended and shared his heart-felt 
thoughts regarding kneeling during the 
national anthem. Police Chaplain Father 
Michael Quinn opened and closed the 
event with stirring prayers.

In the three years since my retirement, 
police work has become tremendously 
more challenging. It reminds me of 
when I joined the SFPD in 1969. The 
country was torn over the Vietnam War. 
We dealt with anti-war demonstrations 
almost daily. Domestic terrorism was 
rampant and in my first year in the 
Department four San Francisco police 
officers were murdered. Because of the 
recent antipathy toward first responders, 
caused in large part, by the biased media 
coverage, it is of paramount importance 
that we recognize and acknowledge the 
outstanding performance of duty by our 
police and firefighters. San Francisco 
Police-Fire Post 456 will continue to do 
so. I would be remiss if I did not thank 
the Police Officers Association for their 
tremendous support, as well as the 
American Legion Cathay Post.

As I mentioned, Chief Tony Ribera, a 
Vietnam vet, shared his thoughts regard-
ing player protests during the national 
anthem. Recently a Vietnam vet who 
was a four-time Super Bowl champion 
shared his feelings according to a story 
by Yahoo Sports. Rocky Blier, 71, played 
parts of 11 seasons with the Pittsburgh 
Steelers, a career that was interrupted 
following his rookie season when he was 
drafted into the Army in 1968. For his 
actions in combat, Blier was awarded the 
Bronze Star and a Purple Heart. Despite 
losing part of his right foot in combat, 
he managed to play 10 more seasons in 
the NFL. Blier believes there is a simple 
fix. “The American people, they can’t go 
to their workplace and start to protest 
about whatever may be happening in 
their life,” Blier said. “That wouldn’t be 
allowed and that shouldn’t be allowed 
in the NFL.”

The December issue of The American 
Legion Magazine has a very interesting 
story about Jim Leavelle, a 97-year-old 
member of American Legion Post 23 

in Garland, Texas. He is described as 
having been a participant in two of the 
20th century’s most significant events. 
He was a sailor serving aboard the USS 
Whitney at Pearl Harbor on 7 December 
1941. In 1950 Leavelle joined the Dallas 
Police Department. Wearing a light suit 
and cowboy hat, Leavelle is a prominent 
figure in the Pulitzer Prize-winning 
photograph of Lee Harvey Oswald gri-
macing in pain the moment he is shot by 
Jack Ruby. Leavelle, by now a homicide 
detective, was handcuffed to Oswald.

“Those weren’t even my closest calls,” 
Leavelle chuckles, noting times he faced 
gunfire during his 25 years with the 
Dallas Police Department. Leavelle is a 
beloved figure by the Dallas Police De-
partment, which named its Detective of 
the Year Award after him.

A Navy hero who reached across 
a racial divide, Thomas J. Hudner Jr., 
has transferred to Post Everlasting. On 
4 December 1950, Navy pilot Hudner 
was on a reconnaissance mission over 
North Korea when a member of his 
squadron, Ensign Jesse L. Brown was 
downed by small-arms fire. Brown sur-
vived the crash landing, but was trapped 
and bleeding in his plane. Rather than 
wait for a rescue helicopter, Lt. Hudner 
deliberately crash-landed his Corsair 
in enemy territory and tried without 
success to free Brown. Because Hudner 
was a white New Englander and Brown 
the son of Mississippi sharecroppers, 
and the Navy’s first black aviator, it 
served as a powerful tale of interracial 
brotherhood in the U.S. military, which 
had been desegregated just two years 
earlier.”My father told me, ‘A person’s 
actions will reveal his character, not his 
skin color.’” Hudner said. “I took this 
to heart,” 

“Hudner’s loyalty to his fallen wing-
mate never wavered,” said The Boston 
Globe. He paid the college fees of Brown’s 
widow and remained close to her and 
her daughter. He always played down 
his wartime heroics. “I couldn’t conceive 
of leaving a friend alive like that,” he 
said. “Just being with him to give him 
as much comfort as we could was worth 
the effort.” 

The San Francisco Police-Fire Post 
meets on the second Tuesday of every 
month. Our next meeting will be on 
Tuesday, December 12, 2017. We meet 
at the Park Station community room. 
Meetings start at 1600 hours. All veter-
ans with a law enforcement or firefighter 
background are welcome. Questions 
should be directed to Post Adjutant Greg 
Corrales at (415) 759-1076 or at gc1207@
comcast.net. 

L-R, DC Perea, Capt. Yick, Capt. Bailey, Kevin Downs, Riley Bandy, DC Redmond, Cmdr. 
Mannix

Chief of Police William Scott

Post 456 Commander Gary Gee

Veteran Needs Our Help
By Steve Bosshard,
Retired SFPD

Thank you to the many San Fran-
cisco police Officers who have already 
donated to this worthy call. John 
Wintersteen gave so much of himself 
to support our troops in harm’s way 
over the last 10 plus years and now 
he needs our help. Please read this 
and help if you can. I have personally 
witnessed many of his accomplish-
ments and was unaware of his medi-
cal issues. Learn more about John and 
donate at this link:

https://www.gofundme.com/4jxw7-my-health-fund

mailto:gc1207@comcast.net
mailto:gc1207@comcast.net
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In Rush to Calm Nervous Public, SFPD Hastily Deploys a “Mountain Lion Task Force”

Apply Today 
for our Fourth Community 

Investment Grant Cycle of 2017

These $5,000 grants will be awarded quarterly to nonprofit organizations to help 
complete neighborhood improvement projects that address the specific needs of 
the community, whether it's buying new sports equipment, hosting a dinner for 
residents, building a dance studio, or purchasing seeds for a community garden. 
We have been so inspired by the first three awardees of the year, Pomeroy Recre-
ation and Rehabilitation Center, Larkin Street Youth Services, and the Asian Pacific 
American Community Center and we cannot wait to see what else 2017 has in store.  

Applications will be accepted on a rolling basis, and winners will be announced 
in December.  

APPLY TODAY!
Martin Halloran
President, SFPOA

Retirements
The San Francisco Police Officers Association congratulates the following 
members on their recent retirement from the SFPD. These veterans will be 
difficult to replace, as each takes with him decades of experience and job 
knowledge. The most recently retired members are:
• Sergeant Raymond Lock #1369 from Airport Field Operations
• Officer Diane McKevitt #843 from Medical Liaison

All of the above listed on SFPD Personnel Order #22 (November 1, 2017) and #23 
(November 15, 2017)

When in need, turn to the 
premier California law 
firm with an emphasis on 
the representation of 
peace o	cers.

NOTICE: Making a false or fraudulent workers’ compensation claim is a felony subject to up to 5 years 
in prison or a fine of up to $50,000 or double the value of the fraud, whichever is greater, or by both 
imprisonment and fine. NOTE: Seth Merrick is our firm’s primary workers’ compensation attorney.

■  Internal A�airs
■  Peace O�cer Rights
■  Critical Incidents
■  Personal Injury
■  Criminal Defense
■  Labor Representation
■  Workers’ Compensation

SERVING ALL OF CALIFORNIA

24 HOURS / 7 DAYS:

866.964.4513
SIGN UP FOR NEWS ALERTS:

www.RLSlawyers.com

 Miriam Pengel 
 707.291.5085 
 Mir1553Sells@gmail.com 
 CalBRE# 02017321 
 (Wife of Ret. Lt. Debbie Gizdich, Sister of Lt. Molly, Sgt. Maura, 
 Ret. DC Mindy Pengel, & Daughter of the late Insp. Hank Pengel)

The Apple Doesn’t Fall Far From the Tree 
After a 25 year career in SFPD, retiring as a Police Lt., and following in my 

father’s footsteps, I am very proud to be following in my mother’s and 
grandfather’s footsteps as a Real Estate Agent.  

If I can assist you in real estate, please contact me. 
Proud to Serve the Bay Area Real Estate Needs of SFPD’s Finest

Attention All 
POA Members

We Need Your Email Address!

Keep Updated With the Issues and Events that Directly Affect  
Your Future and Career. 

Phone the POA at  
(415) 861-5060, or email  

info@sfpoa.org  
to register your personal  

email address

This and similar signs have been placed throughout the Presidio following recent 
Mountain Lion sightings in the urban park.

mailto:info@sfpoa.org
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Any Call, Any Time, Any Place

President Martin Halloran spends much of his day dousing political fires at the 
POA, but SFPD Arson Inspector Marty Halloran (5S26) also responds to his duty 
outside the office, and without hesitation or concern for his own safety. In the 
photo above, that dedication is evident as Inspector Halloran uses a comman-
deered POA fire extinguisher to attack a stubborn blaze at the corner of 6th and 
Bryant. Note the gathering crowd and whizzing traffic, none of which detracted 
Halloran from his mission. Thank you, President/Inspector Halloran, for your 
service. Slainte mhath! PHOTO BY CYNDEE BATES

A Place to Sit and Reflect
By Paul Chignell
Retired SFPD
Former Mayor of San Anselmo, California

As the end of a horrific and violent year draws to a close, I thought this would 
be a good time to reprint the photos below, and to encourage all supporters of law 
enforcement officers to stop by for a moment and give thanks to those who have 
given all to the safety and security of their communities. 

I had this bench and its embedded plague honoring SFPD Officer James Guelff 
(killed in the line of duty November 14, 1994) placed in 1995 when I was Mayor of 
San Anselmo. It has been at Robson Park since then. Jim resided in San Anselmo 
at the time of his murder.

Robson Park is located at the corner of Raymond and Tamalpais Avenues, San 
Anselmo, CA.

Duggan’s Serra Mortuary, Daly City
500 Westlake Ave, Daly City   415/587-4500    FD1098

The Duggan Family Serving San Francisco Community Since 1903
Arthur J. Sullivan Funeral Home and Driscoll’s Valencia St. Serra Mortuary

FD228 www.duggansserra.com FD1665

Photo courtesy of Insp. Matt Perez

* The POA has verified that this quote was made by an SFPD member.
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2017 Sports Hall of Fame Inductees

2017 Sports Hall of Fame Induction Dinner Ceremony
By Gary Delagnes, 
Founder and Co-Chair
SFPOA Sports Hall of Fame

One of the best semi-annual events 
we have established is the SFPOA Sports 
Hall of Fame induction ceremonies. It is 
at these popular dinners that we honor 
the accomplishments of our POA mem-
bers who have excelled athletically while 
in the SFPD. We have been very selective 
over the years assuring that we never 
diminished the selection process and 
only inducted those members who have 
excelled while participating as a team 
member or individual athlete.

We have inducted only 104 members 
since our inaugural dinner/induction 
ceremony in 2005. With the help of re-
tiree Bob Del Torre, our fact checker, we 
do meticulous research on each inductee 
to assure they are qualified.

The 2017 induction was a very spe-
cial. We honored four currently active 
members of the SFPD, along with three 
beloved retirees who were honored for 
their athletic exploits. A brief bio of each 
member is printed on this page.

An overflow crowd of 170 people 
attended the 2017 event at the Italian-
American Athletic club on November 
10th. An honor guard was in attendance 
to honor our nation’s military on the 
eve of Veterans Day, and retired SFPD 
Sergeant Jerry D’Arcy sang an inspired 
version of our national anthem.

Our active member inductees, Jake 
Fegan, Glen Ortega, Nick Shihadeh, 
and Kevin Worrell all gave outstanding 

speeches, and thanked the POA for their 
recognition.

The highlight of the evening was 
inducting retirees, Frank Machi, Rafael 
Labutan, and retired Commander Ray 
Canepa into the Hall of Fame. It was 
very emotional for each of them, and 
important for us to show them they will 

never be forgotten. 
It was a tremendous honor to close 

the ceremonies with a presentation by 
retired NFL football coach Gil Haskell 
who is also a San Francisco native and 
legendary local athlete. It was a perfect 
ending to a very special evening.

It was great to see so many people 

there to honor these seven men at a time 
when so many are bashing police officers 
every day. The POA will continue to 
honor our active and retired members 
for their many accomplishments on the 
streets of San Francisco, as well as their 
athletic performances representing the 
SFPD.

By Bob Del Torre, Co-Chair
SFPOA Sports Hall of Fame

Glenn Ortega
Induction — Softball–Baseball
9 California Police Olympic Medals
MVP SFPD Softball League – 2006
Winner of Brian Olcomendy Memorial 

Award and Isaac Espinoza 
Memorial Award

2011 Softball Manager of the Year
Winner of 9 Softball Championships

Rafael Labutan
Special Sports Achievement Award
26 Olympic Medals – Track and Field
2005 Won 8 Medals in Western States 

Police/Fire Games
Winner of 4 Softball Championships
2002 Bronze Medalist All Star Softball 

Team
Coached Mens and Co-ed Softball 

Teams
Played softball for 26 years

Frank Machi
Induction — Soccer
Co- Founder of the SFPD Soccer Club
Played and Coached Soccer for 15 

years
42 Olympic Medals
Winter Police Olympics – 11 Medals
Soccer – 31 Medals

Kevin Worrell
Induction – Softball
2004 SFPD Blues Championship Team
MVP SFPD Softball League – 2008
2008 Gold Medal Olympic Softball 

Team
2015 SFPD Seals Championship Team
SFPD Softball Commissioner 9 Years

Nick Shihadeh
Special Sports Commissioner Award
23 years Soccer Team Player
12 Olympic Soccer Team Medals
30 years as softball Player/Coach
Member of 5 Softball Championship 

Teams
Manager of the SFPD Baseball Seals 

Team
Softball Commissioner
POA Journal Sports Editor

Jake Fegan
Induction — Softball; Basketball
Member of 14 Championship Softball 

and Basketball teams – 
Mission Station/Narcotics

All Star Basketball Team
All Star Softball Team
Founding member of SFPD Baseball 

Team
Member of first Medal Winning 

Baseball Team – 2000 Police 
Olympics

Player/ Coach SFPD Baseball Team

Ray Canepa
Induction — Baseball
Baseball Star at Galileo High School
Attended University of San Francisco 

on a baseball scholarship
Signed to play professional baseball in 

Canada
Played center field and shortstop for 

the SFPD in the 50’s and 60’s
Known for his base stealing and 

hitting
Member of numerous All Star Teams

Guest Speaker — Gil Haskell
Played at St. Ignatius High School 1961
Coached at Riordan High and  

St. Ignatius High
Star Football Player at SF State 

University
Coached at University of Southern 

California

Pro Football Coach: Los Angeles 
Rams, Green Bay Packers, Carolina 
Panthers, Seattle Seahawks 

2005 NFC Champion
1996 Super Bowl Champion

Left to right: Bob DelTorre, Gil Haskell, Rafael Labutan, Gary Delagnes, Ray Canepa, Frank Machi, Nick Shihadeh, Glenn Ortega, Jake 
Fegan, Kevin Worrell. PHOTO BY VAL KIRWAN

CALIFORNIA	COLUMBIA	ASSOCIATION	

	

CHRISTMAS	DINNER	
&	

SPECIAL	PRESENTATION	HONORING	

MIKE	PUCCINELLI	
Retired	SFPD	Commander	

SUNDAY,	DECEMBER	10,	2017	

Unione	Sportiva	(US)	Restaurant	
414	Columbus	Avenue,	San	Francisco	

No-host	Bar	6	pm,	Dinner	7	pm	
(Four	course	family-style	dinner	with	wine	featuring	chicken	marsala	&	grilled	Sicilian	sausage)	

$60	per	Person	
Contact	Insp.	Steve	Smalley,	Columbia	Association	Treasurer/Secretary,	at	

columbiaca@yahoo.com	to	RSVP.	Send	checks	to	PO	Box	330416,	San	Francisco,	Ca	94133	
RSVP	by	Tuesday,	December	5.	Parking	is	available	at	public	garages	on	Vallejo,	above	and	across	the	street	from	Company	A	
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POA Mail
Dear SFPOA —

I am extremely honored to be the 
recipient for the Frank Jordan/ Wendy 
Paskin scholarship award. Thank you 
so much for your generosity and time. 
This scholarship will greatly help me 
to continue my education at Santa 
Clara University.

By honoring me with this award I 
feel so grateful and motivated. I am 
focusing my energy on school and my 
communications major as well as my 
studio art minor. I am working hard 
to fulfill my dream of becoming an 
interior designer.

Thank you again for your generos-
ity and support!

Kind Regards,
Colleen Cunnane

To our friends at the SFPD —
Thank you for all the support you 

provided us while we were in town 
and dealing with Eric having a heart 
attack. We are so incredibly thank-
ful that the blue line runs across the 
country. We can’t begin to thank you 
for everything. You all are a blessing to 
our family.

We had this sign made to hang in 
the POA office. We hope you enjoy it! 
From the bottom of our hearts, thank 
you for treating us as if we were part 
of your department. While we would 
have rather met under better circum-
stances, we are thankful our paths 
crossed.

Stay safe!
All our love and respect,

K9 Deputy Eric Williams 
Stephanie, Connor (7) and Landon (5)

Dear SFPOA —
Thank you for your kind expression 

of sympathy and beautiful flowers in 
Herb’s memory.

The Herb Lee Family

Dear POA —
I just wanted to thank you for your 

donation to me on my #sfstairclimb 
fundraiser. You helped me to pass my 
$3500 goal.

I walked the 1197 stairs in a little 
less than 16 minutes. My goal is 
enough money to send one first 
responder to a 6-day retreat for post-
traumatic stress injury.

Thank you for all you do.
Off. Ana Morales

Dear Editor —
Thank you for reprinting the 

9/18/17 article 4 Things Police Leaders 
Should be Doing to Stop Police Suicide 
by Chief Joel F. Shults, Ed. D from 
PoliceOne.com.

Yes, I agree with the author, we 
should rebrand mental health as a 
survival issue, normalize resources by 
making them known, integrate brain 
science into training materials and 
stop throwing away perfectly good 
police officers.

I would add one thing which should 
be done to address police suicide: 
count them.

Sincerely
Anne Bisek, Psy.D

Clinical Psychologist 

Dear Marty & SFPOA:
On behalf of Sister Shirley Garibal-

di, O.S.U., Principal of St. John Catholic 
School, I want to thank you and the 
San Francisco Police Officers Associa-
tion for the extraordinarily generous 
donation in favor of St. John Catholic 
School in memory of San Francisco 
Police Officer Michael J. Walsh.

Our greatest appreciation to the 
SFPOA, SF’s Finest!

Julia Clark Dobel 
Director of Advancement  

& Development

Dear Kevin and Friends at San 
Francisco Police Officers Association,

Thank you for your support of 
Alex’s Lemonade Stand Foundation 
(ALSF) and for making a difference in 
the lives of children with cancer. Your 
gift to the 2017 Striking Out Child-
hood Cancer will help fund important 
research projects looking for better 
treatments and cures for all childhood 
cancers.

Thank you for joining the fight 
against childhood cancer and invest-
ing in hope.

Gratefully yours,
Liz & Jay Scott

Alex’s Parents/Co-Executive  
Directors of Alex’s Lemonade Stand 

Foundation

Our Thoughts During 
These Troubling Times

With all that has happened in this 
world recently, it has weighed heavily 
on our minds. We have relatives and 
friends in Houston and Florida and 
friends who lost homes in the North 
Bay fires. We also had friends at the 
festival in Las Vegas.

Having served in the San Francisco 
Police Department for 33+ years and 
now retired, living in Idaho, there is 
a feeling of helplessness and despair 
over not being able to physically 
respond and help those in need. We 
have and will continue to contribute to 
different fundraisers for the victims, 
but even that doesn’t seem to satisfy 
our desire to help.

We also want to express our sin-
cere gratitude and appreciation to all 
the First Responders, active members 
of the Military, Veterans and the 
“Heroes”, for all they have done and 
continue to do during these extremely 
difficult times.

The victims, survivors and their 
families will be in our thoughts and 
prayers always. Especially during the 
coming holiday season.

We wrote this poem, as we wanted 
to express our thoughts and feelings.

We would like to dedicate it to Sta-

cee Etcheber, who was at the Harvest 
Festival with her husband, Vinnie, a 
San Francisco Police Officer. Stacee was 
shot while fleeing, while her husband 
remained on the scene to help victims.

Tragically Stacee died from her 
wounds.

A Salute to Our First 
Responders, Military, 
Veterans, and “Heroes”

Awaking that morning to another 
horrific day.

A madman had shot hundreds and 
took so many lives away.

We hear the stories of many 
“Heroes”,

who saved countless more.

Just thinking about the deaths and 
injuries,

still shakes us to the core.

We shall never forget the senseless 
losses,

each time we are reminded of the 56 
white crosses.

We often think as we grow older,

how the world has really changed.

We’ve had hurricanes, floods, fires, 
terrorist acts,

Officers killed and mass shootings by 
the deranged.

Even disrespecting Old Glory can’t 
be justified.

As our National Cemeteries are proof,

of all those who have died.

But one thought stays true through 
it all,

We are all Americans and our 
“Heroes” will forever stand tall!

God Bless the U.S.A. our First 
Responders,

Members of the Military,

Our Veterans and the “Heroes”

By Dennis and Penny Schardt
November 2017

Dear SFPOA—
Once again I am writing to Thank 

the men and women of the San 
Francisco Police Department. You 
responded to the city of Santa Rosa 
helping the citizens of this fine city 
during the devastating fire of October 
8, 2017. 

The wind that night was like 
nothing I’ve ever seen before. At 3:00 
AM my husband was awakened by 
something banging on our house. He 
went outside to remove it when he 
saw the sun rising in the north. Get-
ting back into bed he realized it was 

too early for the sun to rise and that 
it was rising in the wrong direction. 
He went onto the internet and turned 
on the TV. After an hour he saw that 
Fountain Grove was on fire. He woke 
me up. I dressed quickly and ran out-
side to see other neighbors standing 
around. The fire was 4 miles away. I 
ran to neighbors home to wake them 
up and then my husband and I got in 
one car and drove south to my daugh-
ter’s home. While driving we saw the 
glow of fire behind us, north and west 
of us. To the east of us we watched 
the fire burning on the mountains. 
It was not until arriving and watch-
ing TV did I grasp the fullness of 
what was happening. We stayed at 
my daughter’s home glued to the TV 

and wondering if our home would 
still be standing. A few days led into 
a week and then into two weeks. The 
stress was unbelievable. During the 
later part of the second week, fire-
men were fighting a fire 1 1/2 miles 
East of our home called the Oakmont 
fire, which was part of the Nuns fire. 
The fire would just not stop. The fire 
would not give up and neither would 
our firemen. They fought and fought 
that fire while the police, in the midst 
of heavy smoke evacuated and pro-
tected the homes that were forced to 
evacuated. It was a joint effect.

I was one of the lucky ones, our 
house was saved. After being al-
lowed to return to my smoky home, I 
started to see signs and the next day 
more signs thanking all first respond-
ers. Being a law enforcement officer 

myself, it was unbelievable how the 
citizen of Santa Rosa, Sonoma County 
put signs everywhere, on streets, on 
highways, thanking Police, Fire and 
all First Responders. This I wanted to 
share with you. I have included some 
of the signs I took pictures of because 
I had never seen anything like it. 
Every few blocks were signs thanking 
you.

Thank you San Francisco Police 
Department for arriving and helping 
Sonoma County Sheriff/Police De-
partment in a heroic effort in the mist 
of devastation. You are truly heroes. 

MaryAnn Poni, Sergeant #698
San Francisco Sheriff Department, 

Retired
Aunt of SF Police Officer Isaac 

Espinoza #64,  
EOW: April 10, 2004
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Note from President Halloran  
Re Elia medical transport:

November 13, 2017
I have just left the rehabilitation center in San Jose and Elia is being settled 

into his room.
The family was extremely impressed and very appreciative of the motor-

cycle escort and the number of officers on the Silver Ave overpass. They extend 
their thanks to all. You all did a great job today in support of our brother Elia. 
Thank you.

Marty

Support Officer Elia Lewin-Tankel
To: All Members
From: Martin Halloran 

The deliberate and intentional attempted murder of our brother Officer Elia 
Lewin-Tankel, on October 18th, has left him struggling every day fighting to recover. 

On Monday, November 13th, Elia was transferred from the Intensive Care Unit 
at SFGH to a rehabilitation facility that specializes in the treatment of patients with 
traumatic head injuries. Members of the SFPD, the CHP, and the San Jose Police 
Department assisted in this transfer. Our members along with members from the 
San Francisco Fire Department showed their respect and admiration for Officer 
Lewin-Tankel as they stood at attention on an overpass as the ambulance with Elia 
on board proceeded along the freeway. This tribute was captured by the media, 
watch the video below. 

We pray every day for Elia and his family and we know there will be unforeseen 
costs associated with his recovery. A GoFundMe account has been established for 
Elia. 

Please consider a donation for this heroic officer who has given his all to serve 
and protect our residents. 

https://www.gofundme.com/support-officer-elia

Mike Gannon Insurance Agency
Phone (925) 837-2502 • Fax (925) 837-8109
MikeTGannon@aol.com • DOI Lic. #0669148
www.gannoninsuranceagency.com

Retired SFPD
Home • Auto • Life
Long Term Care

Taraval Police Station Party 11/10/17
Editor — 

Thought you might enjoy some photos of the 2nd annual Taraval Police Sta-
tion Party, hosted and funded entirely by a group of 16 neighbors in the area and 
we call ourselves the “Taraval 16”.

We served the officers at 11, 16:30 and 23:00.
It was truly our pleasure to do this as a thank you for all they do to keep us 

safe all the time.
I think we had a total of approximately 42.
Our District 4 Supervisor Katy Tang came, as did Police Chief Bill Scott.
A good time was had by all!
Wishing you and yours a Happy Thanksgiving, 

Debra Howard

LEOSA (re)qualification in Northern Nevada
Nevada and Utah CCW Training/certification

Don Sloan
retired SFPD

Email or call to set up an appointment
dsloan1385@gmail.com

775-360-6734
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SFPOA Member Benefit 
(Retired and Active)

By Martin Halloran, President
 

The San Francisco Police Officers Association provides 
Free Notary Public Service to all members, active and retired.

This service is available Monday through Friday during normal business 
hours at 800 Bryant Street, 2nd Floor. 

Just call Office Manager Cyndee Bates at 415-861-5060, or email her at 
Cyndee@sfpoa.org to schedule a Notary appointment.

BALEAF Delivers to First 
Responder Fire Victims
By Kelly Blackwell- Garcia
President of BALEAF

It was my honor and privilege to hand-deliver 25 checks to active and retired 
members of the Santa Rosa Police Department who lost their homes to the fires. Due 
to the many generous donations made on the behalf of active and retired members 
of the Santa Rosa Police Department and their families, very giving donors and 
the Bay Area Law Enforcement Assistance Fund (BALEAF) we were able to raise 
over $39,000.00 in little over a month. It was a pleasure to meet with Chief Robert 
Schreeder and a wonderful experience working with Retired SRPD Tom Combs on 
the SRPD RELIEF FUND. Chief Schreeder expressed his heartfelt gratitude for the 
support of the many Agencies that assisted during this catastrophic event, includ-
ing our very own and finest members.

BALEAF (BAY AREA LAW ENFORCEMENT ASSISTANCE FUND) assists law 
enforcement members and their families who have experienced a line of duty 
death, catastrophic event, injury or illness. For more information about BALEAF 
go to baleaf.org

By Robin Matthews
BALEAF Board Member

Greetings one and all! Everyone 
from the Board of Directors of the Bay 
Area Law Enforcement Assistance Fund 
(BALEAF) want to thank everyone for 
your incredible support this year! Your 
generosity benefitted countless Bay Area 
law enforcement officers and their fami-
lies, both sworn and civilian, who were 
either killed in the line of duty, who suf-
fered a serious injury, or who suffered a 
catastrophic event. Your support to these 
families mean more than you can ever 
know, and are so very much appreciated; 
thank you from the bottom of our hearts!

BALEAF’s Board of Directors con-
tribute financially to the organization 
each year, which covers all of the orga-
nization’s administrative costs. Doing so 
ensures that 100% of your donations go 
directly to assisting those Bay Area law 

enforcement members and their families 
who are in need.

For those of you who may not have 
had an opportunity to contribute to 
BALEAF through the Combined Chari-
ties Program, or if you are looking for 
an organization to make an end of year 
donation for a tax write-off, or to honor 
someone, please consider making a 
donation to BALEAF. Donations can 
be made by check or through PayPal. 
Checks can be made out to BALEAF and 
sent to P.O. Box 31764, San Francisco, 
CA 94131. Any amount donated is most 
welcome.

For more information about BALEAF, 
please visit our website at www.baleaf.
org, or check out our Facebook page. We 
hope that you never need us, but we’re 
here if you ever do.

Have a happy and safe holiday sea-
son.

Looking for an End of Year Tax Write-
Off? Consider a Donation to BALEAF

SF Dispatcher of the Month

Edwin M. Lee
Mayor

Department of Emergency Management
1011 Turk Street, San Francisco, CA 94102
Division of Emergency Communications
Phone: (415) 558-3800 Fax: (415) 558-3843

Division of Emergency Services
Phone: (415) 487-5000 Fax: (415) 487-5043

Date: November 1, 2017

To:   Joseph Salcedo, Public Safety Dispatcher

From: Lisa Marie Gerard, Employee Recognition Coordinator

Re: Communications Dispatcher of the Month — November 2017

The Department of Emergency 
Management has selected you as 
Communications Dispatcher of the 
Month for November 2017. This is in 
recognition of your display of profes-
sionalism during a potentially dan-
gerous situation viewed by a Mission 
Unit while in the Southern District.

As he was returning from transfer-
ring orders, a Mission Unit called a 
code-33 stating he sees a vehicle used 
in a 211. The unit proceeded with pro-
viding the location, vehicle descrip-
tion, including details on damage to 
the vehicle, and, direction of travel. 
You immediately punched up your 
channels (PD A3 & A4) along with 
PD Channels A1 & A2. You advised 
over all four channels of the situation, 
identified the unit, and continued with echoing the units traffic, updating 
location and direction while keeping all units apprised of the situation.

You maintained a calm and reassuring tone the entire incident. Once the 
Southern sergeant advised they were code 4, you immediately checked on 
the Mission Unit to confirm he was code-4 and reminded units to shut down 
their code-3 response.

Joseph, your colleagues commend you for your assessment and handling 
of this situation. Your demonstration of a direct and professional approach to 
your duties makes us all very proud to be a part of Communications. Every 
transmission kept all informed and additionaly reassured our colleagues in 
the field they were in good hands. Thank you for a job well done. 

Congratulations, Joseph!!!

Anne Kronenberg
Executive Director

SAN FR ANCISCO DEPARTMENT
OF EMERGENC Y MANAGEMENT

Future SFPD Officer?

SFPD Officer Rory Preston, his sister Kelli Preston-Baskin and their niece Calia in her 
Halloween costume stopped by the POA office for tricks or treats.

PHOTO BY CYNDEE BATES

San Francisco Police Officer Gifts Boy 
a Batman Costume for Halloween
By Rhea Mahbubani
NBC Bay Area

November 1, 2017 – A San Francisco 
police officer on Halloween responded 
to a young boy’s bat signal.

According to the Mission District sta-
tion’s Twitter page, a yet unnamed officer 
found out that the child did not have a 
costume in which to dress up. So he set 
out to the rectify that.

A video shows the officer standing at 
a house’s front door while the boy runs 
down a flight of stairs. In the officer’s 
hand is a Batman costume.

“Come on, dude!” the officer says. 
“It’s all yours.”

Someone in the background can be 
heard saying the child was crying – a 

fact that the boy immediately denied, 
drawing chuckles from the officer.

“There’s a mask, all that good stuff,” 
the officer said.

“Alright,” the boy replied.
As the officer asked the boy if he 

thought the attire would fit him, the 
child flung the costume aside, said, 
“Thank you,” and threw his arms 
around the man’s waist.

The officer returned the hug. “No 
problem, dude,” he said, smiling.

Additional details 
about the pair’s inter-
action are unknown.

https://tinyurl.com/
ya758pxg

mailto:Cyndee@sfpoa.org
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Seldom-noticed fallout of Prop 47

Hunter’s Chest: As Thoughtful as it is Compelling
SFPD couple work to ease stress of victims with small children

Another 852 tourist victim with a big 
ticket item with Officer Matt Frambrini.

Staff Report

Editor’s note: The POA recently received 
an email from Sgt. Jennifer Hennessey-Jones 
asking that some space be allotted in the 
December issue of the Journal that would 
shine light on a very unique and impactful 
home-grown program that she and her hus-
band have started. We are happy to do so, and 
proud of these two caring POA members who 
strive to make a difference. Printed below is 
the text of that message.

Editor —
My husband, Sergeant Rich Jones, 

Central Station Plainclothes, and I 
started “Hunter’s Chest”, named after 
our 3-year old son Hunter.

Rich works in the busy and touristy 
Central district. He often encounters 
tourists holding screaming babies or 
restless children in the Central Station 
lobby waiting for police services. Usu-
ally, their vehicles have been broken into 
and everything, including the diaper 
bag, stolen. At other times in the course 
of our careers we have also been in the 
position to keep children of domestic 
violence victims, or neglected or aban-
doned children, entertained while wait-
ing for Child Protective Services. Among 
several similar circumstances, three in 
particular spurred us to start a child 
relief program — of sorts. Those were:

Rich observed a woman tourist from 
Colombia holding a screaming, crying 
one-year old baby with a large heavy 
soiled diaper as she was trying franti-
cally to put a dollar bill in the vending 
machine to appease the baby’s hunger. 
Knowing that a salty bag of chips is not 
the best option for a baby, Rich escorted 

them through the station, into the base-
ment of Central station and personally 
changed the baby’s diaper on the tailgate 
of his truck. Then, he gave the baby nu-
tritious food pouches and snacks and 
diapers and wipes to go, which he kept 
stocked in the truck for when he and his 
then one-year old son Hunter would go 
on outings or adventures.

Another crime-victim mom and child 
remained at Central Station for an ex-
tended period of time, and the toddler 
became irritable and restless, as three 
year olds will often do. Rich brought up 
a monster truck he located from Hunter’s 
car seat and the child could not have 
been happier, as if it were a new toy on 
Christmas morning. Both mom and tod-
dler were appeased and refreshed for the 
duration of the investigation and their 
time at Central Station.

Another woman came in the station 
with an 18-month old baby, as her car 
had been stolen and she was waiting 
for her ride to come from Stockton. As 
anyone knows, it’s nearly impossible to 
keep an 18-month old walking toddler 
entertained, and an old police station 
isn’t the most desirable location to do 
such, especially when the toddler has 
no shoes, wants to put everything in 
his mouth, is hungry and has a soiled 
diaper. Because mom had nothing on her 
as everything was left in her now stolen 
vehicle, Rich again dipped into his truck 
supplies and provided the child with 
a diaper change, snack and previously 
loved toy that Hunter had left behind 
in the truck.

Rich and I realized that due to the 
epidemic of car break-ins and victimized 
tourists, as well as children of arrested 

parents being brought to the station, 
something should be put into place to 
appease and entertain the children and 
when possible, parents, as they may find 
themselves with nothing on their person 
in a police station on one of their worst 
days. It’s difficult to imagine being in 
a foreign country with no luggage or 
passport while trying to appease ir-
ritable children who may be jet-lagged 
and missing their favorite toy.

Rich and I initially received some help 
from the Youth and Community En-
gagement Unit, and Tara Moriarty from 
Channel 2 news took interest in the story, 
as Media Relations was kind enough to 
bring the project to her attention

Since the news segment aired, we 
have recouped the project and we are 
presently running the program out 
of our garage. The initial funding has 
dried up (After so many generous 
people donated $4,200 collectively to 
out GoFundme). We are also funding 
the project ourselves.

We believe “Hunter’s Chest” has been 
a huge success. We have a chest of bags, 
goodies (medium sized toys for the older 
children) and food at every police sta-
tion in San Francisco, one at the Special 
Victims Unit, and we are deploying to 
SFO shortly. Daly City PD also jumped 
on board and received a chest, as did San 
Bruno PD. We will soon roll one out to 
Colma PD. We also sent three chests to 
the North Bay fires disaster.

Since we deployed the chests in 
September, Central Station has already 
had to have their chest restocked twice, 
Bayview and Mission Station also had 
a single restock. Through the money 
donated in the GofundMe, as well as 

generous donations from colleagues, 
friends and strangers and the POA, were 
have been able to keep the project afloat 
thus far, but have presently hit a road 
block and are now dipping in our own 
pockets (As we vowed to do) to keep the 
project going.

Presently, the Channel 2 news clip 
is being shown during the principal 
policing portion on day one of every 
Advanced Officer class, as well as during 
the same block for the Academy Recruit 
classes.

Please help. Contact Rich or me with 
questions, concerns, or donations:

Sgt. Jennifer Hennessey-Jones
San Francisco Police Department
Internal Affairs Division
415-837-7158

Sgt. Rich Jones
San Francisco Police Department
Central Station
766 Vallejo Street
415-315-2400

 
Thank you, and all the best to you in 

the New Year!
Watch the ktvu report at this link:

https://tinyurl.com/y6wpypug

https://m.facebook.com/hunter.
jones.54540218?ref=bookmarks

Bayview Station Housing Officers donating a generous haul to the cause.

Bayview Officer Nicole Ramirez comfort-
ing a child victim of Domestic Violence.

Realize Your 
Full Potential In Your 

Next Interview
Coaching for promotional exams: 

individuals and study groups

Gloria Cohn
650.906.4155

gcohn@gloriacohnconsulting.com
www.gloriacohnconsulting.com
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News from the Credit Union
By Al Casciato 
SFPD Retired

Q: Is the credit union still offering a 
special loan to help wildfire victims? I 
don’t see it mentioned on the website.

A: Yes, to help members impacted 
by the wildfires, SFPCU offers a special 
emergency assistance loan to members 
who live or own property in the affected 
areas. However, soon after the rollout of 
this loan, we received a high number of 
applications through the online applica-
tion channel, and unfortunately, deter-
mined that the majority of them were 
fraudulent — we knew this because we 
were unable to verify the identities of the 
applicants. To reduce the time our staff 
spent trying to process these applica-
tions, and to avoid causing problems for 
the individuals whose stolen identities 
were being used by fraudsters, we made 
the decision to discontinue advertising 
this loan on our website, and only accept 
applications from members by phone 
or in person at a branch. We regret any 
inconvenience to members, but fighting 
fraud remains a top priority, especially 
during times like these when criminals 
are intent on taking advantage of disas-
ters to prey on individuals and financial 
institutions. 

Q: I recently received a communica-
tion from the credit union regarding 
my EMV chip debit card that was sent 
to me earlier this year, which I haven’t 
activated. Can I still activate it using 
the phone number listed on the sticker?

A: No, since it has been over 90 days 
since your new card was first issued, for 
security reasons, your EMV chip debit 
card must now be activated by calling 
the Contact Center at 800.222.1391 or 
visiting a branch. If you have lost your 
EMV chip card, please contact us to or-
der a new card. Please note that if you 
have been using your chip-less debit 
card, to reduce fraud, all cards without 
an EMV chip were deactivated on No-
vember 30, 2017.

Current Promotions:
Receive $25 When You Refer a New 

Member! Now through December 31st, 
refer a family member or eligible col-
league to SFPCU, and if they join, you’ll 
receive $25 — and your referral could 
receive up to $100. Restrictions apply, 
for details, visit our website at www.

sfpcu.org.
Earn double points on shopping 

and dining during the holidays! Now 
through December 31, earn double 
points when you use your SFPCU Visa 
for shopping and dining. For details, 
visit www.sfpcu.org.

Special Visa Offer: Get 0% APR* 
on purchases and balance transfers 
on a new SFPCU Platinum Visa for six 
months. Apply today at www.sfpcu.org/
applyforaloan. Don’t delay, this special 
offer is good only through December 
31, 2017!
*APR = Annual Percentage Rate. Purchases 
and balance transfers must be made within 
60 days of account opening to qualify for 
the promotional rate. All new applications 
are subject to terms, conditions and credit 
approval. Rates, fees and terms are subject to 
change at any time. 

Give Us Your Feedback:
If you have feedback about any mat-

ter at the Credit Union, please send a 
note by going to www.sfpcu.org/contact-
form. If you have a specific concern, the 
credit union encourages you to work 
with branch or Contact Center staff 
who can answer questions and either 
promptly resolve issues or escalate an 
issue to the appropriate department or 
individual for assistance. You can also 
post a message on SFPCU’s Facebook 
page at https://www.facebook.com/SFPoli-
ceCreditUnion/. 

Do you have something you’d like 
to see in this column?

You can contact me at alcasciato@
stisia.com.

Membership: Credit Union member-
ship is open to most first responders, 
selected support personnel, and their 
family members in the nine Bay Area 
counties. To see a full list of eligible 
membership criteria, visit www.sfpcu.
org. Growing the membership helps the 
CU provide the very best products and 
services.

Al Casciato is a retired SFPD Captain, 
past POA President and Current Retirement 
Board Commissioner who was elected to the 
Credit Union Board of Directors in February 
of 2014. He currently serves as The Board 
Vice-Chairman and can be contacted at 
alcasciato@stisia.com. Suggestion: Cut this 
Column out and tape inside the pantry door 
as reference for the entire household.

Technology 
Corner
By Susan Merritt 
Chief Information Officer

e-Citations Live Pilot!
We have begun a live pilot of e-

Citations with our Honda Unit. What is 
a live pilot? It is a preliminary trial of a 
new system. This means we are issuing 
real citations (not test) for actual viola-
tions. Our sincere thanks to the Honda 
Unit leadership and the nine Honda 
Unit officers who attended training, 
are writing citations in the new system, 
and are providing us feedback. This is 
a critical process to ensuring the final 
system is as good and as simple for of-
ficers as possible. At this writing, the 
Honda Unit officers have written 250+ 
e-Citations using the new system. The 
overall feedback is positive. Officers are 
saying they like the fact that the e-Stop 
is included in the e-Citation. They also 
like being able to scan the IDs and auto-
populate the citation. 

Why are we implementing 
e-Citations? 

This project is not just about getting 
rid of paper or making a citation easier 
to read. The fact is that citation data does 
not get entered into a computer system 
until it goes to the courts, and SFPD does 
not have direct access to the court data. 
So, we lose not only the information 
about what, when, and where citations 
are being written, but we actually retain 
no data about the interaction. If a suspect 
commits a crime, speeds away from the 
scene and is stopped by an officer in an-
other part of the city, previously we had 
no electronic way of connecting those 
two events. With our new e-Citation sys-
tem, the citation is not just being entered 
on the phone – the data is being captured 
directly in the Crime Data Warehouse. 
A search in the Crime Data Warehouse 
for a suspect or a vehicle in the future 
will return not just incidents and field 
interviews, but also citations. Eventually, 
we will add detentions, electronic field 
interviews, and all other interactions. 
Once the pilot is finished, we plan to 
begin rolling out the new system broadly 
beginning in 2018.

Projects Completed
We have recently completed the fol-

lowing projects:
Integration of Coplogic into Crime 

Data Warehouse — This new function-
ally takes us one step closer to retiring 
CABLE.

Improvements to Coplogic — Work-
ing with Crime Analysis, we implement-
ed some improvements to our Coplogic 
self-service incident reporting system 
available to the community. First, we 
implemented easier entry of location 
addresses (e.g. one used to have to enter 
03 Street to find Third Street) and com-
mon places (e.g. City Hall instead of an 
address). We also implemented the new 
district station boundaries.

Updated data feed to the District 
Attorney — We have been sharing our 
incident data with the District Attorney 
since 2014. However, the data was com-
ing from CABLE. Last month, with the 
newly included Coplogic incidents, we 
were able to complete the conversion 
of this data feed from CABLE to Crime 
Data Warehouse. Now, the incident re-
ports are all available to the DA within 
24 hours or less.

Use of Force Dashboard — created 
a dashboard for use internally to create 
use of force queries and reports.

Automated Weekly Compstat — we 
completed an automated weekly Comp-
stat. These reports will be automatically 
emailed to Command Staff with no hu-
man intervention required.

DOJ Recommendations Completed
Below is the list of completed proj-

ects recommended for Technology by 
the Department of Justice. For further 
information or copies of any of the ref-
erenced documents, please contact the 
Professional Standards team.

Create audit mechanism for texts, 
MDT texts, and emails. Complete

6.3 — Automate Training records. 
Complete

24.5 Electronic acknowledgement 
of appropriate use standards for 
electronics. Complete

30.3, 30.6, 33.1, 34.1, 34.2, 34.3 — These 
recommendations are all related 
to the implementation of a stops 
tracking system. Complete (e-Stop)

39.5 — Perform Technology Needs 
Analysis. Complete

39.6 — Technology Gap Analysis. 
Complete

39.7 — Technology Portfolio analysis. 
Complete.

39.8 Technology Roadmap — 
Complete

39.9 — Technology Lifecycle 
management — Complete

42.4 — Template for district station 
newsletters. Complete

46.5 — Publish community survey 
results. Complete

Other Projects Underway
New Website — we are in final con-

tract negotiations with vendors to create 
a new web site for SFPD. The overall 
goal of this project is to provide real 
help and information to all members 
of our San Francisco community. It will 
be accessible on mobile devices, it will 
be designed for the community, and it 
will be accessible to all. The first phase 
of this project will be our main site and 
10 district station sites. 

New Crime Data Warehouse In-
frastructure — We are implementing 
a high availability infrastructure this 
year. This means that we will have two 
replica Crime Data Warehouses up and 
running. If one fails, the other will be 
on immediately. In this way, we will 
not have service interruptions for this 
mission critical system. 

Please let us hear from you
Thank you to all of you who call or 

write to provide ideas, feedback, and 
stories about the use of technology at 
SFPD. Please keep your input coming. 

Thank you
Susan Merritt 

Chief Information Officer
Susan.merritt@sfgov.org

Susan Merritt

Behavioral Science Unit (BSU)
BSU: (415) 837-0875 Fax: (415) 392-6273

Sgt. Stephanie Long (415) 203-1351

Confidential e-mail: sfpd.bsu@sfgov.org

Stress Unit Alcohol/Substance Abuse Support

Sgt. Art Howard (415) 378-5082 

24 hours answering service (415) 933-6038

Catastrophic Illness Program

Sgt. Maura Pengel (415) 653-6413

Critical Incident Response Team (CIRT)

Contact DOC for 24 hour response (415) 553-1071

MHN: Your free outpatient mental health benefit 

(800) 535-4985

Confidential e-mail:

members.mhn.com (company code SFPD)

http://www.sfpcu.org
http://www.sfpcu.org
http://www.sfpcu.org
http://www.sfpcu.org/applyforaloan
http://www.sfpcu.org/applyforaloan
http://www.sfpcu.org/contactform
http://www.sfpcu.org/contactform
https://www.facebook.com/SFPoliceCreditUnion/
https://www.facebook.com/SFPoliceCreditUnion/
mailto:alcasciato@stisia.com
mailto:alcasciato@stisia.com
http://www.sfpcu.org
http://www.sfpcu.org
mailto:alcasciato@stisia.com
mailto:sfpd.bsu@sfgov.org
http://members.mhn.com
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Tangled Vines — Greed, Murder, Obsession, 
And An Arsonist in the Vineyards of California

Book Reviews

By Frances Dinkelspiel
Reviewed by Dennis Bianchi

Francis Dinkelspiel is an award-
winning journalist who co-founded the 
local news site Berkeleyside. Her work 
has appeared in the New York Times, 
Wall Street Journal, Los Angeles Times, 
People magazine and else-
where. Her first book was 
Towers of Gold: How One 
Jewish Immigrant Named 
Isaias Hellman Created Cali-
fornia, was a San Francisco 
Chronicle bestseller and 
was named a Best Book 
of 2008 by the Chronicle. 
Tangled Vines is her sec-
ond book. She resides in 
Berkeley, California.

This book came to my 
attention while visiting 
a Napa Valley winery. 
One of the employees sat down with 
Laura and me to talk about wine and 
the beauty of Napa Valley. The subject 
of scoundrels that have plagued the 
wineries over the years came up and he 
mentioned this book. I intend to return 
to that winery and thank him soon. 

Tangled Vines is both a true crime 
accounting of a massive arson fire that 
destroyed more than $250 million worth 
of wine in October 2015, and a thumbnail 
sketch of the history of the wine business 
in California. 

Mark Anderson is currently serving a 
twenty-seven year sentence in Terminal 
Island, a federal penitentiary near Los 
Angeles. He is the focus of somewhat 
less than half the book. The recounting 
of his life and crimes are interspersed 
with the sprawling history of the first 
wineries in California, beginning in the 
early 1800s. I was surprised to learn that 
the industry began, not in the Northern 
counties of California but in Southern 

counties such as San Bernardino and Los 
Angeles. The author focuses on Rancho 
Cucamonga, where, in 1839, grapes were 
first planted for the express purpose of 
making wine. A bit of research reveals 
that other places claim to be first but 
there is no clear documented place be-
cause the Spanish Missions were also 

growing grapes earlier and 
this has clouded the histori-
cal timeline. For purposes 
of the book, Rancho Cu-
camonga serves as good as 
starting point as any. As 
many other large tracts of 
land in California, the ranch 
was a grant of The Mexican 
Government and owned by 
Maria Merced Williams, who 
married John Rains. Mrs. 
Rains was described as a 
Californio, a person of Span-

ish or Mexican heritage whose place of 
birth was California, and distinct from 
residents who arrived in California 
from the United States or elsewhere. Mr. 
Rains was described as a former cattle 
driver and Confederate sympathizer. 
He expanded the winery and was turn-
ing it into a successful business when 
he was murdered in 1862. That murder 
was never solved, and was the first in a 
series. Isais W. Hellman bought Rancho 
Cucamonga in 1870. He owned the vine-
yard for forty-seven years. Mr. Hellman 
was the author’s great-great-grandfather 
and president of the Wells Fargo Bank. 
The combination of wealth and wine 
was established early, and greed and 
violence have often been associated with 
the business, from its inception to its 
current status.

As much as I enjoyed learning about 
the history of the industry, how it moved 
north to Sonoma and Napa Counties, 
how the population’s tastes changed 
over the years and how the process of 

making wine has changed dramatically, 
what kept the pages turning rapidly was 
the story of Mark Anderson, a man who 
appeared to be living a most luxurious 
life, mingling with wealthy people, en-
joying expensive dinners and wines, but 
was, like so many other things in life, 
not who or what he appeared to be. Mr. 
Anderson had opened up a business of 
storing wines for wealthy customers, as-
suring them that their large investments 
in wine were safe and being carefully 
cared for. All the time, Mr. Anderson 
was stealing those wines and selling 
them to wine shops around the United 
States. When one customer discovered 
that many of his cases were missing, he 
filed a police report. Once the investiga-
tion uncovered that the crime involved 
interstate transportation of stolen prop-
erty the Federal government joined the 
investigation. Mr. Anderson began to 
feel the pressure closing in on him and 
set fire to a large warehouse, located on 
Mare Island, Vallejo, in which he rented 
space for keeping (or, more correctly, 
stealing) his customers wines. The ATF 
took the lead in the arson investigation. 
The book mentions that the time invest-
ed, from the original fire to conviction, 
was ten years. The lead investigator and 
his wife had three children born during 
that span. One reason for the delayed 
time was Mr. Anderson himself. At first 
he didn’t want to accept a plea bargain, 
then his lawyer entered a plea, which 
Mr. Anderson again refused. After much 
negotiation, Anderson received a more 
stringent sentence than that which was 
previously offered, pleasing many of 
his victims. The total sum of his theft 
was estimated at $1.1 million, but many 
people involved in the prosecution be-
lieve it was much larger. 

The author provides many examples 
of how unscrupulous wine makers de-
ceive the public and how several of those 

criminals were caught and fined. The 
reader might be surprised at some of the 
names among the criminally involved 
wine companies.

The book describes that throughout 
the history of California’s wine industry, 
including the many crimes that were 
directly connected to the industry, and 
how it has rebounded from fires and 
plant diseases, even Prohibition, it has 
persisted and grown. 

In the final chapters the author dis-
cusses her most personal connection 
to the arson fire at Mare Island. Her 
great-great-grandfather had stored some 
Port and Angelica wines from 1875 that 
were not bottled until 1920. 175 of those 
were lost in the fire, but she and a few 
other family members had some stored 
away privately. Being a good reporter, 
she wanted to know as much as she 
could about these particular old wines 
and contacts Fred Dame, a Master Som-
melier, “a title held by only 147 people 
in North America.” Mr. Dame lives in 
San Francisco and is in great demand 
for his expertise. It took the author more 
than eighteen months to convince Mr. 
Dame to meet her and discuss and as-
sess her ancestor’s Port wine. There are 
two separate scenes described and both 
are fascinating. Ms. Dinkelspiel writes 
that she finally discovered the answer 
she had been seeking for several years: 
“Why is wine so special? What drives 
people to become fascinated by it? The 
answer, of course, is that it brings people 
together.” I can agree with that. Her story 
offers prime examples of this dictum.

Shots Fired — The Misunderstandings, Misconceptions, 
and Myths About Police Shootings
By Joseph K. Loughlin and Kate Clark Flora
Reviewed by Dennis Bianchi

The author, Joseph K. Loughlin, is a 
former assistant chief of police for the 
City of Portland, Maine. He served as 
the commander of the Special Reaction 
Team and was a team member for more 
than twenty years. He currently consults 
for 3SI International Security Systems 
and functions as a regional coordinator 
of police training and special projects.

Co-author, Kate Clark Flora, writes 
true crime and police procedurals. Her 
fascination with the criminal justice 
system began in the Maine attorney 
general’s office where she worked in 
family services.

The authors previously collaborated 
on the true crime story Finding Amy, 
which was nominated for an Edgar 
Award.

This book should be required reading 
for government officials, particularly 
those who supervise or control police 
agencies. It is also recommended for the 
general public, particularly all those who 
are quick to decide what happened at 
the scene of officer involved shootings, 
usually with very little knowledge of 
what took place. I would also recom-
mend that reporters and journalists, 
particularly those assigned to cover the 

criminal justice system, read and study 
this book. That being said, this book will 
most likely not be read by many of those 
people but will be read by members of 
law enforcement. Those readers will 
recognize what the author is offering to 
the public and know its validity. Perhaps 
after reading it, the members of the law 
enforcement community could try to 
convince friends and family to read it. 

The majority of the book is comprised 
of numerous interviews of officers 
involved in deadly force encounters 
while doing police work, all done by Mr. 
Loughlin. Those stories aren’t television 
or movie stories. They are from actual 
incidents, including the bombing of the 
Boston Marathon and its aftermath in 
Watertown, Massachusetts. That chapter 
alone is worth the price of the book. 

The chapter list gives the reader a 
good idea of what to expect: “Myths and 
Misconceptions,” “Training and De-es-
calation,” “Stopping The Threat,” “Loss 
and Redemption,” and the authors make 
a solid argument for everyone to be more 
judicious when discussing or releasing 
to the public information following of-
ficer involved shootings. There are clear 
examples of how it takes a lot of careful 
investigation to discover what took place 
following those incidents: the physical 
reactions of the officers, the suspects, 

even witnesses all become changed to 
greater or lesser degrees, depending 
upon many external influences. Tun-
nel vision, auditory shut down, mixed 
memories; all come into play and must 
be accounted for. 

There are observations and recom-
mendations made included in each 
scenario. Two observations that were 
made later in the book I would like to 
share with you. Dallas police chief David 
Brown, speaking at the memorial for the 
officers assassinated in Dallas stated:

Every societal failure, we put it off 
on the cops to solve. Not enough mental 
health funding; let the cops handle it. 
Not enough drug addiction funding; 
let’s give it to the cops. Here in Dallas 
we got a loose dog problem. Let’s have 
the cops chase loose dogs. Schools fail; 
give it to the cops. …Policing was never 
meant to solve all those problems.

And one more quote, from Sergeant 
John MacLellan, from the Watertown 
Police Department, after the horrifying 
shoot-out following the Boston Mara-
thon bombing:

The Boston Police stress unit couldn’t 
help us because they were so straight 
out with their guys from the marathon. 
So they flew out the ATF stress unit. 
They’ve gone through all the stuff and 
now they’ve become the distress counsel-

ors. Basically, 
t h e y  w e r e 
l i ke,  “Hey, 
whatever you 
need to talk 
to us about, 
whatever you 
need.”… And 
t h e y  w e r e 
back at  s ix 
months, they 
were back at a year, and they were back 
at two years… But, like I say to guys, I 
got every medal known to man for God’s 
sake, from government and from the 
state and from the town and from my 
union and everything. Unfortunately, 
that and two bucks will get you a cup 
of coffee. It doesn’t’ matter. You wait ‘til 
your next screw up. I mean, we’re cops. 
If you wanted to be loved by everyone, 
you’d be a firefighter. You wouldn’t be a 
cop. It’s just the way it is.

At the end of the book the authors 
have made a ten-point list, asking the 
community to work with police depart-
ments and agencies that they believe 
will help solve community problems 
and move forward in a positive direc-
tion. All ten points seemed reasonable 
and reachable. What is needed is for the 
community to at least think about the 
ideas and issues raised by the authors.
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Deaths
The POA Journal was notified* of the recent 
deaths of the following SFPD members, non-
sworn employees (n/s), or affiliated persons:

*Notifications are made by a POA member, family member, or other reliable 
source. The POA Journal believes the information to be true and correct, 
however the staff or employees of the SFPOA make no official confirmation.

Submitting Obituaries and Memorial Tributes
Any member may submit a separate memorial tribute to a deceased mem-

ber. Any such piece will not appear in the matrix, but will be placed in the 
Mail section, or, with prior approval of the editor, as a sidebar piece. The Journal 
will also accept and publish in the Mail section short letters about a deceased 
member written by a person in the immediate family. However, the Journal 
will not reprint obituaries or photos that were published in any other print 
media, web site, or Internet blog. 

JAMES DEELY
Age 65, Retired SFPD
Died October 29, 2017
Notified by P. Chignell

JAMES P. KIRWAN
Age 97, Retired SFPD
Died November 21, 2017
Notified by R. LaPrevotte

MITCHELL LANG
Age 65, Retired SFPD
Died November 12, 2017
Notified by R. LaPrevotte

ALFRED McCARTHY
Age 90, Retired SFPD
Died November 2, 2017
Notified by R. LaPrevotte

Widows’ and Orphans’ Aid Association
PO Box 880034, San Francisco, CA 94188-0034 u Established 1878 u Telephone 415.681.3660

Tuesday November 14, 2017

The Widows’ and Orphans’ Aid As-
sociation of the San Francisco Police 
Department held their monthly meeting 
at 1:00 pm on November 10, 2017 at the 
Hall of Justice.

Roll Call: President Centurioni, Vice 
President Leroy Lindo, Secretary Mark 
McDonough, Treasurer Dean Taylor, 
Trustees Ray Kane, James O’Meara, Al 
Luenow, John Keane, and Rob Forneris, 
and bookkeeper Julie Centurioni were 
present.

Approval of the Minutes: Trustee 
Ray Kane made a motion to accept the 
minutes from last month’s meeting. 
Trustee Al Luenow seconded the mo-
tion. The motion passed by vote without 
objection.

Receiving Applications; Suspen-
sions, and Reinstatements: Trustee 
Ray Kane responded to the Police 
Academy on Monday October 23, 2017, 
and presented our membership to the 
257th Recruit Class of the San Fran-
cisco Police Department. Trustee Kane 
secured thirty-six of forty-two eligible 
new signees, Trustee Ray Kane made a 
motion to accept the new signees from 
the 257 Recruit Class as new members 
(they must pass their probation period 
in the S.F.P.D. to be permanent members 
of the WOAA). Trustee Jim O’Meara 
seconded the motion. The motion passed 
without objection to accept these signees 
as new members of the WOAA. Trustee 
Ray Kane provided the stack of applica-
tions, beneficiary forms, and payroll 
form information to Bookkeeper Julie 
Centurioni for processing. Beneficiary 
forms were filed for Randy Mirkovich, 
Steve Driscoll, Ken Esposto, and Dave 
Kellogg. Copies were provided to Book-
keeper Julie Centurioni for data base 
entry. There were no new suspensions or 
reinstatements. All suspended members 
documented from July 2017 to present, 
who have not paid their 2017 dues, will 
be dropped from the membership roll 
in January 2018 if their dues are not 
received by December 31, 2017.

Communications and Bills: Treasur-
er Dean Taylor read aloud the monthly 
bills, and our bill for Auditing ($15,000), 
and Accounting ($6,000). Trustee John 
Keane made a motion to pay the bills 
and any death benefits. Trustee Ray Kane 
seconded the motion. The motion passed 

without objection. The WOAA received 
three donations in the name of recently 
deceased member Mario Pola. Al and 
Chris Moy, Jim and Debbie Fleming, 
and Mrs. Pat Scott made charitable dona-
tions to the Widows’ and Orphans’ Aid 
Association of the San Francisco Police 
Department.

Report of Visiting Committee: I 
attended the funeral service of Mario 
Pola. I met with the family who I have 
not seen for approximately fifty years. I 
offered my personal condolences as well 
as my representation for the WOAA. The 
funeral was well attended at St. Mary’s 
Church in Walnut Creek. 

Report of Trustees: The WOAA 
received the sad news that Retired San 
Francisco Police Lieutenant Mario Pola, 
and Retired Sergeant Herb Lee, long 
standing WOAA members, passed away:

Mario Pola, age 88: Mario B. Pola 
was born and raised in San Francisco 
on July 24, 1929. Mario graduated from 
Cogswell Polytechnic College in 1948 
and later joined the U.S. Army Reserves. 
Mario was listed as a “Draftsman” prior 
to entering the San Francisco Police De-
partment. Mario joined the S.F.P.D. on 
January 16, 1954. Mario wore star #987 
and worked the following assignments 
during his nearly 27 years of dedication 
to the citizens of San Francisco: Co.K 
C&P (from the Police Academy March 
1, 1954), Park Police Station (September 
10, 1962), Ingleside Police Station (De-
cember 9, 1963), Southern Police Station 
(promoted to the rank of Sergeant March 
16, 1969), and finished his career as a 
Lieutenant at Ingleside Police Station 
(promoted and transferred on January 
20, 1980). Mario retired with a service 
pension on September 9, 1980. After re-
tiring from the S.F.P.D. Mario enjoyed a 
full life of Travel, Golf, and social activi-
ties. In 2004 his wife Nancy, the love of 
his life for 46 years, passed away. Mario 
is survived by his beloved children, Ma-
rie Munger, Teresa Muscarella, his two 
sons Jim and John Pola, daughter-in-law 
Kelly Pola, sons-in-law Mike Muscarella 
and Shawn Munger, and his cherished 
grandchildren Kirsten, David, and Max 
Munger, Zeno, Angela, and Regina 
Muscarella, Ashley and Carly Pola and 
his loving companion of the past ten 
years, Pat Scott. Mario was preceded in 
death by his loving parents Rosa and Ab-
bundio Pola, his sister Esther Watts, and 

brother Zeno Pola. Donations in Mario’s 
name can be made to the Widows’ and 
Orphans’ Aid Association of the San 
Francisco Police Department.

Herb Lee, age 84: Herbert P. Lee was 
born on November 19, 1932. Herb at-
tended San Francisco State University 
and later served in the U.S. Navy for 
two years. Herb is listed as having been 
employed as a Service Station Attendant 
prior to joining the San Francisco Police 
Department. Herb, as the first Chinese 
Police Officer in the history of the San 
Francisco Police Department, entered 
the S.F.P.D. on October 16, 1957, wore 
star #1205, and graduated from the 
Police Academy on February 24, 1958. 
Herb worked the following assignments 
during his 30 year career: Central Police 
Station (February 24, 1958), BSS (Febru-
ary 24, 1958 first day detail from Central 
Police Station), Narcotics Detail (March 
30, 1964), promoted to Asst. Inspector 
on February 11, 1970 and subsequently 
transferred to the Juvenile Bureau (De-
cember 5, 1971), Herb was promoted to 
full Inspector on November 1, 1972,and 
Herb finished his career in CPE PAL 
Liaison (promoted to the rank of Ser-
geant on October 8, 1980 and sent to PAL 
Liaison). Herb was awarded a Second 
Grade Meritorious Medal for bravery for 
services rendered on January 31, 1959 for 
the arrest of an armed suspect who had 
held up a grocery store. At the time of the 
arrest Officer Lee was off duty in civil-
ian dress and was forced to disarm the 
suspect by physical force. On February 
14, 1964 Herb conducted an investigation 
and arrest of a suspect who was wanted 
for a series of hot prowls and rapes. Herb 
was awarded a commendation. Herb 
was assigned as an Undercover Officer 
on the streets of Chinatown early in his 
career. Herb investigated gangs, and 
attempted to help youths to leave them. 
He helped many youths by taking them 
fishing thousands of times over his ca-
reer on the Ah Choo fishing boat. Herb 
took rival gangs fishing on the same trip 
and there was no trouble. They were 
there to fish with Herb. Herb, after a pro-
motion to the rank of Sergeant, worked 
as the executive director of the Police 
Activities League (PAL). Police Chief 
Bill Scott called Herb a “true pioneer”. 
Chief Scott payed tribute to Herb Lee by 
crediting him with recruiting Officers 
of color and helping to create diversity 
in the Department. In later years Herb 
toured schools and held drug-education 
assemblies. Sometimes he would appear 
with his all-police rock band, The Elec-
tric Blue. Herb was the lead vocalist and 
was known for his rendition of Three 
Dog’s Night “Joy to the World”. After 
retiring, Herb continued to fish and 
play golf. He is survived by his wife of 
64 years Dorothy, and by children Rick 
Lee, John Lee, Penny Sue, and Lynette 
Seid. Herbert Patrick Lee died of colon 
cancer at age 84.

Report of Special Committee: No 
report this month.

Unfinished Business: The WOAA 
raised the dues to $100 per year in 2017. 
I have stated several times in this article 
that we voted for dues raise as part of an 
Actuarial Study that was conducted for 
the WOAA. The recommendation was 
to raise the dues significantly to offset 
our extremely low dues rate, the current 
state of the economy and stock market, 
increased rate of deceased members and 
our membership drive. The vote resulted 
in raising the dues to $100 for 2017 with 
a $17,500 benefit, and for a raise to $150 
per year in 2018 with an $18,000 ben-
efit. To raise our dues again, this soon, 

would be compounding the mailing and 
collecting issues we endured this year. 
Trustee John Keane made a motion to 
delay the next dues raise until a time 
when we believe the administrative 
transition will be manageable. Trustee 
Jim O’Meara seconded the motion. The 
motion passed with one objection from 
Trustee Ray Kane. The WOAA Consti-
tution and By Laws proposed amend-
ments will be presented for vote at our 
December 12, 2017 meeting. If the vote 
passes by majority vote of the Board, the 
proposed amendments will be passed to 
print. The WOAA President shall then 
immediately designate a date within 60 
days, upon which the proposed change, 
or amendment, will be submitted to the 
members by mail to be voted upon.

New Business: Nominations for the 
2018 WOAA Board were as follows: Le-
roy Lindo was nominated for President 
(John Centurioni made the motion, 
Al Luenow seconded), Ray Kane was 
nominated for Vice-President (Mark 
McDonough made the motion, and 
Trustee Rob Forneris seconded), Dean 
Taylor was nominated for Treasurer 
(John Centurioni made the motion, Mark 
McDonough seconded), and John Cen-
turioni was nominated to fill the next 
vacant Trustee position upon the end 
of his year as a Two-time President (Jim 
O’Meara made the motion, Mark Mc-
Donough seconded). Our investments 
are improving since our transition to 
Schwab. Schwab lowered the manage-
ment fees of our portfolio as well. A very 
positive report. The WOAA Summary 
Annual Report for 2017 will be available 
on our website or by mail request, to-
ward the end of our first quarter in 2018

Good of the Order: No report this 
month.

Adjournment: President Centurioni 
led the WOAA Board in a moment of si-
lence for our passing members. President 
Centurioni scheduled our next meeting 
for Tuesday, December 12, 2017, at the 
Hall of Justice. The meeting will begin 
at 1:00 pm in #150 at 850 Bryant Street 
in San Francisco. President Centurioni 
adjourned the meeting.

To All: Please visit our website at 
sfwidowsandorphans.org. Beneficiary 
forms can be accessed by clicking on the 
RESOURCES box on our face page. New 
beneficiary forms REQUIRE a signature 
by a Notary, or a signature by one of our 
current Board Members. The beneficiary 
forms should also be used to submit any 
address or contact number changes up-
dates. The address and contact numbers 
do not require a Notary signature. Please 
send your completed forms to WOAA, 
P.O. Box 4247, San Rafael, CA 94913-
4247. As the years progress, it is critical 
that we are informed of our members 
change of address and contact numbers. 
We continue each month to express our 
thanks and gratitude to the following 
people who greatly assist our efforts: 
Retired San Francisco Police Captain 
and currently the POA Legal Defense 
Administrator Paul Chignell, David 
Ng of Personnel, Sgt. Rachael Kilshaw 
and Risa Tom of the Office of the Police 
Commission, Retired San Francisco 
Police Sergeant and long-time editor of 
the POA Journal Ray Shine, Retired San 
Francisco Police Lieutenant and host of 
the Gold Country Reaper website Rene 
LaPrevotte, and finally to the Traffic 
Solo Command and its Officers who 
graciously afford us a location for our 
files and our monthly meeting.

Mark J. McDonough,
WOAA Secretary
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By Sylvia Thompson on 1 October, 2017
Forwarded to the Journal  
by Gary Delagnes

I must admit I have never in my life 
purchased a ticket to a sports event. I 
am not a sports enthusiast. But I am an 
American black citizen, and I have had 
it up to the gills with black people who 
embrace victimhood. I also highly resent 
my being expected to do the same in 
order to affirm my “blackness.”

Black victims these days, for the most 
part, are the product of decades of Black 
Americans being used primarily by 
white progressive leftists to advance an 
anti-American agenda.

The current brouhaha surrounding 
the despicable behavior of NFL athletes 
toward the National Anthem and the 
American flag is a prime example of 
what the Left has done to my race.

One must assume these players and 
their guilt-conflicted white coaches and 
owners (and victimhood-inflicted black 
coaches) are being manipulated by the 
Left, because no intelligent, thinking 
people would deliberately cut them-
selves off at the knees. Essentially, what 
these young misguided mostly black 
men are doing is ensuring the demise 
of their lucrative paychecks. Further, 
I would wager that if these teams 
consisted of all white athletes, none of 
this idiocy would be allowed. We are 
witnessing this travesty because the 
vast majority of players are black and 
can whine “oppression” if appropriate 
action is taken against them for their 
unconscionable behavior.

The twisted reasoning that claims 
these protests are to highlight “injustice” 
and “police brutality” is a laughable 
crock. What they do in fact is dishonor 
valued symbols of this nation’s heritage 
and cover over truth about black crime.

Black males bear the brunt of police 
encounters because black males commit 

disproportionately more crimes. Police 
encounters with black men are so often 
confrontational because so many of 
these men, especially the young, don’t 
think “compliance” applies to them. 
They foolishly assume they are above 
the law and disrespect for police officers 
is an act of honor.

These young blacks, sadly, took much 
of their direction from racists Obama 
and Eric Holder during Obama’s de-
structive, eight-year regime and Holder’s 
corruption of the Justice Department. 
These two men, abusing their federal 
powers, gave young blacks the impres-
sion they need not heed the law, because 
laws are somehow unjust when they are 
applied to black Americans. The NFL lot, 
and any other athletes taking a similar 
stance, are also influenced by Obama’s 
and Holder’s disdain for law and law 
enforcement.

I am not familiar with one case 
where a black suspect to a crime was 
not proven legally to have caused the 
behavior against him, particularly in 
cases where the police officer involved 
was exonerated by facts. Michael Brown 
of “hands up, don’t shoot” infamy is one 
good example. Blatant lies were spread 
to cloud the truth about Brown’s case.

Back in the day when I was growing 
up in the racially segregated South, the 
opposite prevailed in many cases. There 
was much injustice particularly toward 
black men, but not today. Today, too 
many blacks have been fed the notion 
that it is now “pay-back” time, and they 
can flaunt their lawlessness because 
some whites flaunted theirs during an 
earlier time in our nation’s history.

Although Obama and Holder no lon-
ger wield power in this country, some of 
their minions continue on the pernicious 
path of “paying back” American whites 
for wrongs, real or imagined. But as the 
saying goes, there is a new Sheriff in 
town and he is not guilt-conflicted. He 

expects fair play under law and tolerat-
ing pay-back is not part of his agenda. 
Black Americans, when they break the 
law, can no longer claim victim status 
simply because they are black. Those 
days are over.

American laws and law enforcement 
personnel will be respected in America, 
again; our traditions and values will not 
be impugned in America without con-
sequences, again. Anybody unsettled 
about this turn of events is welcome 
to leave this country. I suggest all the 
black players try a country in Africa, 
and see how successful they will be at 
making millions playing games. They 
will all soon learn what oppression re-
ally means.

Some self-directed, independent-
thinking blacks (and there are many of 
us) have offered that if these millionaire 
protestors want to tackle some real prob-
lems, they might consider the thousands 
of black children killed in abortions 
annually (by the progressive Left), or 
perhaps the many, many young blacks 
murdered routinely on inner-city streets 
by other young blacks (in cities run by 
progressive, leftist Democrats), or the 
downright criminal state of education 
of black inner-city children, orches-
trated by the progressive leftist National 
Education Association (NEA). The NEA’s 
aim is to produce unintelligent pawns to 
feed the cause of progressivism.

I am annoyed by the expressions of 
“sincerity” gracing the faces of the NFL 
protestors—as if to convey the “hal-
lowedness” of their cause. In actuality, 
they provide a picture of grown men al-
lowing themselves to be made fools of by 
the progressive Left. I don’t doubt, how-
ever, that some of these men have been 
coerced into compliance with this lost 
cause, either through threats of violence 
or shunning (from coaches and players). 
Alejandro Villanueva of the Pittsburgh 
Steelers and former Army ranger is very 
likely a victim of such threats. He was 
publicly castigated by his leftist coach 
for his patriotism. The coach demanded 
unity behind an ignorant cause.

And finally, this issue has nothing to 
do with First Amendment rights. Presi-
dent Trump’s speaking out against the 
clownish behavior of the athletes, on be-
half of the majority of American citizens, 
does not mean he can or would stop any 
of these misguided people from making 
fools of themselves. To restrict them, as 
a government entity, would indeed be a 
violation of the First Amendment. But 
their employers, if they were to develop 
even a modicum of testicular fortitude, 
could and should fire them for doing 
major damage to the bottom line of the 
business. The rest of us non-millionaire 
“Joes” would certainly be pink-slipped 
by an employer if we dared to be so 
clueless about the necessity of profits 
and so disdainful of the sensibilities of 
customers.

I will wait patiently for the true sports 
enthusiasts to vent their rage by simply 
boycotting the games. It will be sweet 
revenge to witness the slain goose cease 
producing its golden eggs.

I hardly ever watch sports on TV and 
I will NEVER watch another NFL game 
nor the Super Bowl until this disrespect 
of our flag, national anthem and the 
thousands upon thousands of lives that 
have been sacrificed to keep us free is 
over.

Sylvia Thompson is a black conservative 
writer whose aim is to counter the liberal, 
leftist spin on issues pertaining to race and 
culture. Ms. Thompson is a copy editor by 
trade currently residing in Tennessee. She 
grew up in Southeast Texas during the wan-
ing years of Jim Crow-era legalized segrega-
tion, and she concludes that race relations in 
America will never improve as long as the 
voices of many are stifled by intimidation 
from the few. She believes the nation needs 
resounding voices of opposition from true pa-
triots and Bible-oriented Christians, to stem 
the forces that would transform this nation 
into something it was never intended to be.

Read more of her articles and opinions at 
https://barbwire.com/author/sylviathomp-
son/

www.barbwire.com

Enough with the Victimhood: 
Millionaire Athletes and Their Lost Cause

In Memoriam…
The following San Francisco Police Officers were killed or died in the 
line of duty in the month of December of …

2006: Officer Bryan Tuvera, shot by escaped convict during foot pursuit.

1967: Officer Herman George, ambushed at his desk by riflemen outside 
the station. 

1956: Sergeant Joseph Lacey, shot while attempting to stop armed  
robbery of tavern.*

1955: Officer Gordon Oliveira, killed in Solo motorcycle collision.

1937: Officer Waldemar Jentzsch, killed in Solo motorcycle crash pursuing 
speeding car.

1927: Officer Frederick Nuttman, killed in radio car collision.

1920: Detective Sergeant Miles Jackson, shot arresting gang-rape suspects.**

1920: Officer Lester Dorman, shot arresting gang-rape suspects.**

1916: Officer Martin Judge, struck by a streetcar while on foot patrol.

1909: Patrol Special Theodore Canham, electrocuted by downed power line.***

1886: Officer Edwin Osgood, stabbed by passerby while on foot beat.

* Sgt. Lacey’s nephew, Sgt. Brian McDonnell, was killed in 1970 bombing of Park 
Station.

** The suspects were lynched from the Santa Rosa jail and hanged.

*** This Officer’s name is not on the official SFPD Memorial Wall. 

Learn more about San Francisco’s Finest who died in the line of duty:

Visit the Officer Down Memorial Page at 
www.odmp.org/agency/3445-san-francisco-police-department-california

Read Men of Courage, by Captain Thomas G. Dempsey (retired)

Behavioral Science Unit (BSU)
BSU: (415) 837-0875 Fax: (415) 392-6273

Sgt. Stephanie Long (415) 203-1351

Confidential e-mail: sfpd.bsu@sfgov.org

Stress Unit Alcohol/Substance Abuse Support

Sgt. Art Howard (415) 378-5082 

24 hours answering service (415) 933-6038

Catastrophic Illness Program

Sgt. Maura Pengel (415) 653-6413

Critical Incident Response Team (CIRT)

Contact DOC for 24 hour response (415) 553-1071

MHN: Your free outpatient mental health benefit 

(800) 535-4985

Confidential e-mail:

members.mhn.com (company code SFPD)

mailto:sfpd.bsu@sfgov.org
http://members.mhn.com
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Retirement Planning Seminar Class #71

Three Days at Sigmund Stern Grove
By Mike Hebel
Welfare Officer, Attorney, CFP

The Trocadero Clubhouse at Sigmund 
Stern Grove hosted the latest SFPD-POA 
pre-retirement seminar (October 17, 18, 
& 19) — class #71. The Stern Grove with 
its club house and concert pavilion is a 
beloved community treasure and part 
of San Francisco’s romantic history. The 
Clubhouse, built in 1892, as the Tro-
cadero Hotel and beer garden, is a beau-
tiful Victorian, stick-style resort with its 
multi-gabled roof, Hansel and Gretel 
architecture, and delicate ornamenta-
tion. Shortly after the 1906 earthquake 
and fire, Police Chief William Biggey 
arrested Mayor Eugene Schmidt’s bag 
man — the notorious Abe Ruef — on 
corruption charges at this very site. Just 
after this infamous arrest, the Chief dis-
appeared while on a late-night boat trip 
from Tiburon to SF. The Grove property 
was purchased in 1931 by Mrs. Sigmund 
Stern and donated to the City. It is a fes-
tive and fitting venue for the seminar.

Seminar in its 33rd Year
This seminar, titled “The Gino Mari-

onetti and Michael Sugrue Memorial 
Seminar”, honors its two founders. May 
they rest in peace. This seminar is now 
in its 33rd year having started in March 
1985. Since its inception, more than 
2,900 participants have completed this 
seminar.

Special thanks to Captain Michelle 
Jean, Police Academy, for providing 
the necessary funding to expand the 
seminar subjects. A very big thank you 
to Chief William Scott for continuing 
the long-standing tradition of allowing 
members a three-day training detail as a 
thank-you for years of dedicated service 
— to make their succession plans for a 
successful and prosperous retirement. 
Chief Scott continues the tradition of 
gifting every retiree with his/her police 
officer star as the Department’s recogni-
tion for a job well done; this has also 
reduced to zero the number of missing/
lost police star reports made by those 
members approaching retirement age.

33 Participants
Thirty-three participants attended 

this lively and informative seminar 
which was coordinated by Cyndee 
Bates, POA staff administrator. Some 
members attended with their spouses/
partners (which is much encouraged).

The seat of honor, which is reserved 
for the most senior member in atten-
dance, was given to John Sanford, Jr. 
— a member of the 162nd class entering 
the SFPD on July 1, 1985. 

All of the attendees were in the Tier 
II (hired on or after November 2, 1976) 
retirement plan. Tier I members are an 
extinct species amongst active members. 
Class attendees were from the 162nd 
(July 1985) to the 197th recruit class (June 
2000). The 258th recruit class is about to 
complete their basic training program; 
the Academy now has concurrent classes 
and this will continue for the next 60 
months. 

Hot Topics
POA president Marty Halloran 

stated that Sunnyvale, Santa Clara and 
Redwood City are now ahead of the 
SFPD in wages. Both the Oakland and 
San Jose POA’s have recently negotiated 
contracts providing for pay increases 
of 22% (Oakland) over 5 years and 20% 
(San Jose) over 3 years. In January 2017, 
the City offered the POA a 3-year con-

tract with 3% pay increases each year; 
the POA declined since current salary 
data shows a larger yearly wage increase 
is warranted. On July 1, 2018 a Q 4, step 
5 police officer will receive $133,000 in 
pensionable compensation and be enti-
tled to an earned annual pension benefit 
of $120,000. Marty noted that the full sick 
pay buy-out will remain until June 30, 
2018 – the date upon which the current 
MOU will end – everything will be on 
the table with the MOU fully re-opened. 
The SP buyout, extended in 2013, will be 
particularly difficult to retain since only 
police and fire now enjoy this benefit. 
There are now 203 police officers with 
25 or more years of service and age 50 or 
above; most will leave if the SP buyout is 
not extended/phased out (over 3 years) 
for they would stand a potential loss of 
$40,000 to $75,000 if they remained after 
June 30, 2018. The POA will urge that 
the pensionable, longevity pay of 4% 
be earned after 15 years service instead 
of the current 31 years. The class gave 
Marty a standing ovation for his decision 
to again serve as POA president.

Mike Hebel urged all to consider 
participation in the 30 – 30 programs: 
30 years of service and then at least 30+ 
years collecting a retirement benefit with 
no death before age 80. 

Instructor Comments
Veronica Rodriguez and Felix Chan 

set forth all the basics of the CCSF Re-
tirement plans. They most adequately 
described the benefits of and qualifi-
cations for service and industrial dis-
ability pensions. Also explained were 
death benefits, beneficiary designation, 
and cost of living adjustments. To in-
crease your pension: work longer, get 
older, and hope for many more pay 
raises. Also, buy-back miscellaneous 
time (accrued during police academy) 
to obtain a separate monthly pension 
check, albeit small; such buy-back must 
be completed before retirement. With 
regard to service pension calculations, 
the age factor goes up every 3 months 
while the service factor increases each 
day. To schedule a retirement interview, 
call 415-487-7070 up to 6 months before 
your expected date of retirement. She 
urged members to bring their spouse/
domestic partner to this interview. Also, 
said Veronica, keep your beneficiary 
designation current. They both noted 
that the date of retirement chosen will 
affect cost of living adjustments as well 
as the SP/OU/VA payout. Basic COLAs 
are effective on July 1 of each year; to get 
the COLA for any given year you must 
retire on or before July 1 of that year; but 
remember that payouts (SP/OU/VA) are 
based on your rate of compensation for 
the month in which you retire (higher 
payout if you retire after July 1). There 
were options for retiring members to 
reduce their monthly pension so that a 
spouse/partner/beneficiary could get 
a larger monthly pension as a survivor. 
Veronica explained the pension benefit 
calculation for new plan members (Tier 
II). It is based on the highest average 
monthly compensation paid to a mem-
ber. The Retirement System compares 
each member’s earnings for the 12 
months immediately preceding their re-
tirement date with the member’s highest 
fiscal year earnings. Whichever is higher 
is used for the pension calculation. She 
explained the cost of living adjustment 
changes resulting from the successful 
passage of Proposition B (June 2008 bal-
lot) wherein the basic COLA (up to 2%) is 
now compounded and the supplemental 

COLA, when excess earnings from the 
Retirement System Trust Fund are pres-
ent, was increased from 0.5% to up to 
1.5%. In the best of years, the compound 
COLA is 3.5%.

Jasper Smith, Prudential Retirement 
Services deferred compensation retire-
ment security education counselor, 
urged participants to select an appropri-
ate asset allocation plan for themselves 
identifying their risk tolerance, time 
horizon, and retirement savings target. 
The SFDCP has multiple options and, 
if desired, a self-directed brokerage ac-
count. Jasper said that the police depart-
ment’s average deferred compensation 
balances are the highest amongst all 
city departments. He said that the target 
date portfolios (2015 to 2055), with their 
automatic rebalancing, were particularly 
attractive offerings for broad diversi-
fication. Each strategy suits a specific 
investor profile – based on the number of 
years you have until your planned start 
of distribution. Jasper explained all the 
distribution options: defer distribution 
(up to April 1 of the year following the 
year in which you reach 70 ½), lump-sum 
payment (full or partial), periodic pay-
ments (amount certain, period certain), 
annuity payment (fixed, fixed with 
period certain, joint and survivor) or a 
combination of these options. Jasper was 
joined by Lenora Jenkins, Prudential’s 
SF manager.

When to start Social Security pay-
ments? The class agreed the sooner the 
better. If you began to collect at age 62 
(the earliest age allowable) rather than 
at age 66 – 67 (normal retirement age for 
baby boomers), it would take 14 years for 
the older recipients to catch up. Monthly 
social security payments for police offi-
cers, subject to the windfall elimination 
provision, average between $100 to $450 
after deduction for Medicare part B. 
The maximum social security monthly 
payment is now $2,692. Rob Pepper, 
SF Social Security office, explained the 
benefits offered by the social security 
administration.

Dennis Meixner (retired SFPD), li-
censed tax preparer, covered the issues 
of federal and state taxation in retire-
ment, Social Security off-sets, and retire-
ment plan (traditional and Roth IRAs) 
distributions. With his short tax quiz, he 
clearly demonstrated the tax savings for 
those awarded an industrial disability 
retirement. Service retirements are fully 
taxable while IDR retirements are tax ad-
vantaged (paying state/federal income 
tax on less that half of the gross amount). 

Dominic Gamboa presented an in-
teractive, informative and entertaining 
class on Fitness For Life. He urged the 
class to adopt life-styles that would en-
sure a longer, healthier life – including 
and annual physical check-up, weight 
management, and life-time physical fit-
ness. We are pleased to again have 
estate attorney Gerald Woods join the 
seminar explaining the basics of estate 
planning (wills, trusts, gifting, probate 
and its avoidance, estate taxes, powers 
of attorney, property titles, and medical 
directives).

Retiree Associations  
and SF Police Credit Union

The class was reminded that police 
wages were set by Charter amendment 
prior to 1953; by annual salary survey 
from 1954 onward; and now by collective 
bargaining since 1992. Thanks to Larry 
Barsetti and Leroy Lindo for discussing 
the Veteran POA and the Retired City 
Employees organization. They said that 

the most valuable assets a police retiree 
has are his/her CCSF health plan and re-
tirement plan. The mission of the VPOA 
(with 987 members) is to protect retirees’ 
wealth and health. Both urged the class 
participants to qualify for social secu-
rity benefits (40 units) and to consider 
finding some type of post-retirement 
employment or volunteer opportunity; 
just “doing nothing” will lead to a disas-
trous retirement. Darlene Hong (VP – 
Organizational Development) provided 
many convincing reasons why members 
should continue their financial contacts 
with the SF Police Credit Union and 
make it their primary financial institu-
tion. The SF Police Credit Union is a 
co-sponsor of this Seminar. Thanks 
Darlene for the morning beverages and 
treats. Darlene has completed more than 
34 years service with the Credit Union 
— congratulations. Darlene introduced 
Chris Breault who provides financial 
planning services for credit union 
members. 

Leroy Lindo explained that the Wid-
ows and Orphans Aid Association of 
the SFPD was founded on January 13, 
1878 for the express purpose of provid-
ing financial assistance to police officers’ 
families at the time of a member’s death. 
Retirement/Death benefits were first 
provided by the City and County of San 
Francisco in 1889 through the Retirement 
System. The Aid Association’s original 
benefit was $100 for a modest funeral 
and $1,000 to help maintain the financial 
stability of the surviving family. The 
current annual dues are $72; the current 
death benefit is $17,500. Upon retirement 
from the SFPD, payroll deduction is no 
longer available. Members thereafter 
receive an annual statement or may do 
automatic transfer from the SF Police 
Credit Union or some other financial 
institution. To be eligible for benefits, 
a member must join while still an ac-
tive member and must be under age 46. 
Contact info: woaasfpolice@gmail.com or 
415-681-3660.

Health Care Issues
Thanks also to Stephanie Long for 

candidly discussing emotional problems 
that can arise in retirement and how 
to avoid destructive responses. She ex-
plained the resources that are available 
through the Department’s Behavioral 
Science Unit. She gave the very sad 
statistics of 8 retirees who drank them-
selves to death in the last 5 years and 6 
committed suicide in this same 5-year 
period. She explained how chronic ex-
posure to occupational stressors over a 
typical police career of 25/30 years will 
definitely change your body and mind 
— for the worse.

Attendees were stunned by the costs 
of health coverage upon retirement. 
Few had realized just how good the POA 
Memorandum of Understanding is in 
keeping these costs down for members 
and their families. After retirement, 
there is no subsidized dental plan, but 
thanks to Proposition E (Nov. 2001 bal-
lot) there now is a medical care monetary 
subsidy for the retiree’s principal depen-
dent. The member’s health care cost on 
retirement, depending upon the plan 
selected and the number of dependents 
included, is zero or highly subsidized. 
Susan Rodriguez-Corns, senior HSS 
benefits analyst, urged participants to 
take care of their dental needs before 
retiring. She emphasized that the HSS 
plans, excepting the City’s plan, were 
geographically limited. She said that 
the HSS walk-in hours are 8 am to 

mailto:woaasfpolice@gmail.com
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4:45 pm; phone calls are taken for four 
hours every day. The plans available, as 
of January 2018, are: City Plan, Kaiser, 
and Blue Shield. City retirees are indeed 
very fortunate to have life-time medical 
care; most employers terminate health 
care coverage at age 65. Claire Zvanski, 
former longest serving employee-elected 
commissioner on the City Health Ser-
vice Board spoke on the funding of 
retiree health plans, the importance of 
Medicare reimbursements, and the pre-
funding of retiree health care that new 
City employees (hired after January 10, 
2009) will be required to make (up to 2% 
of salary) so as to pre-fund their benefits 
to the year 2038. Claire said that 75% of 
health premiums are for drug/pharma-
cy benefits. At age 65 city retirees must 
purchase Medicare part B; for those not 
eligible for Medicare, their health care 
costs are significantly higher. Kaiser is 
now available throughout both northern 
and southern California for retirees.

Dr. Forrest Fulton, Ph.D. (formerly of 
the behavioral science unit, retired July 
2003, and thereafter became a certified 
gerontologist) reminded the attendees 
that men are the suicide gender with 
men’s rates now increasing and women’s 
decreasing. Reason: women are better 

at expressing their feelings. He urged 
the use of stress reducers including re-
striction of caffeine and alcohol and the 
elimination of tobacco. Relying on the 
work of George Valliant entitled Aging 
Well, Dr. Fulton said that longitudinal re-
search has shown what life styles led to a 
successful and long life. He mentioned: 
good attitude, positive self identity, in-
timacy in relationships, love-work-play 
in balance, career transitions, generous 
and giving back, keepers of meaning, 
mentoring other people, integrity and 
a personal value system, need for a 
retirement plan with fun and creativ-
ity, wisdom in old age, and a spiritual 
dimension to help give meaning to life.

Mike Gannon (SFPD 1972-1998) 
spoke, robustly and vigorously, on the 
issue of long-term care insurance. 
Mike is a licensed insurance salesper-
son (since 1984). He said that long term 
care is not covered by the CCSF health 
plans or by Medicare. As he told the 
attendees: “You deserve a long walk 
in the sunshine. You deserve the glory 
and honor that you earned as a public 
safety hero.” With the average stay in a 
nursing home now 2.5 years and its an-
nual cost of $74,208 for a private room, 
he urged all to consider long term care 

insurance. Since almost 25% of original 
applicants for long term care are denied 
(medical issues), he urged picking this 
up in your early 50’s. He thought that 
excellent long-term plans were available 
from Genworth (GE), Trans-America, 
Mutual of Omaha & John Hancock; he 
also urged comparison with the plan 
offered by CALPERS. Mike quoted his 
favorite financial advisor, Suze Orman: 
“1 in 1200 homeowners will use their fire 
insurance, 1 in 240 automobile owners will 
use their auto insurance, but 1 in 2 long term 
care insured’s will call upon their policy for 
financial assistance.”

Retirement Board commissioner Al 
Casciato talked about venture capital, 
private equity and the use of hedge 
funds in the System’s trust fund. All 
three help reduce risk while delivering 
market rates of return. He said the trust 
fund is well capitalized and remains 
fully capable of meeting all of its pen-
sion obligations. The class thanked Jim 
Standfield of Toast Catering for the 
excellent lunches provided.

Retirement Transition Coach
Larry Jacobson, award winning au-

thor, speaker and retirement transition 
coach, most successfully brought this 

seminar to conclusion. Larry, president 
of Buoy Coaching, spoke eloquently 
about a transition into retirement with 
fulfillment and purpose. Larry is a non-
financial retirement transition coach 
whose coaching program, entitled “Sail 
into Retirement”, is specifically designed 
to answer the questions: “What am I 
going to do with my time in retirement 
— what is my encore?” Thank you Larry! 
Your presentation was both very well 
presented and very well received.

Next Seminar
The next retirement planning semi-

nar is scheduled for February 6, 7, & 8, 
2018. The seminar will be available to 
the first 40 persons, members and their 
spouses/partners, who contact the POA 
after the announcement is sent to all 
members with or near retirement eligi-
bility. Preference is given to those mem-
bers who are near retirement or who 
have already contacted the Retirement 
System for their retirement dates. The 
seminar fills up quickly so don’t delay. 
Contact Cyndee at the POA (415-861-
5060) if you desire advance notification 
for these seminars or wish to sign up.

Volume #49 enters the Archive 

Another Year, Another Big Thank You to POA Journal Contributors and Staff
By Ray Shine
Editor

Each December, we like to express our 
appreciation to the many regular and semi-
regular POA Journal contributors and ad-
vertisers. Without them, the monthly paper 
would be less interesting, and much less 
sustainable. Over the course of a 12-issue vol-
ume –hundreds of articles, photographs, and 
columns must be written, formatted, proofed, 
and printed in order to get the word out to the 
POA membership. Some of our contributors 
are first-timers, or send things in occasion-
ally. But, we would like to acknowledge the 
contributions our Journal regulars. We know 
we may miss a few, and apologize in advance 
for any of those omissions. – Ed.

Gregg Adam – Counsel’s Corner and 
Legal Updates 

Michelangelo Apodaca – Word Find 
puzzles 

Rick Andreotti – POA Secretary 
News, Minutes of Board of Directors 
Meetings

Dennis Bianchi – Book Reviews 

Cyndee Bates – POA Office Manager

Steve Bosshard – Retiree News and 
Updates

Pat Burke – Event Photographs 

Chris Canning – General Submissions

Al Casciato – News from the Credit 
Union

Paul Chignell – Legal and Adminis-
trative Issues, other Current Events 

Greg Corrales – American Legion Police/
Fire Post #456 News

Liane Corrales – Guardians of the City 
and Columbia Association 

Gary Delagnes – Victim Rights Advo-
cacy; POA Sports Hall of Fame

Sue Delagnes – Office Staff 

Bob Del Torre – POA Sports Hall of 
Fame

Ed Garcia – Loons’ Nest Golf Club

Lisa Marie Gerard – Dispatcher of the 
Month

Bob Guinan –BALEAF, Make-a-Wish 
and the San Francisco Giants organiza-
tions. 

Martin Halloran – President’s Mes-
sage, POA Bulletins, POA Media, 
Community Services, POA Scholarship 
committees

Mike Hebel – Ask Mike, Deferred 
Compensation Updates 

Steve Johnson – Close Encounters 

Erika Jones-Clary – POA Web Master

Val Kirwan – Invaluable Resource for 
all POA Current Events, POA Poker 
Tourney

Rene LaPrevotte – Retiree Updates, 
Internet References

Karl Ma – SFPD Wilderness Program

Kevin Martin – Representation News 
and Updates

Robin Matthews – Bay Area Law En-
forcement Assistance Fund (BALEAF). 

Mark J. McDonough – Widows’ and 
Orphans’ Aid Association 

Susan Merritt – The Technology Corner 

Tony Montoya – POA Grievance and 
Labor Issues

Michael Nevin – General submissions 
relevant to POA Members 

Maggie Ortelle – Notification of 
deaths of SFPD retirees

Raymond Padmore – Liaison between 
Chief’s Office and POA Journal, General 
Contributor 

PAL Staff –SF Police Activities League 
programs.

Georgette Petropoulos – Journal Lay-
out and Production, Front Office Staff

POA Advertisers – Collectively contin-
ued their show of support and appre-
ciation for the SFPOA. Always strive to 
support of our loyal advertisers.

Michael Popoff –Advertising Manager

Chief William Scott – Chief’s Corner

Nick Shihadeh – Sports Editor

Peter Thoshinsky – General Photog-
raphy

Staff Writer – Miscellaneous Contri-
butions
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San Jose: Police Academies Top 100,  
A Year After Fielding Seven Recruits
November 15, 2017

SAN JOSE, CA — Police Chief Eddie 
Garcia isn’t the type who needs a mega-
phone, but he was easy to hear when 
he addressed San Jose’s police academy 
recruits this time last year — all seven 
of them.

Monday, when Garcia made those 
same rounds, he made a point to ask, 
“Can everyone hear me?” The two 
academies underway — one class set 
for a December swear-in and another 
for April — assembled at the South San 
Jose substation outnumbered the chief 
by more than 100 to 1.

In short order, pay hikes and better 
morale have made wearing a badge for 
the San Jose Police Department desirable 
again after some lean years.

With fresh memories of last-year’s 
seven-member class, Garcia soaked up 
the welcome sight Monday that follows 
a decade in which the San Jose Police 
Department shrank by more than a 
third amid economic recession and an 
acrimonious, protracted battle over pay 
and retirement benefits.

“There’s nothing more positive and 
symbolic,” Garcia said of the robust 
academies. “We’re out of the darkness, 

and we’re rising.”
The department’s ranks hit a 30-year 

low last year when staffing dropped 
nearly 200 below its budgeted level of 
1,109 officers.

According to the latest official count, 
SJPD’s numbers have swelled to 1,016 
officers, including the two academies 
and new officers still in field training. 
After accounting for officers on disabil-
ity, modified duty and military leave, 
the department has 818 sworn officers 
available for street duty.

Still, climbing past 1,000 officers, 
wherever they are in the training pro-
cess, is a significant milestone for San 
Jose police. When sworn staffing dipped 
below 1,000 in 2015, it marked the first 
time that happened since the mid-1980s, 
when San Jose’s population was about 40 
percent smaller than its current 1 million 
residents.

The upswing comes after a new police 
contract was ratified in February. The 
deal promised a 20-percent pay raise 
over 3½ years with assorted bonuses and 
incentives, bringing the department in 
line with other Bay Area police agencies 
who had lured away many of San Jose’s 
officers with more attractive compensa-
tion packages.

It’s a turnaround particularly appreci-
ated by the SJPD recruitment unit, which 
has seen much more interest that officials 
say is a reflection of improving morale 
in the department.

“The mood has changed, it’s much 
more positive,” said unit commander 
Lt. Heather Randol. “We’re more com-
petitive. And it’s a new way of recruiting 
we’re doing now.”

Among those new ways is an aggres-
sive recruiting push for more women, 
ethnic minorities and LGBTQ members 
of the community.

“We’re doing more outreach, more 
mentoring, and getting people to under-
stand what a great department this is,” 
Randol said. “Now when we bring people 
on ride-alongs, which are one of our big-
gest recruiting tools, they are blown away 
by the camaraderie they see.”

SJPD staffing over the years
2009: 1,373
2010: 1,276
2011: 1,183
2012: 1,068
2013: 1,063
2014: 1,027
2015: 952
2016: 927
2017: 1,016

*Figures are as of July 1 of each year 
except for 2017, which is as of Nov. 13

Source: San Jose Police Department
San Jose still falls well short of staffing 

levels at most major police departments 
here and across the country. The national 
ratio of officers to residents is about 3.4 
for every 1,000 residents, according to the 
FBI. San Jose has less than 1 officer per 
1,000 residents, while Oakland fielded 
1.76 officers and San Francisco staffed 
2.6 officers per 1,000 residents.

San Jose has never had a high ratio 
in its history, but still achieved “safest 
big city” status in the 2000s when about 
1,400 officers were on the force. In his re-
marks to the current academies Monday, 
Garcia reflected on the hope the cadets 
represent for the department’s ongoing 
rebuild.

“This has been such a long time 
coming. For those of us who have been 
through the hardest times in this de-
partment, it’s really tough not to get 
emotional to see you guys out here,” he 
said. “You are going to be the salvation 
of this department.”

From The San Jose Mercury News

Why Upland Is Replacing Its Police Body Cameras After 3 Years
November 18, 2017

UPLAND, CA — Looking to replace 
faulty and outdated body-worn cam-
eras for its police force, the Upland City 
Council unanimously agreed to spend 
$240,000 over a five-year period.

The city will buy 80 Axon Body 2 
cameras as well as a five-year warranty 
plan. Axon Enterprise, the manufacturer 
of both cameras, will completely replace 
the equipment, cameras and batteries, 
at the two-and-half-year mark and five-
year mark of the contract, said interim 
Police Chief Douglas Millmore.

“We field tested that camera, and it far 
exceeded the performance of the ones 
we currently have,” he told the council 
Monday night.

Upland will pay $49,900 in the first 
year and then $47,500 the following 
four years. The contract also includes 
five additional cameras as spare backup 
devices.

Three years ago, the city purchased 
body-worn cameras for the entire police 
department to improve the transparency 
and trust with the public. That $84,000 
contract also came with a one-year war-
ranty.

“After the first year, which was the 
life of the battery; we had to beg, borrow, 
and scrounge to piecemeal the system 
together,” Millmore said.

It continued to work until the third 
year, in 2016. During that year, Upland 
spent $3,000 in repairs and new batteries, 
Millmore said.

This year, the department spent 
$11,000, he added.

But the last straw came last year when 
the manufacturer stopped making the 
equipment.

The department began to experience 

issues: batteries needed replacement, the 
camera would fall off officers, and faulty 
connections would prevent events from 
being properly recorded.

The current equipment, the Axon 
Flex cameras, comes in three pieces. 
The camera is worn on the collar of the 
officers and connected to a battery pack 
through a cable.

“We’ve seen, frequently, where the 
camera becomes dislodged and upon 
viewing the film you can see the camera 
tumbling off in one direction and the of-
ficer off in the distance,” he said.

The other problem often occurs as 
the officer is getting out of the car. As 
they’re preparing to make a contact, 
they’ll press the button to start record-
ing, but “because of the loose connection 
it wouldn’t start recording and the offi-
cer would be well into the conversation 
before they realize the red light wasn’t 
on,” Millmore said.

The Axon Body 2 cameras are one 
unit — the power source is in the unit, 
he told the council.

Councilman Gino Filippi favored the 
replacement equipment, saying it was a 
necessity to help keep officers safe and 
to record the incidents correctly.

“If you’ve failed to provide this type 
of equipment to the men and women of 
the department, you’ve not only failed 
our employees but our residents and 
businesses as well. It’s an upgrade and 
a vital necessity,” he said.

Millmore agreed, saying there’s a 
benefit to the city to have the cameras 
in the event that an allegation is made 
in a use-of-force incident, or any kind 
of complaint, then “that equipment can 
effectively clear the officer in a matter 
of seconds.”

There’s another benefit for the switch.

The software licensing that goes with 
the equipment, Evidence.com, is the 
same system and database that’s used 
by the San Bernardino County District 
Attorney’s office, he said.

Being on the same system reduces the 
district attorney’s costs for producing 
discovery when it’s requested. It also 

saves the police department time from 

having to retrieve and package the data, 

Millmore said.

“They can get the data with a few 

keystrokes,” he told the council.

From The Daily Bulletin

Global Warming Not “Fake News” 
to Residents of Far North
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December Word Find Created by Officer Michelangelo Apodaca, 
Airport Bureau

Enjoy this relaxing and fun-to-solve puzzle! If you’ve never 
solved a puzzle like these before, it’s a good idea to read this 
before you begin.

Each puzzle has a grid of letters that conceals words read-
ing in different directions — forward, backward, up, down, or 
diagonally — but always in a straight line. The words, abbrevia-
tions, or phrases one must find and circle are listed below the 
grid in capital letters. That’s all you need to know before you 
sharpen your pencil and begin your search!

Find winter and holiday related words for the month of December. 
Wishing you a very healthy and happy Holiday Season!”

BELLS

BLIZZARD

BLUSTERY

CANDLE

CANDY

CHIMNEY

CHRISTMAS

COOKIES

ELF

FIREPLACE

FREEZING

FROST

HOLLY

ICE

JOY

LIGHTS

MITTENS

NOEL

ORNAMENTS

PRESENTS

REINDEER

SCARF

SEASON

SHOVEL

SKATING

SLEDDING

SLEIGH

SNOW

VACATION

WINTER

WREATH

K G S H O V E L F D C D J L Q 

E G U T G G O C B O R A G Q C 

C E N G H I L E O N Y M N H U 

A H A I D G E K T O S I I D K 

L D R A Z Z I L B S T M T C Y 

P O H I B E L L S A N O A P E 

E T O A S Y E O B E N N K J G 

R B L U S T E R Y S D P S T T 

I E L X R N M N F L R J N S K 

F Z Y H E I K A E E V W O K E 

F S N E T T I M S D J R W Y Q 

B R E I N D E E R D F E C I F 

O M A Z I C N N O I T A C A V 

P J J C W T A T S N R T R H K 

B G R E S N A S F G E H T Z T 

 

For Sale By Owner
BEAUTIFUL CUSTOM-BUILT 2,220+/- Sq. 
Ft. 3 bedroom, 2 bath, single-level home, w/ 
large home office (4th bed room?) on mani-
cured 1+ acre lot in the exclusive Sayoma 
Estates area, 4 miles West of Placerville. 
Fully fenced backyard with native Oaks, 
gardens, waterfall, dipping pool, “Party 
Pad” w/ fire pit, deck with fan & misters. 2 
storage buildings and a covered (detached) 
car port. 720 Sq. Ft. three-car garage with 
attached 200+ sq. ft. work shop (air condi-
tioned) & wired for 220v.  Spacious kitchen 
and breakfast nook with hardwood floors, 
black granite food-prep island and counter 
tops and Electrolux double-ovens and gas 
range. MUCH, MUCH more! Must see! 
Asking $675,000. Call or e-mail Rene for 
more details or appointment. (530) 295-
0946 (landline) (530) 391-2994 (Mobile),  
goldcountryreaper@comcast.net

Hunting Trip
COLORADO ELK AND DEER HUNTING. 
Three private ranches. $1500 trespass fee. 
Call Bob Brodnik 415-320-0628

Motorcycle For Sale
2010 HD SOFTAIL HERITAGE CLASSIC, 
stock, windshield & leather saddle bags! 
Excellent condition! Less than 4000 miles, 
$14,000. Call Jerry 208-939-2534. 

FOR SALE TO MOTORCYCLIST IN SFPD 
POLICE FAMILY, or other LEO. Black 2007 
Harley Davidson Road King Peace Officer 
Special Edition. Very clean, never dropped, 
lovingly and meticulously cared for by Joe 
(his baby). Only 17,400 miles. 96 ci, 6 speed 
trans, w/shield, hard saddle bags, crash 
bars, Asking $10,500 or b/o. Please contact 
Cathy Finnigan cathy.finnigan@gmail.com or 
707.386.7009. Photos available upon request.

2008 APRILIA SHIVER 750, silver in color. 
4200 miles, recently serviced and a new bat-
tery installed. Always garaged and never 
driven in the rain. No mods. $5,000 obo. 
Please call or text me for more details or 
questions. 415-209-3612 Fernando

Motorcycle For Sale
2006 HARLEY – Iron Horse Outlaw – Must 
Sell! 124 Inch Motor; 6-speed right side drive; 
250 rear tire; hydraulic clutch; LED lighting; 
digital dash; custom black/red paint; lots of 
chrome; less than 2K miles; reg fees current; 
negotiable price; sold for $25K new; asking 
$16,750 or b/o. Contact Mitch @ 415-987-6738

Vacation Rental
SOUTH LAKE TAHOE GETAWAY. Locat-
ed at the Y with close proximity to ski resorts, 
Camp Richardson and Casinos. Large 3 bed 
2 bath house with loft, will accommodate 12 
adults comfortably. Hot tub, Wifi and deck 
for BBQ. Website www.842clement.com. Con-
tact Sgt. John Andrews Tenderloin Station 
at jandrews107@hotmail.com for prices and 
availability.

VACATION RENTAL HOME ANCHOR 
BAY, CA three miles north of Gualala, CA 
approximately 3.5 hrs northwest of SF. It 
was recently upgraded to a four- bedroom 
three- bath with a thousand sq ft of deck-
ing overlooking the redwoods and Pacific 
Ocean. $200 per night for members. Walking 
distance to grocery store, restaurants and 
coffee shop, as well as majestic Anchor Bay 
beach and campground facilities. Great fish-
ing, diving, hiking and relaxing. Gualala 
River for paddleboarding, canoeing, kayak-
ing, in Anchor Bay and coastal Sea Ranch 
golf seven- minute drive. VRBO listing 
473977 (Valhalla Basecamp) for pictures or 
e-mail john.webb1@hotmail.com 650-576-6108

MAUI– KAPALUA GOLF VILLA: Large 1 
bed, 2 bath, remodeled, immaculate “corner” 
unit with views. Look at the Island of Lanai, 
beaches, pineapple hills. Master bedroom 
lanai looks at the 1st hole of the Bay Course. 
Golf clubs for guests. Walk to Kapalua Beach, 
great restaurants, the Ritz... tennis courts 
and golf pro shops. This unit is magnificent 
and normally let out for 185 a night with a 
restriction to two people only. We offer it at 
a great price to SFPD. Call Rich Bodisco at 
415-810-7377

RELAX IN CARSON VALLEY! Carson Val-
ley Golfers Retreat Vacation Home Rental. 
Gorgeous Views of the Sierra Mountains, 4 
Bed, 2.5 Baths, 2300 s.f. SFPD/SFFD Member 
Rates: $150 night or $900 Week Call Vince at 
415-302-2500

SKI RENTAL close to both Heavenly Ski Re-
sort’s Nevada Lodges located off Kingsbury 
Grade/207. One bedroom, one bath condo, 
with full size sofa bed and chair that opens 
to a twin bed, can sleep 4-5. Wifi, cable, DVD 
blu-ray and full kitchen. Contact David Gin 
via email: rentals@sfspectrum.com for avail-
ability and rates.

Vacation Rental
SAN FELIPE–EL DORADO RANCH, 
BAJA, MEXICO. Beach golf course villa. 
Pool, hot tub, great fishing. Exclusive resort 
community. Go to www.eldoradoranch.com 
for more details or call Jim at 650-520-3868 
and tell him Mike told ya about a discount 
for cops!

MAUI CONDO RENTAL-Tennis and pools! 
Spacious 2 bedroom, 2 bath fully equipped 
(sleeps 6) in Kihei, Maui, across from beaches 
(lifeguard on duty). Swim, snorkel, surf. 
Enjoy sunsets. Walk to shops, restaurants, 
grocery. Public transit. Nearby golf. Photos/ 
nfo at www.flipkey.com/kihei-condo-rentals/
p317667 or www.VRBO.com/221566. SFPD/
SFFD discount. Contact Alan or Laurie Mc-
Cann 925-260-2904 

MAUI — KAPALUA GOLF VILLA RENT-
AL.1700 sq.ft. 2 bedroom, 2 bathroom Villa 
is located on the 10th Fairway of the famed 
Kapalua Bay Golf Course! This exclusive 
resort community has 4 swimming pools, 
2 golf courses, golf academy, zip lining, 10 
lit tennis courts, and many more amenities, 
which is associated with the Ritz-Carlton 
Hotel. Pictures and additional information 
is available at www.VRBO.COM listing 
#276140. SFPD members receive discount 
on posted rates. Contact Alan Honniball at 
415-298-7205.

TUCSON ONLY $125 PER NIGHT. 1,100 
sq.ft. 2 bedroom, 2 bath condo newly reno-
vated and refurbished at 5500 N. Kolb. Ideal 
for that family getaway. 2 pools and work-
out facility on property. 2 full golf courses 
nearby. Unobstructed view of the Catalina 
mountains from the patio. Bookings on first 
come, first served basis. Call Chris 707-337-
5514

Wanted
SEEKING INDUSTRIOUS TEEN for a 
part time, monthly job. About 2 hours of 
work each month maintaining yard of el-
derly couple in the Outer Sunset. Involves 
removing weeds, and trimming hedges. I 
will provide equipment. Please provide own 
transportation to residence. Contact Shirley: 
lovethegiants10@gmail.com

HOTWHEELS die-cast cars from 60’s-70’s 
w/redline tires. Collector (any size collec-
tion). Contact Rene 415-913-9161. reneg301@
sbcglobal.net

S&W CENTENNIAL SERIES, Model 40, 
blue steel; Model 60, Stainless. Contact re-
tired #1771 415-648-4332

Automobile For Sale
1989 560SL MERCEDES. Beautiful Red Con-
vertible with hard and soft tops. Excellent 
condition runs beautifully; includes ceiling 
mount electric hydraulic lift for removing 
hardtop; has Sirius radio with high end Pio-
neer sound system and speakers, Automatic 
Transmission, Air Conditioning, Air Bags, 
110K miles, All maintenance records, Tan 
interior with Leather and Wood. Priced at 
$7999. For additional details contact Linda 
Bartlett at 415-505-0466.

2008 BMW 128I IS STILL FOR SALE. How-
ever, the car is obviously a classic, a collector 
item and is sought after by many well heeled 
buyers. The price is now $1.5 million, or a 
negotiated portion of your pension. Contact 
Rob Kobold at the Academy”.

2001 MERCEDEZ BENZ, CLK 430, V-8, 
clear title asking price $7500. Contact Tony 
415-240-0203.

For Sale
GREAT SEATS…GREAT DEAL. 49er Seat 
License for sale. Make an offer, will accept 
any reasonable offer! Two seats available 
in section 119 row 26, seats 15 & 16. Lower 
Bowl! Between 15-20 yard line, easy access 
to concessions! Call or email for further 
details, Rose Melendez or Ann Marie Dabo 
415-469-4949, amdabo@att.net.

TWO SFPD CUSTOM MADE CYCLING 
JERSEYS. PRICE REDUCED. Custom made 
by Vigorelli with SFPD star on back and 
San Francisco Police patch on both sleeves. 
Both are size medium and both are brand 
new and unused. They would be excellent if 
worn in the Police and Fire Olympics. They 
are yellow and black with red, orange and 
blue small stripes incorporated in the overall 
design. They are a one off design and are 
striking in appearance. Believe me you’d 
be proud to wear them. Will sell both or 
one at a time for $150 each. Both are nylon/
lycra and will stretch to fit if needed. Please 
contact me at 1rocket88@comcast.net or call 
(510) 581-7799.

Classified Ads

Free Classified Advertising Available for POA Members
The POA Journal has free classified advertising, a no-fee service available to our active and 

retired members. The following rules apply to Classified Ads:
• To place a free classified ad, you must be an active or retired POA member.
• A member may run only one classified ad per issue. However, a member may repeat the 

same ad in three consecutive issues. An ad may run for three additional issues upon re-
quest of advertiser.

• Ads must be typewritten and submitted to the POA, attn: Journal Advertising in any of the 
following ways: US Mail, to the POA office; Interdepartmental mail, to the POA office, Email 
to journal@sfpoa.org

mailto:cathy.finnigan@gmail.com
mailto:lovethegiants10@gmail.com
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PAL 
Corner
By SFPAL Staff 

PAL News & Updates
Greetings from the team here at SF-

PAL. November was another busy and 
successful month for us. Our Cadets 
started the month with an insightful 
night of training with Sergeant Ware 
and Officer Habib from the SFPD Back-
ground Unit. Sgt. Ware explained the 
detailed process for Cadets and their 
families when entering SFPD. The Ca-
dets and their families asked many ques-
tions and had a great night of learning. 
Thank you Sgt. Ware and Off. Habib for 
your visit with our Cadets. 

The Cadets ended the month with 
a night of Simulation Training at the 
Academy. They were placed in teams 
and conducted building searches, us-
ing their training to safely search the 
scene of a burglary. The most important 
lesson learned during that night was 
how important communication is when 
conducting a building search. All this 
excitement wraps up another success-
ful semester for our Cadets and we look 
forward to seeing all of them in January. 

The Cadets then were treated to a 
night of stress relief with Yoga by Kris-
tine Demafeliz. The night was a much 
needed and well deserved night of re-
laxation for our Cadets. Many Thanks 
to Kristine for teaching our Cadets how 
to relax and to deal with stress when life 
presents you with challenges. 

The SFPAL 49ers have been playing 
some exciting football. The Tiny Mites 

showed their dominance in a Champi-
onship game against the Marina Were-
wolves. While the score is not kept in 
this division, the SFPAL 49ers had many 
goal line entries. It was a stellar end to a 
great season. Next will be an invitational 
tournament to be announced soon. The 
Mighty Mites had an exciting playoff 
game against the Santa Clara Lions. 
The SFPAL 49ers took command in the 
second half and won 18-0. The team 
played hardnosed football and showed 
great resolve. Their work ethic advanced 
them to the next round of playoff games. 

As always, the SFPAL 49ers played 
with good sportsmanship. Stay tuned 
for next month’s article to see how they 
did in the playoffs. 

On the topic of football, SFPAL wants 
to acknowledge the great work of retired 
SFPD Captain Rick Bruce, and executive 
board member of PAL. Rick has orga-
nized a flag football team mostly made 
up of students of Starr King Elementary 
School. The kids practice two days a 
week and would play their games every 
Saturday at Potrero Recreation Center. 
Rick wanted to thank Officer Ortiz, 
Officer Pashby, and Officer Cloud from 
Bayview Station for supporting his team. 
Great job guys! 

We want to send our condolences to 
the family of retired SFPD Officer and 
former PAL Executive Director Herbert 
Lee. Herb passed away on November 1, 
2017 at the age of 84. Herb was a true San 
Franciscan, attending St. Mary’s and later 
Polytechnic High School. Prior to enter-
ing the Police Department, Herb served in 
the Navy. Herb became the first Chinese 
American to be a full-time San Francisco 
Police Officer in 1957. Herb took on the 
role of recruiting minority police officers 
to the SFPD. Herb started the SFPAL Fish-
ing program where he took thousands of 
underprivileged kids fishing on his boat 
the “ Ah Choo.” Herb also took on the role 
of SFPAL Executive Director, overseeing 
the athletic, fishing, Police Cadet, and 
other programs. Herb retired after 30 
years of service in 1987. People like Herb 
Lee laid the foundation for the many 
wonderful programs that SFPAL offers 
the community of San Francisco today. 
Herb’s family should be proud of his ac-
complishments, and we here at SFPAL are 
better to have known Herb. 

In The Spotlight 
Please meet Cadet Angelica Lee as 

she shares her experience with the PAL 
Cadet program. 

The Academy was an experience un-
like any other. I learned so much about 
the inner workings of police work, most 
of which I never would’ve been exposed 
to if it weren’t for this Program. I also 
learned how to become a competent 
and compassionate leader within my 
community. This is the lesson I will 
always remember. After all, it is very 

important for youth to have strong 
leadership skills in order to implement 
societal change. Youth are the future; 
this Program trains its Cadets to ensure 
that the future looks bright. As I fill out 
my college applications, I like to look 

back at my experiences as a Cadet thus 
far. Everything I ever achieved within 
this Program took a lot of character 
building and hard work. Nothing I was 
ever given was a right, it was a privilege. 
I had to earn the respect of my peers 
and had to learn how to become the 
best possible version of myself. When I 
go off to college and hopefully become a 
criminologist someday, I know I will be 
incredibly thankful to the San Francisco 
Police Activities League Cadet Program 
for teaching me all the skills and traits I 
need in order to be successful.

We are proud of Angelica’s achieve-
ments and wish her the best of luck! 

Upcoming Events 
Our Annual Toy Drive in partnership 

with SFPCU, the POA and Costco is tak-
ing place right now through December 
8th, benefiting St. Luke’s Hospital.

That’s all, for now, folks, take care. 
Your SFPAL Team

Angelica Lee

Support the SF PAL
Visit this informative web site:

www.sfpal.org

https://www.sfpcu.org/
http://www.sfpoa.org/
https://www.costco.com/
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Sports

Nick’s Notes
By Nick Shihadeh, 
Journal Sports Editor

Espinoza Softball Tournament
CHECK IT OUT: The 12th Annual 

Isaac Espinoza Memorial Softball Tour-
ney was a one day event that took place 
on Saturday, Oct. 21st. It was a wooden 
bat double elimination tournament that 
was played at San Bruno Park and at 
Lions Field (which is also in San Bruno). 
This year Kevin Worrell and Marc 
Marquez (the usual organizers of the 
tourney) got help running things from 
Nick “Nicky Bro” Stewart, who did a 
great job getting sponsors and running 
the softball brackets, and he played all 
that day as well.  

Eight teams competed that day and 
they included: SFPD Seals #1, SFPD Seals 
#2, Bayview Station, the Cheap Suits, 
ABX, Hooters Sports Bar, the Jim Beam 
Ballers, and Rapid Transit. It was a long 
day of play that went into the night with 
the food from the barbecue, the snack 
stand, and the softball apparel table 
as well there the whole time manned 
by Marquez. When it was all said and 
done, it was Rapid Transit who won the 
championship.

As far as the fund raiser portion of 
this tourney, the proceeds go toward the 
education of Isaac Espinoza’s daughter 
Isabella who is currently a student at Sa-
cred Heart Cathedral HS. Contributors/
donators to the cause were: Pacific Agri 
in The City (Justin Mondrefini), Falletti 
Foods San Francisco (Sam Kallas), San 
Bruno Park and Rec, San Bruno Hooters, 
The Hyatt Regency at the Wharf, School-
house Grocery in SSF (“Cousin” Romel 

Shihadeh), Joe Rinaldi who umpired all 
throughout the tourney, Susan Saucedo 
Shihadeh (SSS) who helped Marquez 
thoughout the day, and of course the 
POA that donates to this event every 
year. Great thanks goes to all for helping 
out for a well worthy cause.

POA Sports Hall of Fame Dinner
The Police Officers Association Sports 

HOF Dinner that took place last month 
on Nov. 10th at the Italian American 
Athletic Social Club was a big success. 
I was fortunate enough to be inducted 
along with some exceptional athletes 
that included: retirees Ray Canepa, 
Frank Machi, and Raffy Labutan, as 
well as present members Glenn Ortega, 
Jake Fegan, and Kevin Worrell.

Photos and a write-up on each induct-
ee is included in another portion of this 
month’s Journal so “check it out” when 
you get a chance. Otherwise, tremen-
dous thanks go to the POA Sports Com-
mittee and organizers Gary Delagnes 
and Bob Del Torre as well as to Brian 
Canedo and Frank Olcomendy. Also, 
great thanks goes to Marty Halloran, 
Val Kirwan and Sue Delagnes for their 
efforts that night too. 

HOF Shenanigans
Apparently some “Tom Foolery” oc-

curred after the Hall of Fame Dinner 
when Glenn “Shenanigans” Ortega’s 
wonderful glass plaque was taken when 
he left it unattended for a very brief pe-
riod at Gino and Carlo’s. He looked all 
over the venue and asked everyone close 
by as well trying to locate his prized 
award, but it was to no avail.

Glenn put out a text blast the next 
day to those “into the know” to see if 
that would help, but that was also to no 
avail. It wasn’t until a few days later that 

the plaque turned up at Traffic Company 
and the two culprits ended up posing 
with the coveted award. Let’s just say 
that it appears to me that Mike Alexan-
der and Nelson Ramos are just jealous 
of Glenn Ortega as they haven’t been 
inducted into the POA Sports Hall of 
Fame like he has. “Just Sayin”…

2017 Turkey Bowl
Speaking of the POA Sports HOF, 

there was a Hall of Fame sighting the 
night of Tuesday Nov. 21st at the Yerba 
Buena Bowling Alley. Recent inductee 
Kevin Worrell was at the 1st Annual 
Turkey Bowling Tournament put on by 
Will “Backpack” Palladino (see pics 
accompanying this column). 

Six teams competed for a chance at 
getting their names placed on the per-
petual “bowling pin” trophy. Southern 
Station had two teams in the tourney 
with one being run by Palladino while 
the other was managed by Trent Col-
lins. Northern Station had a team with 
the likes of Dave Colclough Jr, Andrew 
Lucas, Kevin Daniele and Frank Olco-
mendy on it, while Central Station was 
represented by “Nicky Bro” Stewart, 
Chris Galligan, and Jim Horan in ad-
dition to Worrell. 

Tenderloin Station had a team as well; 
but, it was the Park/Taraval combo team 
consisting of Kevin Lynch, Eric “Bear 
Snatch” Barreneche, and Steve Filippi 
that won it all. They somehow did it with 
a 145 average, but it really was Filippi 
who carried these guys when he bowled 
over 200 in one of the games with a 
“house ball.” Their names will be added 
to the trophy which will hopefully turn 
up as it was mysteriously taken some-

time that night. Rumor has it that since 
Lucas was the first one to leave that night 
then he’s the number one suspect. CSI 
will be on the case; otherwise, congrats 
goes to Park/Taraval for a job well done. 

The rest of the participants of this 
tourney are now anxiously waiting for 
the next “morale boosting” event put 
on by Palladino. It looks like a ping 
pong tournament is scheduled at Spin 
on Folsom St in The City the night of 
Wednesday January 3rd. Mark it on 
your calendars and contact “Backpack” 
Palladino to be included. Hope to see 
you there. 

Department Hoops
Speaking to Basketball Commish 

Steve Coleman recently, I found out 

that the season will already have started 
at the writing of this column. Eleven 
teams are competing and they include: 
Central/Taraval Combo, Southern Sta-
tion, the Bayview Pitbulls, the Mission 
Diablos, the Northern Bull Dogs, the 
Park Islanders, Ingleside Station, the 
Hall of Justice team, SF CHP, and The 
Cadets team which is a new addition to 
the league. 

St Mary’s Gym is where the games 
will be taking place and the league will 
run until mid March of next year. Cole-
man thinks that it will be a fun season 
with the department’s new young talent 
that will be participating throughout. 
Everyone will be going after the Diab-
los who are the reigning champs, and I 
wish everyone luck as the Diablos will 
be tough as usual. 

That’s all for now…Stay well and safe 
this holiday season and So See Ya next 
year…..

A successful turn-out at the 1st Turkey Bowl.

The Perpetual Turkey Bowl Trophy.

Will “Backpack” Palladino sporting his 
“Beastie Boys” look at the Turkey Bowl.

2nd Place: The SFPD Seals #1 Softball Team.

Mike Alexander, left, and Nelson Ramos 
holding Glenn Ortega’s glass awards 
plaque.
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The 
Loons Nest 
Report
By Ed Garcia, SFPD Retired

Loons Mesquite Desert Adventure
On October 16th, thirty-nine mem-

bers and guests of the Loons Nest Golf 
Club arrived at the Las Vegas airport 
en route to the town of Mesquite, Ne-
vada. Mesquite is a town of 1800 people 
located eighty miles north of Las Vegas 
on Highway 15. Loon Handicap Chair-
man Ed Anzore had set up another great 
road trip for the Loons. This would be 
a trip to rival Loon road trips to Myrtle 
Beach, S.C., Palm Desert, Reno and other 
locations. As Loons motored north on 
Highway 15 in their rented vehicles, they 
cruised at 80 mph in the SLOW LANE. 
One would only come out of the slow 
lane to pass a large truck as the traffic 
in the fast lane looked like a Sunday at 
NASCAR.

Arriving in Mesquite, located in the 
Virgin Valley area, the Loons checked 
into the beautiful Casablanca Hotel. The 
Casablanca is one of two large hotels 
located in Mesquite. Both the Casablanca 
and the Oasis Hotels are nine story 
buildings constructed in the 1990’s and 
designed to emulate the hotels of early 
Las Vegas.

The city of Mesquite promotes itself 
as “just like Vegas used to be.” The 
Casablanca sits within six miles of six 
golf courses and a large baseball/softball 
complex.

The Virgin Valley was first settled in 
1844 by a group of Mormon families. 
This group built an irrigation canal 
system that supported farming in 
the area for several years until heavy 
flooding destroyed the canal system. 
By 1860 the area was deserted only to 
have a second group of settlers move 
into the valley in the mid 1880s. This 
group successfully rebuilt the irrigation 
system and developed a strong farming 
community growing raisons and cot-
ton as well as numerous dairy farms. 
In the 1890s, Mesquite offered motels 
and campgrounds for travelers and 
continues today. Mesquite now enjoys 
a thriving tourist business that hosts 
numerous sporting tournaments and 
casino gambling.

Day 1, Palms Golf Club
Schmolke Dominates Skin Game

As Loons walked through the lobby 
of our hotel on Monday it was an inter-
esting sight. The town was hosting an 
“Over 50” baseball tournament, as well 
as a senior softball tournament. There 
were as many guests in baseball uni-
forms as golf shirts and shorts.

Arriving at the Palms Golf Club we 
found a “William Hull” designed track 
with a 125 slope from the white tees. The 
Loons opened our three days of golf in a 
Skin Game format. Each player put their 
ante into the pot for a “net skin game” 
with thirty-nine players.

John Schmolke was the big winner on 
the day. With the first four holes not pro-
ducing a winner, Schmolke proceeded 
to birdie the 5th hole while posting a 
net eagle; thus, he won five skins. Five 
other players won two skins apiece. Kirk 
Edison had a net birdie on the 8th hole, 
giving him the skin cash for holes 7 and 
8. Martina Yun had a birdie on the 13th 
hole(a par 3), and won the skin without 
the benefit of a handicap stoke — she 
collected the cash for holes 10 and 11.

 Roy Sullivan picked up the skins for 
holes 12 and 13. Roy birdied the 13th 

and posted a net eagle 2. Jim Ahern had 
a birdie on the 15th hole, a 490 yard par 
5, and posted a net eagle 3. This gave 
Jim the skins for holes 14 and 15. Earl 
“The Pearl” Wismer had a gem of a hole 
on the 17th, as his birdie 3 allowed him 
to post a net eagle and collect cash for 
the 16th and 17th holes. Warren Hawes 
took a single skin on the 6th hole with 
a net eagle. Scott Lutticken picked up a 
single skin on hole 9 with a net eagle 3. 
Bob Byrne picked up the final skin on 
the 18th hole with a net eagle 2.

The first place winners in the “close 

to hole” competition at the Palms course 
were Earl Wismer, Harry Pearson, Bill 
Siebert and Don Carlson. Carlson would 
go on to dominate “close to the hole” 
action through the three days of golf. 
The second place winners were Jesse 
Ordonez, Martina Yun and Jim Ahern.

Monday night saw the Loons gather 
for a buffet dinner in the Flamingo Room 
of our host hotel. Arriving for dinner one 
found a long hallway which served five 
banquet rooms. Each room was named 
after one of the first Las Vegas hotels, 
such as the Dunes, Flamingo and oth-
ers. Across the hall from each banquet 
room entry was a twelve foot by five foot 
blow-up photo of the hotel representing 
each banquet room. Each photo had the 
name and opening day of those early Las 
Vegas pioneer hotels.

Day 2, Casablanca Golf Club
Don Carlson Has Hole-in-one

On our second day, the Loons drove 
about one mile to our hotel’s home golf 
course. The Casablanca course plays to 
a slope of 124 from the regular tees; and, 
as land is plentiful in the desert, there are 
very few short holes to be played. Both 
the Palms and Casablanca courses were 
in fine shape, and each provided the 
Loons with amazing views of the desert 
terrain. Rugged mountain ranges sur-
rounding the Virgin Valley and numer-
ous long plateaus were the highlights. 
Some locations on the courses offered 
views of the plateaus from above or be-
low the impressive natural structures. 
The courses in the area had plenty of 
local bird life, including road runners 
and quail.

The Loons played a Net Blind Bogey 
format on this day. Each player threw 
in their ante and the action was soon 
underway. As the Loons teed off, the pro 
shop staff randomly selected six num-
bers between one and eighteen. Upon 
the completion of play, each player’s 
scorecard was adjusted for their current 
handicap. At that point each card had 
the total number of strokes on the six 
mystery holes deducted from their total 
for their net blind bogey score.

The winner on the day was Ed An-
zore. Ed fired an outstanding gross 
score of 74. Ed’s card was adjusted for 
handicap and blind bogey holes giving 
Ed a score of 50. Hot on Ed’s heels was 
Sam Krishna (L.A.P.D.) with a blind 
bogey score of 51. There was a four-way 

tie for third place at 53. Those players 
were Kirk Edison, Glenn Mar, Harry 
Pearson and Don Spradlin. The highlight 
of the day was a Hole-in-one scored by 
Don Carlson on the 16th hole. The hole 
was playing 161 yards, and Don hit his 
Adams 5 hybrid club, using a Callaway 
“Chrome Soft” ball. The witnesses to this 
event were Roy Sullivan, Mickey Griffin 
and Paul Fuhrman (S.F.F.D. Retired).

As Carlson’s group teed off for his 
eventual “ace”, the pin position was 
such that the actual cup area was not 
visible from the tee. Upon reaching the 

green there was a 
search for Don’s 
ball and it was lo-
cated at the bottom 
of the cup. Don’s 
ball mark was two 
inches from the 
cup. Don became 
the 5th player in 
Loon tournament 
history to make a 
hole-in-one. The 
first was Joe Alle-
gro in 1996 at Ran-
cho Canada, West 
Course. In 2000 Ed 
Anzore made an 
ace at Pacific Grove 
Golf Links. In 2012 
both Steve Morim-

oto and Greg Lim scored aces. Morimoto 
got his at our last and final visit to Roddy 
Ranch, which closed two years ago. Greg 
Lim got his ace at Rooster Run G.C.

The “close to the hole” winners at Cas-
ablanca were Bob Byrne, Martina Kim, 
Dave Fontana and Don “Ace” Carlson. 
The second place winners were Steve 
Morimoto, Bob Byrne, Bob McMillan 
and Jesse Ordonez.

Each day the Loons enjoyed early 
shotgun starts which allowed us to be 
poolside by the early afternoon. The 
Casablanca had a large, tropical themed 
pool area that looked much like Las 
Vegas of the past. The Casino compared 
in size to a midsize Reno casino. Free 
drinks flowed to the players, and the 
lounge acts provided free entertainment 
each night until the early morning. Tues-
day night featured David Brooks in the 
lounge. David has performed as Elvis 
every Tuesday at the Casablanca for the 
last four years and did a very good job 
when we saw him.

Day 3, Conestoga Golf Club, T.C.P.
The Loons responded to the T.C.P. 

designated Conestoga Golf Club on 
Wednesday for our final round. This 
Troon course was designed by Gary 
Panks and this was the most demanding 
track we played. The course has a slope 
of 127 from the white tees and a rating 
of 70.1. The course is laid out with no 
two fairways running alongside another 
fairway; and, each hole goes up or down 
a separate canyon or atop a long plateau. 
Each hole offered different views of the 
desert terrain. Numerous Loons also got 
to see(but not touch) several tarantulas 

on the course, such as the one photo-
graphed by Kirk Edison. A staff member 
advised us that the local tarantulas are 
known as “Blonde Tarantulas” for the 
light coloring on their backs.

This T.P.C. course played so tough 
that only one player was able to break 
eighty strokes-- that player being Ed 
Anzore. Anzore fired a round of 76 
which included birdies on the 6th, 10th 
and 15th holes. Harry Pearson posted a 
round of 80, followed by Glenn Mar at 
81. “Close to the hole” winners for the 
day were Sam Krishna, Bob McMillan, 
Ed Garcia and Bob Byrne. Second place 
money went to Anzore, Don Carlson, 
Martina Yun and John Schmolke. Don 
Carlson, who had a hole-in-one at Casa-
blanca, also collected cash on four other 
par three holes through the three days 
of golf.

The low gross leader for the three 
days was Anzore with a three day total 
of 232. Glenn Mar finished one stroke 
behind Anzore with a score of 233. Harry 
Pearson finished 3rd with a three day 
total of 240. Harry played very consistent 
golf, as he posted three straight scores 
of 80.

As with all of our trips to gambling 
locations, there were stories to be told. 
On our first Reno Adventure in 2000, 
Loon Dave Hamilton was playing Reno’s 
largest slot machine: Wheel of Fortune. 
Dave was playing the one dollar a pull 
machine and hit two maximum jackpots. 
Bells rang, lights flashed and casino staff 
ran to the machine. Dave received two 
separate jackpots and two separate tax 
forms from the I.R.S. man on duty. In 
1997 several loons were enjoying cock-
tails and hot times at the blackjack tables 
at North Tahoe’s most elegant Crystal 
Bay Club. At the height of the revelry, 
certain Loons were unceremoniously 
removed from the premises by security.

On this same trip there was also 
one Loon pitted in a match of “man vs. 
machine” while playing video poker. 
Steve Morimoto, a talented gamer with 
a magic touch for video poker, sat at the 
Casablanca’s Extreme Ecstasy machine. 
After a few minutes of play Steve was 
behind, but it was time to meet friends 
for dinner. As Steve walked away from 
the machine he caught the machine giv-
ing him a snidely look which Steve took 
as a challenge.

After dinner Steve sat back down 
at the machine for a real battle. In the 
early stages, it was back and forth as 
Steve constantly punched the keys 
while making snap decisions on cards 
and combinations. The battle for that 
evening came to an end as Steve hit a 
$4000.00 jackpot!! Extreme Ecstasy was 
left extremely depressed and defeated 
as Steve strolled to the cashier’s window. 
The battle was not over, as Steve was in 
the casino the next night. Rumors were 
circulating that Extreme Ecstasy was 
trash talking Morimoto and calling for 
a rematch. Steve, being the skilled and 
experienced gamer he is, would not let 
this stand. Steve sat back down for a 
second session with the machine. Man 
and machine locked in for the rematch.

Within a few short minutes of play 
Steve hit the machine for a $2000.00 jack-
pot and the rematch was over. Steve once 
again made a triumphant stroll to the 
cashier’s window as Extreme Ecstasy sat 
defeated and demoralized. It was later 
reported that the machine maintenance 
staff took the machine off the floor for 
lubrication, programming and trauma 
counseling.

Finally on Thursday morning, the 
Loons checked out of the hotel and fired 
up their rental cars to head south on 
Highway 15. It was a very eventful week; 
and, this location is definitely a place that 
the Loons must visit again in the future.

Morimoto contemplates the beauty of the desert.
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Loons Nest Scoreboard 
Mesquite Desert Adventure

Player Palms Casablanca Conestoga Total
Anzore 82 74 76 232
Mar 76 76 81 233
Pearson 80 80 80 240
Ahern 82 83 76 241
Wong 85 79 84 248
Krishna 86 77 86 249
Byrne 82 85 83 250
Spradlin 85 82 84 251
Edison 90 80 84 254
Yun 87 86 84 257
Hawes 85 86 86 257
Lutticken 83 87 87 257
Kim 91 86 83 260
Garcia 89 86 87 262
Morimoto 95 86 85 266
Schmolke 91 89 90 270
Hanley 88 93 90 271
Wismer 89 92 90 271
Simpson 95 88 91 274
Fuhrman 93 95 89 277
Crosat 93 93 92 278
Ordonez 90 90 99 279
Carlson 96 88 96 280
Suttie 93 94 94 281
McMillan 100 93 89 282
Sullivan 94 95 96 285
Wyman 94 98 96 288
Siebert 92 90 108 290
Gan 97 96 100 293
Ballard 100 96 100 296
Fontana 105 105 102 312
Fischer 102 98 114 314
Callo 98 106 111 315
Tapang 107 110 105 322
Shea 101 106 116 323
Ospital 101 105 119 329
Griffin 109 103 119 331

Close to Hole Winners

Palms Golf Course
Hole # 3

 1st Wismer 2nd Ordonez
Hole # 7

 1st Pearson (tie) Siebert
Hole # 11

 1st Carlson 2nd Yun
Hole # 14

 1st Carlson 2nd Ahern

Casablanca Golf Course
Hole # 4

 1st Byrne 2nd Morimoto
Hole # 8

 1st Kim 2nd Byrne
Hole # 14

 1st Fontana 2nd McMillan
Hole # 16

 1st  Carlson 2nd  Ordonez

Conestoga Golf Course
Hole # 2 

 1st  Krishna  2nd Anzore
Hole # 5

 1st   McMillan 2nd Carlson
Hole # 10

 1st  Garcia 2nd Yun
Hole # 14

 1st  Byrne  2nd Spradlin  

Fuhrman, Carlson, Pearson and McMillan
Don “Ace” 

Carlson (far 
right), with 

witnesses 
Griffin, Sul-

livan and 
Fuhrman

Ballard, Hawes and Gan

Elvis sings for the Loons.

Anzore, Morimoto, Garcia and Wismer 

Ospital, Crenshaw, Lutticken and Simpson

Ordonez, Fischer, Callo and Tapang

Hanley, Ahern, Byrne and Edison

Tarantula at Conastoga G.C.
PHOTO BY KIRK EDISON
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Journal End Point:  
Teamwork — One Will Lead, One Will Follow

Working as a team enables everyone to 
lighten up and enjoy the journey.

Sue Rolovich and Duece

PHOTO BY CYNDEE BATES


